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It is common knowledge that the phenomenon called "proph-
ecy"-iransmission of allegedly divine messages by a human inter-
mediary to a third party-is well attested, not only in the Hebrew
Bible, but also in a number of ancient Near Eastern sources from dif-
ferent times and places. Up to the present, the subject has been di{fi-
cult to study because of the virtual inaccessibility of many important
sources. Today, however, the situation has changed. This is largely due
to recent editions of the two major extrabiblical corpora of prophetic
documents, the eighteenth-century B.C.E. letters from Mari by Jean-
Marie Durand (1988) and the seventh-century B.c.E. Assyrian pro-
phetic oracles by Simo Parpola (1997), which have made the sources
available to all readers. Even biblical prophecy can now be examined,
better than ever before, against its ancient Near Eastern background.

The seven contributions collected in this volume are published to
provide all readers with recent information about the poorly known
sources of ancient Near Eastern prophecy, and to open new vistas of
research for specialists-cuneiformists as well as scholars in biblical
and religious studies" The articles are based on papers read at sessions
of the Prophecy in the Ancient Near East Group at the Society of Bib-
lical Literature International Meeting in Lahti, Finland, on July 21,
1999. The two sessions were the first within the Society of Biblical Lit-
erature dedicated specifically to the study of ancient Near Eastern
prophecy.

The temporal and geographical distribution of the sources exarn-
ined in this book ranges fiorn Mari of the eighteenth century B.c.E., to
the Hebrew Bible, to Asyria of the seventh century n.c.n., and to Ara-
bian documents from the seventh century C.n. The articles are written
from manifold perspectives, including methodological, socioreligious,
anthropological, as well as historical viewpoints.

The main concern of Part One is methodological; it concentrates
on comparative studies and problems of definition. Hans M. Barstad
considers the benefits and limitations, in principle, of the comparative
method in the study of prophecy, and Lester L. Grabbe, using sources
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vllt Prefuce

from ancient and mod_ern times,'illustrates prophecy as an anthropo_
Iogical phenomenon. David L. petersen critiques current definitions
of prophecy, emphasizing the transmissive nature of prophetic activity
rather than the personal or societal qualities of th. p.oph.ts.

Part Two discusses sources of prophecy from differeni periods. Her-
bert B. Huffmon surveys the parallel ancl conflictirrg u.p.i,. otpropt _

ecy and prophets in sources from Mari, Assyria, and the HebrewBible .

Karel van der Toorn uses the prophetic sources from Mari and Assvria
to demonstrate the theological differences between them. My own
essay presents Neo-Assyrian sources that illuminate relations betwee'
the Assyrian prophets and the goddess Iitar, the king of Assyria, and
the diviners. Jaakko Himeen-Anttila deals with pre_Iilamic and early
lslamic auitudes ro prophecy and rhe development of Arabian p.";;_
ecy into the orthodox Islamic doctrine that regards Muhammai us ihe
sole prophet.

It is my pleasant dury to thank all the authors for their contribu_
tions, the interested audience of the Lahti sessions for proposing pub_

lication of the papers, as well as Greg Glover, Directoi of frrUti"ririrrg
for SBL, and Rex D. Matthews and Christopher R. Matrhews, editors
of the SBL Symposium Series, for their ki.rd .oop"ration. Special
tha'ks are due to my friendJuhana Saukkonen for his able and accu-
rate work in preparing the manuscript for publishing.
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Comparare necesse est?

Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy
in a Comparative Perspective

Hans M. Barstad

Background

Scholars have, during recent years, dated the Prophetical Books of
the Hebrew Bible later and later. It has even been claimed that these
texts are compositions from the Persian period and have little to do
with a historical prophetic movement in preexilic Israel.l Moreoveq
increasing problems in relating ancient texts to any external historical
reality, due to, among other things, the collapse of historicism in the
humanities in general, have made it more difficult to make statements
about prophecy as a historical phenomenon.2 One result of these de-
velopments is that scholarly attention has focused increasingly on the
extant corpus of "prophetic" texts from archaeological sites from a-ll

over the ancient Near East.3 Many feel that these texts may also throu,
light on the study of biblical prophecy.

1 See H. M. Barstad, "No Prophets? Recent Developments in lliblical Prophetic
ResearchandAncientNearEasternProphecy,"rlSOT-57 (1993):39-60.Reprinted
in The Prophets: A Shffield Reader (ed. P. R. Davies; Biblical Seminar 42; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), i06-26.

2 For recent developments in views on history see H. M. Bar.stad, "Flistory and
the Hebrew Bible," in Can a "Historl of Israel" Be Written? (ed. L. L. Grabbe;
JSOTSUp 245; European Seminar in Historical Methodology 1; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1997), 37-64.

3 A:nong the texts most widely used for coniparing biblical and ancient Near
Eastern prophecy are those from ancient Mari, Neo-Assyrian texts, and a few West
Semitic texts. The Mari prophetic texts are accessible inJ.-M. Durand, Arch,iues 6pis-
tola,ires de Mari I/1 (ARM 26; Paris: Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1988).
The bibliography on Mari prophecy is enormous and cannot be provided here. For
a complete bibliography on Mari, seeJ.-G. }Jeintz, Bibliographie de Mari-Arch1otogie
et Tbxtes (1933-1988) (Travaux du Groupe de Recherches et d'Etudes S6mitiques
Anciennes IGRESAI, Universit6 des Sciences Humaines de Strasbourg 3; Wies-
baden: llarrassowitz, 1990). See also the following supplements by the same au-



4 1 Propheq in Its Ancient Near Eastern Context

The "popularity" of comparative studies has, as we know, varied over
the ;rears. Given the present situation in prophetic research, however,
we must reckon it possible that we will see growing interest in com-
parative studies, at least in this particular field. For this reason, it
seems worthwhile to reflect on some of the problems we may en_
counter in comparative studies of biblical prophetic texts.

This essay can hardly address the matter in detail; other restraints
have to be considered. For instance, it is possible to characterize all
human activity, in one way or another, as "comparative.', There are,
consequently, no limitations to what we may put into the somewhat im-
precise category "comparative studies." This statement also applies
when we keep strictly to biblical and ancient Near Eastern ,,prophetic',

texts. Even if we refrain from becor.ning too philosophical-which may
easily happen-the word "comparative" brings to mind linguistic, lit-
erary historico-religious, anthropological, and psychological associa-

)
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tions. The literature in these fields is so vast and varied that it becomes
nonsensical to refer to it in the present context. Instead, I ask a simple
question: In what way(s) may readin.q "prophetic" texts from the an-
cient Near East be of value in our attempts to better understand bibli-
cal prophecy? Since my ambitions are fairly modest, I will not attempt
an answer. I merely look at some of the problems connected with the
question. In my view, the best starting point is to look at recent publi-
cations.

Taxonomy

A multitude of books and articles, in various languages, address

comparatiVe studies and the Hebrew Bible. Nevertheless, relatively few
deal with problems of comparison in biblicaL research in a method-
ological and theoretical manner.4

When forced to do so we fir,ay divide comparative studies into two
main groups. There is nothing originalrin this, and similar divisions
have been made by other schola.r.5 Th.rr, we may classif comparative
studies as "historical," for lack of a better word, or as "typological,"

4 A selection includes S. Thlmon, "The 'Comparative Method' in Biblical Inter-
pretation: Principles and Problems," in Congress Volume, G6ttingen, 1977 (I'rISry 29;
Leiden: Brill, 1978) , 320-56; M. Malul, The Com.paratiae Mahod in Ancient Near East-
em and Biblical Legal Studies (AONI 227; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercker;
Neukirchen-Mu1n: Neukirchener, 1990), l-78 and passim; T. Longman I1l, Fic-
tiona,I Akkadian Autobiographl: A Generic and, Comparatiue StudJ (W\nona Lake, Ind.:
Eisenbrauns, 1991), 2?*36; S. L. Lieberman, "Are Biblical Parallels Euclideani"
MaaraaS (1992): Bl-94; K van der Toorn, "Parallels in Biblical Research: Purposes
of Comparison," in The Bible and Ix World.' (diils\on A of Procudings of the Eleuenth
Congress of Jauish Studi,es;lerusalem: World Union ofJewish Studies, 1994), 1-8;
F. Bespflug and F. Dunand, eds., Le conlparatisme en histoire des religions: Actes d,u Col,
loque internationale de Strasbourg, 18-20 septembre 1996 (Paris: Cerf, 1997). Mention
should also be made of the several books resulting from seminars directed byW. W.
Hallo: C. D. Evans, W W. Hallo, andJ. B. White, eds., Scri.pnre in Context: Essay on
the Comparatiae Method (PTMS 34; Pittsburgh: Pickwick, 1980); W. W Hallo, J. C.
Moyer, and L. G. Perdue, eds., Scripture in Context II: More Essays on [he Comparatiae
Method \Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1983); W W. Hallo, B. W. Jones, and
G. L. Mattingly, eds., The Bible in the Light of Cuneifotm Litnature: Scripture i.n Con-
text III (Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies 8; Lewiston, N.Y: Mellen, 1990);
K. L. Younger, W. W. Hallo, and B. F. Batto, eds., The Bibli,cal Canon in Comparative
Perspectiue: Scripture in Context IV (Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies 1l; Lewis-
ton, N.Y: Mellen, 1991).

5 There are many other ways in which one may distinguish among comparative
approaches. See, for instance, the use of the terminology "limited" and "unlimited
comparison" inJ. G. Plawoet, Comparing Religions, a Limitatiue Approach: An An,alry-

thor: "Suppl6ment I (1989-1990)," Akkad,ica 77 (1992): t-32; ,,Suppl6ment II
(1991-f992)-Addenda & Corrigenda: Edition du 3l D6c. lgg2,,,-Akh&dica Bl
(1993):7-22; with the collaboration of D. Bodi and L. Millot: ,,Bibliographie 

de
Mari: Suppl6ment III (1992-1993)," Akkadica 86 (1994): l-23; ,,Suppl6ment IV
(f 993-1994)-Addenda & Corrigenda: Edition du 31 D6c. lgg4,,' Akkadica gl
(f995): 1-22. For the Neo-Assyrian prophetic texts, see the edition by S. parpola,
Asqrian Prophecies (SAA 9; Helsinki: Helsinki University press, 1997), and the ac_
companying study by M. Nissinen, fufnences to propheq in Neo-Assyrian Sources
(SAAS 7; Helsinki: Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus project, 199g). ,,prophetic 

texts',
from other ancient Near Eastern cultures are discussed in several schtlariv contri-
butions of varying quality. An excellent work (with bibliography) is M. Weippert,
"$pekte israelitischer Prophetie im Lichte ver-wandter Eischeinungen des Aten
orients," in Ad bene et fidelitn seminandum: Festgabe filr Karlheinz Dellerled,. G. Mauer
and U. Magen; AOAT 220: Kevelaer. Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen_
Muyn: Neukirchener, 19BB), 287-Zlg. See also B. Margalit, ,,Ninth_Century 

Is-
raelite Prophecy in the Light of Contemporary NWSemitic Epigraphs," in i(_Ind

Mose schrieb di.eses Lied auf': studien zum Alten Testdment urd ,u* Alten ()rient,
Festschrift fi)r oswald Loretz (ed. M. Dietrich arrd I. Kottsieper; AoAT 250; Munster:
Ugarit-verlag, 1998), 515*32. Useful is oracles et proph1ties d,ans I'antiquit6: Actes d,u
colloque de strasbourg, 15-17 juin 1995 (ecr. J.-G. Heintz; Travaux du centre de
Recherche sur ie Proche-orient et la Grdce antiques 15; paris: De Boccard, lggT).
stiJl lacking is a synthesis of west semitic prophLcy similar to the excellent stujy
by S. B. Parker, stories in scripture and Inscriptioru: comparatiae studies on Narratiaes in
North.west semitic Inscri1ti,ons and the Hebrax Bibla (Newiork: oxford University press,
1997). Many observations in Parker's book, however, relate to prophecy. Related as-
P.^ects,1re dealt with in A. Jeffers, Magic and Diuination in Ancient palestine and. syria
(studies in the History and c'lture of the Ancient Near East z; Leiden: Biill,
1996), and in M. Meyer and P Mirecki, eds., Ancient Magic and Ritual prmar (Reli-
gions in the Graeco-Roman World 129; Leiden: Brill, 19g5).



6 Prophecy in lts Ancient Near Eastern Context

which also needs more specihcity. \Arhen we make historical compar-
isons, we compare things within the "same" historic, linguistic, or lir
erary context, within the same culture, social system, or civilization.
Typically, comparisons between the Mari prophets and the prophets of
the Hebrew Bible would fall in this category. We should, howeveq al-
ways keep in mind that a historical comparison must not (or should
not?) be too interested in questions of origin or in whether a particu-
lar phenomenon results from cultural diffusionism. Such views, popu-
Iar in biblical studies in earlier days, will, as a rule, be too speculative
to be fiuitful. Such views are based primarily on inadequate evolu-
tionist ideas of how cultures grow. \Vhen such views are combined with
value judgments about the supremacy of the biblical prophets, the re-
sults become very tenuous.o

By typological comparisons, I refer to comparisons between phe-
nomena in different contexts, ancl from widely separated periods of
time. Sirnilarities among separate cultures would tlpically not follow
historic-genetic connections, but rather would result from how the
hurnan brain works, and from how humans, for some reason, behave
in "similar" manners in "similar" situations. I briefly rnention one ex-
ample. To make it easier for myself, given the necessary reservations,
thc example is not from prophecy. In the story about Jephthah's
daughter in the book ofJudges, chapter ll,Jephthah promises to sac-
rifice to the Lord the first person to greet him when he returns from
having vanquished the Ammonites. Tiagically, the first person to meet
him is his only daughter. There are well-known parallels to this story
in other cultures. The sacrifice of the hero's daughter reminds us of
Iphigenia, the daughter of Agamemnon, who was sacrificed by her fa-
ther to the goddess Artemis when the Greek fleet was deprived of wind
off the Greek coast on its way to the Trojan War.7 The sacrificial motif
of do ut des, similarly, is so well,known that references should be un-
nec"..ury.8 [n the sacrillcial logic ol do ut des. extreme situations re-

sis of Akan, Para-Creole, and lFO-Sananda Rites and Prayar (Religion and Reason 24;
The llague: Moutorr. l9B2).

6 See L. Stachowiak, "Die Prophetie als religioses Phinomen des Alten Orients,"
in Dein Woyt beachten: Alttestamentl;iche Aurfsritze (ed. J. Reindl; Leipzig: St. Benno,
r981),58-75.

7 The motif inJonah 1, in whichJonah is thrown into the sea ancl sacrificed in
order to make the storm end, has similarities to the Agamemnon story.

8 See A. De Waal Malefljt, fut:igion, and, Culture: An introd.uction to Anthropotogy of
fuligion (NewYork: Macmillan, 1968), 208-15. For an example from Rig-Veda, see

Comparare necesse est? A7-tcient Israelite and ANE Pr. ^ ,bcy

quire extreme measures. In the context of the ancient world, this in-
cludes human sacrifice. We know of a similar instance from ancient
China, in which human sacrifice was required when a severe drought
had lasted for seven years.e In theJephthah story then, we find several

examples of what we call "typological" similarities. In view of the dis-

tinction just made, when scholars comparc the Flebrew prophets and,
for example, divinatory practices of modern, traditional societies,l0

these comparisons are termed "tl,pological."
Comparisons between ancient Israelite and ancient Near Eastern

prophetic texts have, for the most part, been of a "historical" kind.
With the increasing interest in the social sciences in biblical studies,

we will undoubtedly witness an increase in qpological comparisons.ll
Some scholars of a more historical disposition believe that typological
comparisons are less important, or less "true," and that little may be

gained from them. Clearly this is not the case. Typological compar-
isons are simply different. There are, however, some problems in-
volved. It may sometimes be very difficult, if not impossible, to decide
whether a parallel phenomenon in two different but historically re-

lated cultures should be classified as "historical" or "typological." The
categories in such cases may have to be combined. \Vhen we do find
interesting similarities in closely related cultural systems, the similari-
ties may result from how humans, as mentioned above, behave in sim-
ilar manners in similar situations.

R. D. Baird, Categorl Formation and. lhe Hi,story of fuligion (2d ed.; History and Rea-
son 1; Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1991),35-36.

9 S. Alien, "Drought, Human Sacrifice, and the Mandate of Heaven in a Lost
Text fiom Shang Shu," BSOAS 47 (1984): 523-39.

10 Examples of, and references to, such comparisons appear in R. R. Wilson,
Prophecl and Society in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980); Semeia2l
(ed. R. C. Culley and T. W. Overholt; theme, "Anthropological Perspectives on Old
Testament Prophecy") (1982); T. W. Overholt, Channek of Prophecl: The Social Dy-

narniu of Prophetic Actiuity (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989); L. L. Grzbbe, Priests,

Prophets, Diuinns, Sages: A Soeio-historical Studl of fuligious Specialisls in Ancient Israel
(Valley Forge, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1995). For an emphasis on divina-
tion and power, see J. N. Bremmer, "Prophets, Seers, and Politics in Greece, Israel,
and Early Modern Europe," Numen 40 (1993): 150-83.

tt As D. Fiensy has reminded us ("Using the Nuer Culture o[Africa in Under-
standing the Old Testament: An Evaluation," JSOTZB [1987]: 73): "Both Old Tes-

tament specialists and anthropologists have in some way or other compared the
Oid Testament with primitive cultures for at least 200 years." Fiensy is taking this
informalion from the useful sur-vey byJ. W. Rogerson, Anthropology and tlrc Old'fzs-
tament (Growing Points in Theology; Oxford: Blackwell, 1978).
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Method

When we turn to the more practical side, everyone would agree that
sound method is vital for the success of comparative approaches. yet I
do not believe it possible to forrow some schorars, who claim that we
need a set of rules to guide comparative studies.12 Each scholar needs
to work out how to proceed. Method in comparative studies is no dif-
ferent from method in other fieids of bibrical study, for instance in ex-
egesis; what is needed is crafrsmanship and good judgment.

There are some principles on which we may all agree. Obviously,
there should be a reason for making comparisons. we no longer need
comparative studies of the ,,Frazer-Gaster 

type.,,13 Marry y""u., ugo,
Ringgren wrote: "All too often, research in this area has turned into a
kind of 'parallel hunting': the endeavor has been to find extra-biblical
parallels for biblical ideas or customs-and as soon as such a parallel
is found, all problems seem to be solved: the parallel is there, what
more do we need?"l4 These are wise words, but are they easy to put
into practice? Has there been a revorution in biblical studies since
others before and after Ringgren issued similar appeals? I think not. It
is, for instance, clear that many recent works do not move beyond the
mention that similarities between texts exist, referring to the similari-
ties briefly. Such short surveys of textual parallels may be useful when
we regard them as exactly that: useful surveys. We should not, however,
confuse such "lists" with comparative studies.ls

AJong the same lines, we find scholarly contributions that are far

12 See, for instance, Talmon, ,,,Comparative Method,,,, 3b6.
13 The reference is to rhe-aftermath of sirjume. n.ur"r's The Gokren Bough: A

Stud) in Magi,c and, Retigion (12 vols.; London: Macmillan, lB90_I915). I am-not
considering that genre known as "Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the old
Testament." Even if such tomes usualry have more to do with tir" ,ut"J or p'mirt -
ing houses than with comparative studies, it is not necessary to rrisapprovi of the
genre, asJ. M. Sasson does (.On Relating ,Religious Texts, to the Oli^Testament,,,
Maarau 3 [1982]: 217*25) .In my view, suih coll-ections are useful according to theq'ality ofthe irrdividual works. A useful addition to this we[-kno*r tt..r.! g.rr."
:t,_C:?":_u:l Compositions from the Biblical Workl (vol- I of ,fhe 

Context of Scripiuie; ed.
W. W Hallo and K L. yorrnger; Leiden: Brill, I99i), schecluled to appeir in two
volumes.

i1 H Ringgren, "The Impact of rhe Ancient Near -Easr on Israelite Tiadition,,,tn 'Iiaditinn and' T'heorogy in the ord, rbstament (ed. D. A. xnight; l,hrladerphia:
Fortress Press, 1977), 3l-46, atZ2.

15 Ringgren himserf falls withi'this categorywhen he gives scattered referencesto "prophecy" in Egypt, Ebla, Mari, Uruk,*Assyria, Babyionia, Ugarit, phoenicia,
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more exhaustive, and that seem intended as comparative studies.
W. Fauth, in a recent study,l6 gives a learned, useful, and thorough
treatment of Hittite divination before he describes divination in the
historical books of the Hebrew Bible, listing many interesting exam-
ples. There is, howeveq no real attempt to compare the Hittite and the
biblical texts.17 Fauth's work contains two entirely different studies on
two quite distinct topics, both very useful, and both lacking a compar-
ative perspective. Fauth's view on Israelite prophecy appears to be
strongly influenced by the works of Georg Fohrer, which raises an-
other problem in comparative studies.

\4rhen we compare biblical "prophecy" with "prophecy" in other
texts or cultures it is always our own views of prophecy that we com-
pare. The quality of these views may vary to say the least. For instance,
being an expert on biblical prophecy does not necessarily imply ex-
pertise on Mesopotamian matters. Even if we are experts, we have to
consider that, as in most scholarly fields, there appears to be little con-
sensus in prophetic studies. For example, two methodologically sound
studies in the historical comparative category are those by Noort on
Mari prophecyl8 and by Shupak on Egyptian prophecy.le Even though

Aram, Moab, and Deir 'Alla, but fails to make more out of these references. See
H. Ringgren, "Prophecy in the Ancient Near Easr," in Israel\ prophetic Tiaeliti,on: Es-
say in Honour of Peter R. Ackro$. (ed. R. Coggins, A. phillips, and M. Knibb; Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 1-11. Another example would be the
article by A. Lemaire, "Les groupes proph6tiques dans l,Ancien IsraEl," tn Ancient
Near East and India: Intncultural llzligious Parallek (The Franco,Finnish symposium,
10*11th Noa. 1990, The Finnish Institute, pans) (Studor i0; Helsinki: finniitr Ori
ental Society, 1993), 39-55. Lemaire commenrs briefly on ,,prophecy" in Mari, As-
syria, Phoenicia, Arnmon, Moab, and Aram, and in the Old Testament, New Testa-
ment, and earlyJudaism, but does not compare the different groups.

16 W. Fauth, "Hethitische Beschworungspriesterinnen-iJraelitische prophe-
ten: Differente Phinotlpen magischer Religiositit in Vorderasien,,, in Die trich and
Kottsieper, "Und. Mose schrieb dieses Lied auf," 2Bg-ZlB.

17 I was left with similar feelings after reading wilson's prophecy and societl in An-
cient Israel.In the chapter "Prophecy in the Ancient Near East,,, Wilson surveys the
phenomenon in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Palestine, and S;a.ia in a fairly representative
way, based on secondary sources. Since, however, no actual comparisons are macle,
I was a little astonished to read his conclusion: "The evidence that we have been
able to glean from ancient Near Eastern sources indicates that intermediation in
antiquity irad some of the same features that are attested in modern soci-
eties" ( I 33).

18 E. Noort, (Jntersuchungen zum Gottesbescheitl in Mari: Die ,,Mariprophetie', in d.er
alttestamentlichen Forschung (AoAr 202; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercken
Neukirchen-Muyn: Neukirchener, 7977).

19 N. Shupak, "Egyptian 'Prophecy' and Biblical prophecy: Did the phenorne-

.Ly I
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a student of biblical prophecy for many years, I cannot say that I always
recognize the phenomenon of biblical prophecy as conceived (like-
wise differentty) by Noort or Shupak. I am not saying that I am right
and tlrey are wrong-that is not my point. But we have a problem
when scholar A and scholar B compare phenomenon yto phenome-
non Z, when they havc widely different views on what f is. One conse-
quence is that, in any comparative study, one has to pay much more at-
tention to what is being compared than has normally been the case.

I end this short survey by introducing another vital problem in com-
parative studies, exemplified by a model study by a distinguished
"comparativist," Martti .Nissinen, who has published several important
studies on the subject.2' Unfortunately, it is not possible to deal with
his many interesting conclusions in detail.zl I mention only one ex-
ample. In his 1993 article on the relevance of Neo-Ass;nian prophecy
for Old Testament research, Nissinen identified many relevant simi-
larities in the two corpora. In his conclusion, he notes that many ex-
amples in the Neo-Assyrian prophetic texts have few parallels in the
Prophetic Books of the Hebrew Bible (wirh the exception ol Isa
40-5il.22 The Historical Books and the book of psalms, however,
abound in interesting parallels. This conclusion is important not only
for what it tells us about similarities between Neo-Assyrian'prophetic
texts and the old restament. It also has significant methodological im-
plications. The method used by Nissinen is purely literary based on
"genre" identification. He restricts himself, in other words, to the in-

I

i

I

l

non of Prophecy, in the Biblical Sense, Exist in Ancient Egypt?,, pOL ZI
( 1989-1990): 5-40.

20 M. Nissinen, "Die Relevanz der neuassyrischen prophetie f.ir die arttesta-
mentliche Forschung," in Mesopotarnica-ugaritica-Biblica,i Festschrift fiir Kurt Bn-
gerhof (ed. M. Dierrich and O. Loretz; AOAI 232; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon &
Il-ercker; Neukirchen-\iluyn: Neukirchener, 1g93), 217-bB. An imporiant work by
Nissinen on Neo-Assyrian prophecy, Rrfuences to prophecl, is cited in n. 3 above. See
also by the same author: "Falsche prophetie in neuassyrischer und deuterono-
mistischer Darstellung," ir.' Das Deuteron.omium und, seine euerbaiehungm (ed. T. Vei-
jola; Schriften der Finnischen Exegetischen Geselischaff62; Helsinii: Finnish Ex-
egetical Society; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996),172-gb.

21 See, for instance, Nissinen, Refuences to erophecy, 164: ,,In times of crisis the
prophets e'couraged the king with their words, proclaiming the love of the gods,
particularly that of Iitar, for the divinely chosen king, andtheir rrppo.t foi hi,
rightful undertakings, especially the military ones. But their words were not re-
peated only when the king's life or rule was in dangeq they could be referred to in
peaceful times as well, if a political decision required a divine authorization."

2'2 Nissinen, "Relevanz cler neuassyrischen piophetie,,' 24g.
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ternal reality of the text when making his comparisons. This is very int-
portant. Some scholars have unclear or unconscious views on the re-
lationship between the texts they read and external prophecy as a so-

cial and historical phenomenot.,..23 R. P. Carroll, in particular, has

warned against this confusion, which appears most likely in sociologi-
cal and anthropological models.za It is essential that all comparisons
start from the literary level.25 Only when this has been done is it pos-
sible to proceed and, eventually, to reconstruct prophecy as a histori-
cal phenomenon. Due to the nature of the sourcesrand the highly
stereotypicai and conventional language ofancient Near Eastern liter-
ary genres, this attempt will often be more problematic than has hith-
erto been assumed.

23 A study like that of K. van der Toorn, "Old Babylonian Prophecy between the
Oral and the Written,"rDy'SI 24 (1998): b4-70,is, for all its excellence, sometjmes
problematic on this point. Even more problematic is the monograph by the same
author: Sin antl Sanction in Israel and Mesollotamia: A Comparati,ae Study (SSN 22;
Assen: Van Gorcum, 1985).

24 R. P. Carroll, "Prophecy and Society," in Tlu Woild. of Ancient Israel: Sociological,
Anthropological, and, Political Perspectites (Essays by Me,mbus of the Sociee for Old Tbsta-
ment Study) (ed. R. E. Clements; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989),
203-25. It does not follow from Carroll's article that one should not use sociologi-
cal methods on biblical texts, even if there are also social anthropologists who re-
fuse to engage in what they call "historical social anthropology." The irnportant
point is to bring methodological awareness into what one is doing.

25 For a useful discussion of problems relating to diachronic and synchronic
questions in this connection, see E. Talstra, "From the 'Eclipse' to the 'Art'of Bib-
lical Narrative: Reflections on Methods of Biblical Exegesis," in Perspectttes i,n the
Studl cf the Old, Tbstament and Early Judaism: A Symposium in Honour oJ Adrnn S. van
derWoude (ed. F. Garcia Martinez and Ed Noort; VTSup 73; Leiden: Brill, 1998),
l*47.
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Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy
from an Anthropological Perspective

Lester L" Grabbe

With the f,rrst discoveries of prophetic material among the ancient
Near Eastern texts, it was natural to compare them with the prophetic
literature in the Hebrew Bible. This sort of comparison continues and
will continue in the future, and rightly so. Yet one area that is poten-
tially a rich source of comparative data on ancient Near l,astern
prophecy has so far been neglected: social anthropology (often re-
ferred to in North America as cultural anthropology). The data from
social anthropology have been applied to biblical prophecy, especially
in recent years, but little attempt has been made to apply the social sci-
ences to ancient Near Eastern prophecy.l I think this can be done with
mutual benefit to both disciplines.2

My purpose is modest, since in a brief essay one can only give an
outiine. I discuss methodological considerations and then illustrate
the potential value of anthropological data with several examples.

1 For purposes of this essay, I concentrate on the Mari material, mainly as col-
Iected inJean-Marie Durand, Archiues 1pistolaires de Mari /f (ARM 26; paris: Ecli-
tions Recherche sur les civilisations, 1988). Further textual material appears in
Maria deJong Ellis, "The Goddess Kititum Speaks ro King Ibalpiel: Oricle Texts
from Ishchali," MARIS (i987): 235-66. For the Neo-Assyrian prophecies, see Simo
Parpola, Asslian Propherjzs (SAA g; Helsinki: Helsinki University press, lg97).

2 For inlormacion on the anthropological srudy of prophecy, see my rwo stud-
ies, Pnests, Prophets, Diui,ners, sagus: A socio-historical stuttl of Retigious specialists in An-
cient Israel (Valley Forge, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1995), esp. 95-gB and
186_*92; ''The Sociai Setting of EarlyJewish Apocalypticism ,,, Joumat for the Stud, of
the Pseudepigrapha 4 (1989) : 27 -4? . see also Robert R. wilson, pr ophecy antl society in
Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, t9B0), 2l-BB, and Thomas W Overholt,
Prophecy in cross-cultural Perspectiue: A sourcebookfor Biblical Rrsearchars (SBLSBS 17;
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986). Anumber of individual studies are a.lso cited in the
footnotes below.
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Methodological Considerations

It must be remembered-though it is too often forgotten-that the
use of sociology and anthropology in our discipline has one purpose
only: to provide a heuristic method.?'Models derived liom the social
sciences are nol data, but only a means of interrogating the textual
and other sources. They allow us to ask questions in a new way and
then to go back to the original sources, to see whether the questions
can be answere d. Such models are themselves the result of interpreta-
tion; they are not to be imposed on the familiar data but to be tested
against it.

There are always dangers in such a comparative exercise, and, to
help avoid them, it has often been pointed out that the first step is to
compare systems rather than individual points of difference. fwo de-
tails of separate cultures that seem remarkably similar may appear only
fortuitously similar when each is studied as part of a whole system. Dif-
ferent cultures may map reality in a different way, so that episodic
practices or belief's becorne significant only when the total culture is

taken into account. The comparison of isolated examples may give
misleading results.

Yet we should be careful about being too rigid. Ways of viewing the
world are sometimes strikingly the same in detail, even when the cul-
tural systems are different. One example is the way the maternal uncle
is regarded in a variety of cultures.4 Without debating this particular
argument, the observation illustrates that certain cultural elements
may be similar, even when the systems are different, and that compar-
ison of the isolated case is still justified. Nevertheless, the cultural sys-

tem as a whole still needs to be considered, and the value of similari-
ties at the level of details may be limited. The important point is to be
open to a wide range ofsuggestions about the data, but to be rigorous
in testing (hese queries.

One of the first difficulties in any cross-cultural comparison, in the

3 I already have discussecl methodological issues in Priests, Prophets, Diuinns,
Sages (14-19) and also in the article, "Sup-urbs or Only Flyp-rrbs? Prophets and
Populations " in Everl CitJ Shall Be Forsaken: Llrbanistn and Prolthecy in Ancient Israel
and lhe Near East (ed. L. L. Grabbe and R. Haak; JSOTSup; Sheffreld: Sheffield
Academic Press, forthcoming) .

4 RobertA. Oden,Jr., 'Jacob as Father, Husband, ancl Nephew: Kinship Studies
and the Patriarchal Narratives,"./Bl 102 (1983): 189-205.
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case of prophecy, is the social and cultural setring of the prophecies
and prophets to be compared. The ancient Near Eastern prophecies
of Mari were delivered in a state headed by a king. The extant prophe-
cies are often associated with the king or even directed at him, with
court figures such as the queen, scribes, priests and other temple per_
sonnel involved. The king is warned to be careful; he is encouraged by
being told that he will defeat his enemies; he is scolded for neglecting
the deity who instigated the revelarion. The prophetic reveiation,
which might be in the form of dreams or visions, frequently comes in
the precincts of a temple.

By contrast, the prophecies and prophetic figures known to the so_

cial anthropologists usually have a different context. Many prophets
have arisen during or in the aftermath of a colonial situation and carr
be grouped with "protest" or "millenarian,, or ,,nativistic,, movements.
Even when prophecy was a native phenomenon, the data of how it
Func[ioned were ofien collecred in the colonial or posrcolonial sjrua-
tion, in which the native element had been modified or adapted.
There was seldom a king, though there may have been a native leader
of some sort, even if not officially recognized by the colonial adminis-
t ral ion.

A significant problem in comparing ancient Near Eastern prophets
with modern prophetic figures studied by anthropologists is in having
the actual words of the prophetic messages. Although the Mari texts
often describe prophetic actions, both they and the other Near East-
ern prophecies are characterized by using the words of the prophets
themselves (see below on the question of ipsis.sima anba). Anthropo_
logical reports, on the other hand, often do not quote the messages of
the prophetic figures verbatim. Instead, we usually read. a summary of
what the prophet said and did, often with occasions and setings
lumped together to describe an ongoing pattern rather than the exact
words said on a specific occasion.5 This makes comparison of the mes-
sages in the two cultures more problematic.
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5 Fortunately, there are a few exceptions. perhaps the best is given by R. G. wiilis
('Kaswa: Oral Tradition of a Fipa prophet," Afriia 40 tlg7}J:248_b6). Another
source roughly contemporary with a prophetic figure and quoting some of his
words appears in Jeremy Pemberton's work ("The History oi sir.ro. Kimbangu,
Prophet, by the writers Nfinangani and Nzungu, 192r: An Introduction a'd ^{n-notated rianslation," rlournal of fuligion in Africa 23 [1993]: lg4-2zl) a,.d in Don-
ald MacKay and Daniel Ntoni-Nzinga ("Kimbangu's Interlocutor: N1'u'rdi's Nsarzzr
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Despite the difficuities, it is possible to make useful comparisons be-
tween prophecies from the ancient Near East and anthropological
studies. \44lat follows are comparisons in a variety of areas. As already
noted, many prophecies from the ancient Near East in some way re-
late to the king. This is not surprising, given the context in which they
were preserved. Prophecies about people oflower status or prophecies
opposing the king were not likely to be preserved by state scribes or in
official archives. The prophetic material that modern scholars discov-
ere d was in official archives and reflects the interests of those who as-

sembled the archives or who ordered the material archived.

Selected Examples

Shamffii"sm and Modes of Reuelation

The various texts from Mesopotamia indicate a number of modes of
revelation. Dreams of various sorts are a favorite means of receiving di-
vine messages.6 A good example is the Mari text reporting a dream in
the temple of Dagan by a man named Malik-Dagan.7 The message of
the text, however, apart from the framework of the dream, does not
differ from that of other Mari prophecies. Another example is the vi-
sion of the apilum Qi3ti-Diritim, reported to Zimri-Lim through his
wife Sibtu, although the broken text makes interpretation difficult.8
Although today we might wish to distinguish between a dream and a
vision, it is difficult to find clear differentiation in the ancient sources.

Receiving divine messages by dreams and visions is also known in
case studies compiled by social anthropologists. One example con-
cerns the Arnerican Indian figure known as the Delaware prophet (dis-
cussed in more detail below), who went on a journey and received a

reve lation. He insisted that it was.an actual journey, but, from our per-
spective, some aspects look like visions. Another example is that of
I-Iandsome Lake, who founded a religious movement (called Gai'wii,o,

Miangunza [The story of the prophets)i' ./oumal of fuligion in Africa 3g [1993]:
2s2-65).

6 In the Mari texts, dreams are found in ARM 26 224-40. See also.fack M. Sas-
son, "Mari Dreams,"./AOS 103 (1983): 283-93.

7 ARM 26 233; Sasson, "Mari Dreams," 290-91.
B ARM 26 208. SeeJack M. Sasson, "An Apocallptic Vision from Mari? Specula-

tions on ARM 10 9," MARI I (1982): 15l-67; also William L. Moran, "New Evi-
dence from Mari on the History of Prophecy," BiD 50 (1969): 15-56, esp. 50-bZ.
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"good word") in about 1800 among the Seneca Indians of Newybrk.'
He became very ill and was thought ro have died, but he awoke sud-
denly and told of a vision which included a visit to the afterlife. This
vision became the basis for his new religion.

In some cases, the prophet seems to be the medium for a spirit's
speech. This phenomenon has characteristics in common with figures
known in other cultures as shamans and spirit mediums. Unfortu-
nately, the term "shaman" is populariy used in a wide variety of con-
texts in which, during an earlieq less politically correct age, "medicine
man" or even "witch rloctor" would have been used. Although special-
ists do not agree on a single definition, the rather loose use of the
term "shaman" in recent years is regrettable.I0 Nevertheless, many an-
thropologists would accept that the "central idea of shamanism is to
establish means of contact with the supernatural world by the ecstatic
experience of a professional and inspired intermediary, the
shaman."11

The shaman was first recognized as a cons(ituent of Siberian hunt-
ing tribes, and the word "shaman" itself was borrowed from the lan-

9 General accounts appear in Brian R. Wilson (Magzc and Millennium: A Socio-
logical Study of Religious Mouemmts of Proturt among Tiibal and. Third,,Worki. peoples

fl-ondon:.Heinemanrr, 7973],387-97) and A. F. C. Wallace (The Death ancl fubirth
of the Seneca [New York: Random House, 1969] ) . Original reports of this vision ap-
pear in A. C. Parker (The Code of Handsome Lake, the Seneca Propli.el [New york State
Museum, Bulletin 163; Albany: New York State Museum, 19131) and A. F. C. Wal-
lace ("I{allidayJackson'sJournal to the Seneca Indians, 1798-1800," pennsllaanict.
Hi;toryt 19 119521: 117-47 , 325-49). Wallace has artempred ro reconsffuct the orig-
inal vision from the various reports (Death and fubirth of the Seneca,242-48).

10 Mircea Eliade has emphasized the technique of inducing a trance state (ec-
stasy) as the common feature of shamanism (shamanism: Archaic Tbchniques tf Ec-
s/as1 [Bollingen Series 76; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964]; Eliacle et
a1., "Shamanism ," DR 13:201-23) . However, he has been criticized for focusing on
the history-ol-religions aspect of t-he problemwithout paying adequarc anention ro
the sociological features of shamanism (see Ake Hultkrantz, "Ecological and phe-
nomenological Aspects of Shamanism," in Shatnanism in Siberia Ied. V. Di6szegi and
M. I{oppd1; Budapest: Akad6miai Kiad6, 19781, 27-58, esp. 30-31).

11 Hultkrantz, "Ecologica.l and Phenomenological Aspects of Shamanism,,' 30.
Recent bibliography on shamanism includes Di6szegi and Floppdl, Shamanism in
Siberia; Carl-Martin Edsman, ed., Studies in Shamanism (Scripta Instituti Donneriani
Aboensis 1; Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell, 1967); Juha pentikziinen, ed.,
Shamanism and Northnn Ecology (Religion and Society 36; Berlin ancl New york:
Mouton de Gruyter, 1996); Caroline Humphrey with Urgunge Onon, Shamans and.
Elders: Experi.ence, Knowlcdge, and Pown among th,e Daur Mongok (Oxford Studies in
Social and Cultural Anthropology; Oxford: Clarendon, 1g96).
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guage of one of these tribes, the Tungus. Although some would re-
strict the term to this specific context, to do so would ignore the an-
thropological recognition that similar social phenomena may occur in
different societies. Shamanism occurs around the world but is re-
stricted to particular societies.12 It is founcl mainly in Siberia and inner
Asia, Nort h America. and Sourh America. AJthough lound sporadi-
cally elsewhere (Southeast Asia, Japan, Australia, Oceania), shaman-
ism is not ubiquitous in premodern societies, nor should every
prophetic figure or diviner in traditional societies be called a shaman.
The main characteristic of the shaman is that he or she is a master of
spirits. The shaman differs from a spirit medium in that the shaman
actively employs the spirits rather than serving as a passive vehicle for
the spirit. Nevertheless, both shamans and spirit mediums have a good
deal in common, and some aspects of the Mesopotamian prophets
find parallels in shamans and spirit mediums.

From the Mari and Neo-Assyrian texts it appears that some-per-
haps most-of the prophets were spirit mediums rather than shamans
in the classic sense. Both the apilumand muhhi,mappear in many cases
to have received messages involuntarily. \44ren prophets speak openly
in a temple, this looks like spontaneous spirit possession: the spirit
comes upon them, and they become a mouthpiece for the deity.13
Flowever, sometimes the prophetic figure simply delivers an official
message,l4 while, on a few occasions, the king or official makes inquiry
of the prophet.ls In the last two cases, some prophets, especially those
responding to questions, possibly were able to control the spirits to ob-
tain a message. If so, they would compare well with the shamans of
other cultures. We should be careful, since the texts are not clear:
some prophetic figures may have taken the initiative to seek out and
take charge of spirits. The immediate impression, though, is that the
Mari prophets were mainly spirit mediums.

Prophets in a Monarchic Context

Few prophecies studied by social anrhropologists relate to kings. be-
cause many were preserved in contexts relating to European coloniza-

12 Eliade et al., "shamanism"; Hultkrantz, "Ecological and phenomenological
Aspects of Shamanism," 52-54.

I 3 A good example js ARM 26 213; cf. also nos. 195; 204; 214; 275; 237.
ra E.s.. Ar{M 26 t97:208: 221;22t-bis.
15 E.g., ARM 26 799 207;2t2.
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tion. In many cases, these prophecies appear in resistance to foreign
domination, cultural influence, and imperialism. Nevertheless, a few
relate to native kings and, more important, others have useful paral-
Iels to prophecies directed at ancient Near Eastern kings.

One example sharing characteristics with the ancient Near Eastern
prophecies comes from the Kiganda religion of eastern Africa,16 in
which two levels of prophecy corresponded to "state" and "commu-
nity," or to nrler and the comnlon people. The prophets of the na-
tional shrines were mainly concerned with prophesying for the king
and a few senior officials;17 ho*",r"., one figure managed to bridge the
division between the people and the national shrines in the 1950s and
1960s.18 Kigaanira began as a diviner but experienced a call from the
god of war, who was usually associated with the national shrines. He
prophesied restoration of the traditional king of Buganda, who had
been exiled by the British colonial adrninistration. The reason for the
exile, according to Kigaanira, was that the people had turned from
their traditional gods and religion. If they repented, the king would re-
turn, which happened a few months later.

Similar,to Old Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian prophecies, which re-
late to victory of the king over his enemies, many modern prophecies
are set during military action. Even in different cultures, prophetic fig-
ures have provided support for the political lead.er.le The data draw at-
tention not only to what we know from Mari texts but also, signifi-
cantly, to the areas where they provide little or no information.

One well-documented example is the Shawnee leader Tecumtha
and his prophet brother Tenskwatawa, who clashed with the American
expansion westward in the early nineteenth century.2o The context is

a bit different from that of the Mari prophets in thar the prophetic
movement began before military action, but it well illustrates what is
missing from our knowledge of the Mari prophets. \Arhat helps is that

16 Peter Rigby, "Prophets, Diviners, arrd Prophetism: The Recent History of IG-
ganda Religion," Jo urnal of Anthropologi.cal Research 3 1 ( 1975) : 1 1 6-48.

17 n ;a.. t.gt .

1s rbid.: rs3-39.
l9 Michael Adas provides a number of case stuclies from the Far East (prophets of

fubellion: Millenarian Protest Mouements against the European Colonial Orda. lstudies in
Comparative World History; Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina press; Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 19791).

ZoJames Mooney, The Ghost-Dance Rcli,gion aru| the Sioux Outbreah of 1890 (LBg6;
repr., Lincoln: University ofNebraska Press, 1991), 670-91.
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Tecumtha's preparations were short-circuited by his brother the
prophet. While Tecumtha was away, Tenskwatawa declared war on the
United States. lVhen Governor Harrison decided to challenge him,
the prophet performed rites that he argued would render Indian
forces immune to the American bullets. On this basis, his warriors
lbught ferociously and bravely, but when they found that his assur-

ances were untrue, they refused to listen to him and abandoned his
leadership. His brother Tecumtha returned to find his hard-won fol-
lowing in disarray and his cause lost.

Diaine Assistcmce in Military F;ndeaaors

The promise of immunity from the weapons of the enemy, as pre-
dicted by Tenskwatawa, is known from many modern prophets who
have supported rebel movements. For example, in the late nineteenth
century, a prophet named Rembe was active among the Lugbara of
Uganda. \Arhen the British took over in 1914, they received blame for
outbreaks of various illnesses. Rembe dispensed a type of holy water
that, ostensibly, would not only protect the people from the human
and cattle diseases, but would also turn bullets into.water. Unfortu-
nately, Rembe was captured and executed by the colonial administra-
tion in 1920.22 Promises of protection against enemy weapons are also
known in other contexts,zs such as,Mari prophecy:

Thus they (spoke): "A battle will not be fought. Right on arriving his (I!me-
Dagan's) auxiliary troops will be scattered; furthermore, they will cut off the
head of ISme-Dagan and put (it) under the foot of my lord. Thus (my lord will
say): 'The army of ISme-Dagan is large, and if I a[rriv]e, wrll his auxiliary troops
be scattered from him?' . " . Ileaven forbid that mlr[ord should s[ay] this, say-

ing: rBymeansof armsI (must) [ay] them [ow]."'

Prophetic Lifestyle

Another area in which social anthropology can be helpful is in
prophets' behavior and mode of life. Such aspects as the prophetic
call, the mode of revelation, and the prophet's continuing life and ac-

22 Benjamin C.Fiay, Afican fuligions: Slmbol, Rttual, and Community (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 191 6), 114-15.

?3 Adas, Prophets of Rtbelli,on, 141-59.
24ARM 262O7:19-36, translation from Moran ("NewEvidence form Mari," 48),

reading tiltaniin line 36. Durand translates somewhat differently because he reads
belani in line 36 (Archian, 436) .
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we have some more or less contemporary accoun,ts of how Ten-

skwatawa became a prophet. In 1805, when tribes were being pushed
west of the Ohio River and many Native Arnericans were succumbing
to alcohol, a man who had been noteworthy mainly for stupidity and
intoxication announcod to friends and relatives that he had had a rev-

elation. ln the revelation, he had journeyed to the spirit world, at

which he had been allowed to look but not to enter. The two young
men who guided him gave him a message to take to his people, a mes-

sage that included the renunciation of alcohol; .the eschewing of white
men's clothing, powder, and shot, and even the use of flint and steel

to make a fire; and marriage between whites and Indians. He adopted
the name of Tenskwatawa ("Open Door").

I{is fame and following spread over the ensuing years, with many
tribes agreeing to return to the "old ways." His influence was impor-
tant when his brother Tecumtha began to unite the tribes in an al-

liance against the continued encroachments of white settlers.
l'ecumtha started to organize resistance by visiting the various tribes,
bringing the tomahawk which, if accepted, serrzed as a symbol of sup-

port.in war. The story of military preparations and political negotia-
tions shows Tecumtha's astuteness and remarkable leadership, but this
is beyond our purpose, except to note that he first attempted to ne-

gotiate with William Henry Harrison, governor of the Indiana Terri-
tory and later to become president, to have the Ohio River made the
boundary between white settlement and Indian lands.

During one of Tecumtha's visits to the Creek Indians of AJabama, a

chief accepted the tomahawk; however, Tecumthajudged that he was

dissembling and stated:

You do not believe the Great Spirit has sent me. You shall know. I leave Tuck-
habatchee directly, and shall go straight to Detroit. \4tren I arrive there, I will
stamp on the ground with my foot and shake down every house in Tuckha-
batchee.

After Tecumtha left, many natives were worried and convinced that
something bad would happen. On the day fixed by Tecumtha's state-

me nt, there was a great rumbling. The people ran out of their houses,

which were then shaken to the ground by the famous New Madrid
e arthquake .21

2l

21 Ibid.,687.
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tivities have been documented in many different societies. Sadly, there
are few data on such points among the Mari prophets, although, in
one area, we have some information. Prophets are frequently noted
for their strange actions or strange way of life. Sometimes this behav-
ior affects them after they are called by the deity but before they rec-
ognize their calling; it is not unusual for such strange behavior to be
the first signal that the deity has chosen that person. In most cases, we
have no information in cuneiform texts on the call of the prophets,
but the prophetic reports of Mari sometimes describe behavior or
dress in ways that suggest differences from other people. One of the
most interesting reports is a text describing a strange ryrnbolic act,25 in
which a muhhim of Dagan called for food and was given a lamb, which
he ate raw. He assembled the city elders at the gate and described the
devouring of the lamb as a sign of pestilence.

This is no more unusual than the Nuer prophet Ngundeng, who,
during his prophetic call, spent weeks wandering the bush and eating
nothing but tobacco, mud, grass, and dung.26 At times, he also spent
long periods sitting on a pointed stake. The idea that the prophet has
strange dress or habits is well-known from the biblical prophets, in-
cluding such figures as John the Baptist. That Isaiah wandered the
streets ofJerusalem naked (Isa 20) was probably as strange to the city's
inhabitants as eating raw lamb was to the city elders of Mari. There are
many examples of strange behavior while the prophet is possessed by
a spirit. For example, Verrier Elwin describes an Indian ceremony to
drive a tiger away after it had killed u r:nur..Zz At one point the spirit of
the lord of the anirnals, in the form of a medium, comes upon the fa-
ther of the dead man, and the medium begins to growl and rpn
around like a tiger, at one point seizing a chicken, tearing off its head,
and drinking the blood. In this case, the actions were performed by a
temporary medium, whose actions did not represent his normal mode
of life. On the other hand, the actions of ttre muhhtLrz described above
may have been a one-time-only event; we do not know enough to char-
acterize the si t uation.

25 ARM 26 206.
26 Douglas H. Johnson, Nuer Pro\heh: A Historl of Prophecl from the Upper Ndlc in

the Nineteenth anrl Twentieth Centuries (Oxford Studies in Social and Cultural An-
thropology: Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1994). 78-82.

2? Verrier Elwin, T-he Bai,ga (London: John Murray, 1939), 300-304. Elwin's
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Tbsting the Prophek

In a number of the prophetic reports from Mari, the person send-
ing the report also sends a lock of the prophet's hair and a piece of
cloth from the prophet's garment.2s These items were to be tested by
the normal process of extispicy to determine whether the prophe t was

genuine. This would have been rypical. since it was customary ro con-
firm any oracle by seeking another oracle or by seeing whether the
same message was received through another form of divination.2e Al-
though testing the prophet was, consequently, part of the regular
Mesopotarnian inquiry into the future, it parallels the idea of not ac-

cepting the prophetic word at face value.
The Bible mentions a number of criteria fbr assessing the genuine-

ness of a prophet or prophecy.30 Otr" of the most obvious is asking
whether the predicted event came to pass (Deut 18:21-22).31 I cannot
call to mind an exampie from anthropological study in which a

prophet is tested by divinatory methods, but it is clear that fulfillment
is a major element in whether to believe or to continue believing in a
prophetic figure. There are many examples in which the prophet's fol-
lowing disappeared when a m4jor prediction failed to materialize; con-
versely, skeptics came to accept the prophet's authority when a pre-
dicted event took place (e.g., the prediction of Tecumtha noted
above). Since many prophets have helped organize or support military
action, defeat in an important battle is usually sufficient to discredit
them, at least in the eyes of many followers (e.g., the failure of Ten-
skwatawa to protect his fbllowers frorrr the white soldiers' bullets).

Prophetic testing is often carried out in prophetic conflict. A1-

though this might be slightly dillerent from testing the validiry of an

book has not been available to me, and the information here was gleaned from ex-
tracts in Overholt, Prophecl in Cross-Cultural Perspectite,253-57.

28 n.g., ARM 26 204;273 237. See alsoJohn F. Cragham, C.SS.R., "The ARM X
'Prophetic' Texts: Their Media, Style, and Structure," JANESCU 6 (1974): 39-b7,
esp. 53-55.

29 See; e.g., ARM 26 185-bis; 199; 207;212, where confirmarory prophetic mes-
sages are mentioned or sought.

30 See Grabbe (Priests, Prophets, Diainers, Sages, 113-15) for a summary of these
and a"lso other criteria suggested by modern scholars. As noted, many of these are
problematic-even contradictory-when considered further.

31 As will be obvious to many, this criterion is not very helpful since (a) rnany
biblical prophecies have not come to pass and (D) prophetic fulfillment is often
said to be contingent on the response ofthe people (fonah; Ezek 33:1-20).
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oracle, such prophetic contests are an important means of determin-
ing whether people still believe in the prophet. Jeremiah exposes

Hananiah as a false prophet whenJeremiah's prophecy of his death
comes true, while Flananiah's alleged prophecy that the people would
return from exile within two years was shown false (]gr 28). The Nuer
prophet Ngundeng set various tests, often of a physical nature, for
those claiming to be prophets and coming to prove themselves against
him.32 Ngundeng had erected a huge earth mound about fifty feet
high, with steep sides. He was apparently able to run up to the top of
this rnound without faltering, and one of his challenges to rival
prophets was to do the same. Those who failed the test became his sub-

servients, such as the female prophet Nyakong Bar, who was set to
grinding corn and given as a consort to one of Ngundeng's followers
when her power "disappeared into the mound" part of the way up.

Lilerary Prophecies

So far we have been dealing with "real" prophecies, those uttered by
prophetic figures at a knowrr time and place. But within cuneiform lit-
erature is a group of writings referred to as "prophecies," "apoca-

lypses," or, most recently, "pred.ictive texts."33 Some of these writings
(such as the Uruk and Dynastic prophecies) contain ex eaentu prophe-
cies and remind one of apocalyptic writings such as Dan 11. The prob-
lem, howeveq is notjust one of "real" versus "literary" prophecies, be-

cause the distinction is not always clear-cut.
The difficulties are well illustrated by the recently published oracle

texts from Ishchali.sa There are only two, and much of one is broken
off. The legible text (FLP 1674) is in the form of a letter from the god-
dess Kititum to Ibalpiel, king of ESnunna, a contemporary of Ham-
murabi of Babylon and Zimri-Lim of Mari. It reads:35

O King Ibatpiel! Thus the goddess Kititum: 'The secrets of the gods are placed
before me, (and) because you ever have the words of my name in your moulh,
I continually open the secrets of the gods for you. At the advice of the gods,
(and) by the command of Anu, the country is given you to rule. . . . Your econ-

32 lohnson, Nuer Prophets, 97-l 00.
33 See Maria deJong Ellis, "Observations

Prophetic Texts: Literary and Historiographic
121*86, esp.146-48.

34 Dejong Ellis, "Goddess Kititum."
3b rbid.,240.

on Mesopotamian Oracies and
Considerations," ./CS 41 (1989):
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omy will not diminish. wherever in the land your hand has laid hoid, the 'food

of peace,will be secure. . . . (And) I, Kititum, will strengthen the foundations

ofyour throne. I have established a protective spirit for you Be ready to hear

me!"

This format leaves many intriguing questions: Was the prophecy spon-

taneous or instigated? \{rho received it? Was it received as an audition,

a dream, a vision, or in some other way? Yet it is very much like Near

Eastern prophecies that begin, "Thus says (DN)." The message is that

Kititum opens the secrets of the gods to Ibalpiel and will stfengthen

his throne and reward his rule with peace, increased domains, and

prosperity. This is because the king has honored her by speaking her

name. The content is thus similar to a number of the Mari prophecies'

No demands are made on the king, however, except to continue to lis-

ten to the goddess, because that'is what he has been doing' (One

should compare similar messages from \'hwh to Israelite kings and

otlrers, such as Gen 26.2-5 and 2 Sam 7:8-16.)

The editor of the text from Ishchali has noted its literary character.

Although cleJong Ellis accepts that the text is probably based on a re-

port of a revelation, she believes that the scribe has clothed it in his

own literary form. Two points can be made: The first is that we do not

know if this text was based on an actual oracle. The editor thinks that

it was, but this is an educated guess. The second point is that even if
the text were based on an actual oracle, the scribe may have provided

the present form and wordins.3o This has implications for the ques-

tion of whether we have thLe i.psissima uerba of tl.jre prophets, whether in

Mesopotamia or the or. Even when a prophecy is based on actual

speech from a human intermediary can we be certain that we have the

original words?

It is often difficult to distinguish between actual prophetic oracles

and literary prophecies created by scribes. For exampie, even the Mari

prophecies, which, in general, were wdtten at roughly the same time

36 According to Durancl, when the prophecies of the apitamwere written, they

were couched in a more sophisticated language than would have been exPected

from the original utterancei (Archh'tes,390-92). Simon B. Parker points out how

those reporti-ng the prophecy "did not always think it important to replicate-the

precise wording of oiacles" and mixecl interpretation with reporting ("Oflgai At-

it rdes to*urd Frophecy at Mari and in Israel," 12143 [1993]: 50-68, esp' 57*64)'
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they were uttered, were recorded by scribes who may have para-
phrased or used stereotypical language.sT

No bne questions that texts like the Dynastic Prophecy are literary
writings, probably scribal products, and are unlikely to have arisen in
a temple or from a prophetic figure. Yet they are not.that different
lrom the prophecies recorded among the Mari lexts norfrom the re-
cently published Neo-Asslrian prophecies. \Arhat they show is that a
prophetic tradition has been adapted and used in a scribal text for a
particular aim. This practice has an interesting parallel in what has
been referred to as "prophecy" arnong the present-day Hopi Indians
of the American Southwest.ss

Knowledge of ancestral traditions (nouati) is a source of power irr
the Flopi society. Leadership-both secular and religious-resides
largely in possession ofcertain central ritual objects, but the one pos-
sessing them must also possess the associated tradition, songs, and rit-
ual knowledge. One has to be a "sage" who possesses esoteric knowl-
edge to hold authority in Hopi society. One elei.nent of tradition is the
important ancestral myth, the "Emergence Myth," which describes
how the Hopi and other peoples came from lower worlds into the
present world. This myth is an important cultural artifact, used as a
means of understanding the world and also as a basis for Hopi self-un-
derstanding.

Hopi prophecy is attested (probably for the past several centuries at
least) and well documented for the late nineteenth and into the twen-
tieth century:

Hopi prophecy can be formally defined as statements about the future which
were reportedly pronounced by the Hopi tutelary deiry. Maasaw and by the hrst
people who appeared at Sipaapuni, the place of rhe emergence of mankind.ev

Prophecies are given in several contex$: (l) in recitation of or refer-
ence to the emergence myth; (2) in ritual songs; and (3) in modern
prose narralive such as pamphlets, newspaper interviews, and letters

37 It is also widely believed that any genuine words of Isaiah ofJerusalem,
Micah, Jeremiah, or other prophets have been edited, reworked, and supple-
mented by disciples and later scribes who passed down the tradition. The situation
with ancient Near Eastern literary prophecies is not different from problems fac-
ing the or scholar.

38 Armin W Geertz, The Inuention of Prophecy: Continuity antl Meaning i,n Hopi. In
dian,Faligion (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1g94).

3e Ibid., I69-70.
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(often as a form of rhetoric to influence European Americans). There

are no prophets as such because there are no revelations in the nor-
mal sense, and certainly no ecstatic states. The proPhecies are Pre-
sented as predictions but are, in fact, interpretations of the core myth
in the light of current events. Such events as the tlvo world wars, the

atomic bomb, space travel, and the like are alleged to have been fore-

cast, though there is no evidence that such predictions were given in
advance; rather, these are ex eaentu prophecies.

Prophecy among the Hopi is thus hermeneutic of the myth. It en-

courages hearers to relate primordial times and conditions to con-

temporary times:

The present apocallptic conditions are identified with the primordial ones,

thus fusing past with present. And this fusion not only confronts past conditions
with present ones, but it also provides past solutions to present problems. . . .

[P]rophecy incorporates contemporaneous affairs into the interpretive frame-
work of prophetic discourse and subjects those affairs and the forces behind
them to evaluation in terms of conceived tradition. This evaluation, or pro-
nouncing ofjudgment, derives authority from tradition and serves as a mecha-
nism in social and polirical stralegy.'"

Hopi prophecy is a means of interpreting society, its changes and

crises, and also a means to change and shape society and its attitudes.

The prophecies often have moral or spiritual messages, as well as so-

cial and political ones. Those adumbrating the prophecies could be

said to function in many ways as "sages" and interpreters of sacred

texts. Consequently, Hopi prophecy differs in many ways from the or-

acles given by prophetic figures; nevertheless, essential features are

shared with the "literary prophecies."

Stereotypical Language

The language and messages o[ the Mari and Neo-Assyrian prophe-

cies are remarkably monotonous. The same proverb ("under the

straw the water flows") is used several times in the Mari prophecies.al

The king is told not to do anything without consulting the diviners. FIe

is told not to fear because the god/goddess is with him, and that he

40 Ibid., 83, 16b.
41 ARM 26 197;199; 202. However, Parker argues that these uses are related,

being three reports of essentially the same message ("OfFrcial Attitudes toward
Prophecy," 57-60).

27
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will overcome his enemies. This stereotypical language reuses a lim-
ited set of messages from traditional material. The language reminds
one of the messages Native Arrrerican resistance movements used to
get Indians to return to older practices and to give up the "perverted"
ways of the whites.

Smohalla, for example, arose as a prophet among an American In-
dian tribe of the Paci{ic Northwest in the mid-nineteenth century
when there was conflict with white authorities over the native 1ands.42

A concerted effort was being made to move the Indian tribes away

from their ancestral homes and to induce them to become farmers
and homesteaders. The religion founded by Smohalla may have been
influenced by Christianity to some extent, but the fundamentals were

those of the aboriginal religion in the area.

Although there is no evidence that Smohalla ever advocated violent
resistance, he opposed the whites' plans as contrary to the divine will.
According to him, Indian groups were given homelands by the cre-

ator, Nami Piap. A "holy covenant" existed between man and God.

One of the conditions this placed on the Indians was not to divide the
land, not to farm it, to sell it, or otherwise to disturb it after the cus-

toms of the whites.a3 He preached against his fellow countrymen who
had abandoned the traditions of the ancestors and had become farm-
ers. Like Jeremiah (6:16), Smohalla called them back to the "old
paths," to obedience to God's laws as laid down from the beginning.
He denounced law-breaking and violation of the divine covenant.

As already noted in the introduction to this article, the problem
with finding good comparative examples of stereotlpical language is

that prophetic figures are seldom quoted explicitly in ethnographic
and anthropological reports. There are exceptions to this situation,
but tJrcy nre [ew.44

42 Mooney, GhostDance Rzligion, 708-31; C. E. Tiafzer and M. .d. Beach, "Smo-
halla, the Washani, and Religion as a Factor in Northwestern ltdianHistory," Amn-
ican Indian Quarter\9 (1985): 309-24; Click Relander, Drummers and, Dreamers (tith
a foreword by Frederick Webb Hodge; 1953; repr., Seattle: Northwest Interpretive
Association, 1986).

43 Mooney, Ghost-l)ance fuIigion,720-21; see also the extract of his description
of native cosmology in Wayne Moquin (with Charles Van Doren), eds., Ctreat Docu-

ments in Ame.rican Indian Historl, (NewYork: Praeger, 1973; reprinted with new fore-
word by Dee Brown, NewYork: Da Capo, 1995), 36-37.

44 See the sources in n. 5 above.
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The Prophetic CaII: An Example of Missing Data

Comparing Mari prophetic reports with those of North American
Indian prophets is instructive, for it reveals what is missing from the
Mari reports: infcrrmation on the prophetic call or persona. The
prophets in the Mari reports are ciphers without personality or back-
ground, even if we often know their names and even professions. yet if
the analogy with prophets in other cultures has validity, the Mari
prophets must in most cases have encountered the divine prior to their
written revelations. This may not apply to the iang?-priest who received
a revelation while sleeping in the temple, but, for most of the muhhfi.m,
the type of call known among shamans and spirit mediums everywhere
probably lies behind revelations reported in the Mari letters.

The importance of this experience can be gleaned from the reports
about the call of another Amerindian figure, the Delaware prophet.
His message was similar to Tenskwatawa's; indeed, because he proph-
esied not long before Tenskwatawa, one could argue for a strong in-
fluence on the latter. In any case, the information on the Deiaware
prophe,t's call has reached us in'much more detail. He was sought for
seeking to know the "Master of Life" and for a journey westward in
hopes of finding him. Afterjourneying for many days, he claims to
have been guided to the Master of Life on the top of a mountain (he
always argued that this was not a vision, but an actual experience),
where he was told to tell his people to give up polygamy. drunkenness,
white men's clothing, the use of flint and steel to make fire, and fight-
ing among themselves. He preached the following message, which he
claimed to have received in person from the Master of Life :

Hear what the Great Spirit has ordered me to teli you! you are to make sacri-
fices, in the manner that I shall direct; to put off entirely from yourselves the
customs which you have adopted since the white people came among us. you
are to return to that former happy state, in which we lived in peace and plenty,
before these strangers came to disturb us; and, above all, you must abstain from
drinking their deadly beson, whiclir they have forced upon us, for the sake of in-
creasing their gains and diminishing our numbers. Then will the Great Spirit
give success to our arms; then he will give us strength to conquer o.tr "ne-i"r,
;X#ff"#'i''',T.1;l"T Jlfu'"'ou" 

the passage ro the heavenlv regions

The Delaware prophet apparently also had seen a picture of paradise

45 Mooney, Ghost-Dance Rztigion, 667
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and hell, which he depicted on a small buckskin map that he would
draw and sell to his hearers.

One cannot help wondering what spiritual journey and encounter
with the divine the Mari prophets might have described if they had
had the opportunity. We must assume that most, at some. point, expe-

rienced what can be described as a"call." It is unlikely that their mes-

sages were one-time events, without an encounter with the divine in
the background or context in which the message was.received. All of
this data is part of the "call" experience and changes the individual's
life forever. This aspect of the prophetic tradition is a question begged
by the Mari data, but we need to keep our eyes open for hints.ao

Reactions to Failure of Prophecy:
Another Example of Missing Data

Among the prophecies from Mari are several addressed to the Mari
king Zimri-Lim, which predict that he will defeat his enemies Babylon
and its king, Hammurabi. One says:

. . . and then the aplfi,m of Dagan of f'utltull arose and spoke as follows: "O
Babylon! How must you be constantly treated? I am going to gather you into a
net. . . . I will d[eli]ver into the power of .fimri-Lilm] the houses of the seven
confederates and aII their poss<ess>ions.""'

This was a false prophecy, as we know: Hammurabi and the Babyloni-
ans defeated Zimri-Lim and took control of Mari. Zimri-Lim's palace,
and probably much of the city, was burned. We read no further of
Zimri-Lim and do not know what happened to him.

This absence makes us realize that another piece of information is

missing from present data on Mari: the explanation of why the
prophecies failed. This is illustrated by considering the aftermath of
the Spanish conquest of King Montezuma and the Aztecs of Mexico.a8
Our knowledge of an apparent prophetic tradition among the Aztecs,

46 In the discussion when this paper was presented in Lahti, Herbert Huffmon
suggested that the nature ofthe texts precludcd this sort ofinformation from hav-
ing been recorded. I agree that the nature of the texts is the main problem, but I
would argue that we shouid be alert in case something slipped through, which we
nright overlook if we were not aware o[ t]e questiorr.

47 ARM 26 209: quore lrom ANfL 625.
48 For my information, I am dependent on Stephen A. Colstorr, "'No Longer

Will There Be a Mexico': Ornens, Prophecies, and the Conquest of the Aztec Em-
pire," American Ind"ian Quartnll9 (1985): 239-58.
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unfortunately, is all from postcolonial sources. This makes determirr-
ing the original prophecies problematic, although some aspects can
be determined with reasonable certainty. A copy of a preconquest his-
tory, called the Florentine Codex, mentions eight omens that pre-
ceded the arrival of Cortez. The conquest was notjust a case of supe-
rior foreigners overcoming unsophisticated and backward natives;
rathet there had been warnings of disaster. This disaster was brought
on because the god Huitzilopochtli had abandoned his people, a fate
facilitated by the arrogance of the last ruler, Montezuma.

After the fall of Mari, there likely were those who wondered about
Mari's own prophecies, and perhaps some of the prophetic figures
themselves were perplexed about their own revelations. The chances
are that some sort of post-trauma analysis took place among the sur-
vivors. This postmortem and perhaps a necessary reinterpretation of
prophecy are presently missing liom the Mari texts.ae

Conclusions

I have tried to illustrate the potential value of social anthropology
in better understanding ancient Near Eastern prophecy. Some of the
examples may be more convincing than others, but the point is that
they show how cross-cultural comparisons can sometimes be helpful.
Such comparison will not add to the data, for any theory or interpre-
tation must be based on the ancient texts themselves. Comparative ex-

amples from the social sciences suggest new ways of interrogating the
data and a broader context for examining the phenomena extracted
from the specific texts.

As the examples above indicate, comparison can be made on a va-

rieq, of levels. The most helpful level is comparison of entire cultures.
This may not be practical, however, especiaily when cultures differ sig-

nificantly or when little is knOwn of one or both. More practical in
most cases is the comparison of similar phenomena in two or more
cultures, such as divinatory practices or prophetism.

49 Robert P. Carroll discusses the various ways in which prophets and writers
may have dealt with the "failure" of prophecy (I4hen Propheq Failed lLondon:
SPCK 19791 ). He applies theories developed by Leon Festinger in A Theorl of Cog-

ni,ti,ae Dissonance (London: Tavistock, 1962) and by Leon Festinger, I{enry W.
Riecken, and Stanley Schachter in When Prophecy trhik: A Social arul Pslcholngical
Stuc@ of a Modem. Ctroup That Pred.icted. the Destruction of the World (Minneapolis: Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1956).
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Finally, specific cultural artifacts (detailed practices, views, rites) can

be compared. These are the most hazardous comparisons in the sense

that similarities or differences may be superficial and have no signifi-

cance when the entire society is taken into account. Nevertheless,

study has found some shared details in societies which are otherwise

rather diverse in structure. For example, it is common for prophetic

figures to exhibit behavior that would normally be considered odd or

even unacceptable. This seems, across many different societies, to be

a part of the prophetic persona. More imporlant from our point of
view, almost all such figures experience some sort of call. We do not
have this informaLion for the Mari prophets, but it might be useful to

search for.
Cross-cultural comparisons can sometimes be made because one

culture has influenced the other. Although it is theoretically possible

that Mari and/or the Neo-Assyrian prophecies influenced Israel, the

distance in time and space makes this unlikely. Similar conditions and

situations, however, may yield similar results without cultural contact;

direct or indirect influence does not have to be assumed. Anthropo-

logical comparison with ancient Near Eastern prophecy has only

begun. The recent publication of textual material makes the contri-

butions of the social sciences more important in getting the most out

of these new data.
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Defining Prophecy and Prophetic Literature

Dauid L. Petersen

As the new millennium begins, it seems appropriate to determine
gains in our understanding of prophecy and prophetic literature , par-
ticularly as we seek to comprehend these phenomena in Israel and in
the larger ancient Near Eastern environment. In this e ssay, I do several
things. First, I offer a typology of different ways in which prophe ts have

been defined or understood. During this discussion, I advocate the no-
tion of prophet as intermediary. Second, I review one recent defini-
tion, which appears in the Neues Bibel-Lexihon article on prophecy in
the ancient Near East, to examine its place in this typology. Third, I
offer .a few basic comments about biblical prophetic literature that
grow out of an assessment of prophets as intermediaries. Fourth, and
finally, I make several observations about the relationship between
prophecy and prophetic literature in ancient Mesopotamia and that in
ancient lsrael.

Typology

Biblical scholars, both present and past, have created d.ifferent def-
initions of what it means to be a prophet. At the outset, I offer a six-
fold typology of definitions that might help set the stage for a new pe-
riod of studies in prophecy and prophetic literature.

1. The prophet has an int?nse experience of the deity.'fhis notion has

worked itself out in various ways. Influential early proponents of this
view were Hermann Gunkel and Gustav Holscher. Gunkel published
several versions of his ideas, the first appearing in 1903.1 He main-
tained that the prophets had distinctive, usually private, experiences
in which the deity was revealed to them. These experiences were, in

1 H. Gunkel, "Die geheimen Erfahrungen der Propheten Israels: Eine religions-
psychologische Studie," Das Suchm der kit: Bl(itter Deulscher T.ukunft I (1903):
11,2-53.

i)J,
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theory, hidden from others, but they could involve external manifes-

tations. Gunkel used the term "ecstasy" to describe this experience, a

term that to this day has remained prominent in discussions of
prophets. In similar fashion, Holscher, influenced by the writings of
Wilhelm Wundt, maintained that the key to understanding Israel's

prophets was to place them within a psychological category which he

too named "ecstasy."2

Probably the most influential version of this approach, which views

prophecy as an especially intense form ofreligious behavior, has been

that ofJohannes Lindblom. As did Holscher, Lindblom noted affini-
ties between the experiences of Israel's prophets and individuals who

have "supernormal experiences." Lindblom defines a prophet as "a

person who, because he is conscious of having been specially chosen

and called, feels forced to perform actions and proclaim ideas which,
in a mental state of intense inspiration or real ecstasy, have been indi-
cated to him in the form of clivine relations."s

Influential though this view has been, serious questions have been

raised. Is ecstasy or state of possession a common denominator or sine

qua norl for all prophetic behavior? It seems clear that much of what

prophets did involved behavior apart from ecstasy, for example, Isaiah

walking and talking with the king (Isa 7) . Further, much prophetic lit-
erature offers no direct evidence of extraordinary emotional involve-
ment. In sum, though some prophetic behavior might be character-

ized as ecstasy (or a state of possession), ecstasy is not a hallmark of all

prophctic activity.

2. The prol2het s!2eahs or writes in a disti,ncti,ae way. Here the focus has

been on the literature attributed to prophets, much of it poetic. At-

tention to Hebrew Bible poetic literature has, perforce, had an impact
on notions of prophecy; one should note especially the work of Jo-
hann Gottfried Herder.a However, there have been more recent pro-
ponents of this view Some scholars refer to a poetic spirit as the source

of prophetic activity. Abraham Heschel provided a classic exposition
of this position, writing that "the prophet is a poet" or "prophecy is po-

2 G. Holscher, Die Propheten: (Jntnsuchungen atr religionsgeschich'te Israek (Leipzig:

J. Hinrichs, 1914).
3.1. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1962), 46.
4;. G. Herder, The Spirit of Hebreu Poetry (2 vols.; 1782-1783; Burlington, Va.:

E. Smith, 1833).
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etry."5 More recently, David Noel Freedman wrote that ,,poetry and
prophecy in the biblical tradition share so many of the same features
and overlap to such an extent. that one cannot be understoocl in terms
of the other. Poetry was the central medium of prophecy.,'6

To be sure, considerable prophetic literature is written in poetry.
HoweveS many forms of prophetic literature occur in prose: the vision
report and the prophetic legend, to name two prominent examples.
As Yehoshua Gitay has demonstrated, the self-conscious use of prose in
a prophe-tic text, for example, in Isa 8, serves the prophet,s rhetorical
interests.T To argue that prophetic literature may be equated with po-
etry is to ignore constitutive elements of prophetic behavior and liter-
ature. Ifence, we should take care to avoid thinking that prophets
were essentially poets. They could act in a manner that resulted in the
creation of prose as well as poetry.

3. The prophet acts in a particurar social setting. This notion grew ini-
tially out of form-critical obser vations and may be traced to the vigor-
ous logic of sigmund Mowinckel.s Mowinckel followed up on a claim
of Gunkel, namely, that there were prophetic elements in the psalms.
\A,lhat Gunkel deemed ro be a literary relationship_a psalmist bor_
rowing language frorn prophetic books-was for Mowinckel a sociar re-
ality. Mowinckel contended that prophets were cultic officials, priests
active at the temple. Put another way, prophets, according to Mow_
inckel, were active in a particular social setting. Mowinckel's theory
sparked what has come to be known as the ,,cultic prophecy thesis."

There, have, however, been other claims for a prophetic social set_
ting. For example, Frank Cross argued that prophets were embedded
in the royal institutions of ancient Israel.e They were involvecl early on
in military activity, in designating kings, and in makingjuctgments on

5 A. Heschel, The Prophets (Newyork: Flarper & Row, 1962).
o D. Freedman ollers rJrer judgments in'.porrery. poetry, and prophecy: An

Essay on Riblical,Poetry," JBL96 (r9?7):5-26, and in ;'Discouise on proiheti. Dis-

:oyrse," in The Quest for the Kingdom of God: stud.ies in Honor of George E. I\4end,enhatt
(ed. H. Huffmon er al.; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, tOfjSy, f +1_fS. .

/ Y. ciray. "orarorical Rheroric: The euestion of prophetic Lanquase wirrr Sne-
cial Attention to Isaiah," A.msterclatnse CahiersT0 (ig8g): i2_83.

8 s. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien III: Kuttprophtie uni prophetische psarm.en (I{ristia-
nia, Norway:Jacob Dybwad, 1923).

9 F. cross, canaanite Myth .nd Hebreu Epic (cambridge: Harvard university
Press, 1973),223-25.
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royal individuals. Though these functions changed over time,

prophets remained close to this center of Israelite society' Cross

thought it significant that prophecy commenced in Israel at about the

same time as monarchy, and that it ceased at about the same time that

the monarchy disappeared.
Both Mowinckel and Cross maintained that the prophets were in-

extricably linked to specific social contexts, the cult and the monarchy,

respectively. Here too one must raise questions. To be sure, some

prophe ts were priests, most clearly Jeremiah, Ezekiel, arrd Ze chariah'

The book of Joel surely reflects ritual activity that took place at the

temple. However, what was true for some prophets in this vein was not

true for all.
There is one important corollary to theses of the sort adumbrated

by Mowinckel and cross. If prophets are active in a particular social

setting and if that social setting were. to disappear, then one might ex-

pect prophecy itself to change in some fundamental way' In other

words, there are social prerequisites for prophecy.lo Flowever, not all

social contexts elicit intermediation. And not all intermediation grows

out of the same social context.

4. The prophex possesses distinctiue pnsonal quali,ties, for -exampk'
charisma. The work of Max Weber has pride of place here'11 Weber

maintained that a personal force, charisma, was the hallmark of
prophets. They were imbued with a powerful presence of the holy,

which made people pay attention. This spirit (rildh) d\stinguished

prophetic authority from that of other religious leaders.

However, Weber's own articulation of the issue has presented prob-

lems. Weber maintained that charisma was not simply a psychological

quality; rather, it also had a sociological side. Charisma-as charis-

matic authority, to be distinguished from traditional and from bu-

reaucratic authority-worked itself out by creating a following' One

would, therefore, expect a charismatic prophet to attract a group of

followers or disciples. This is not always the case with individuals in the

Hebrew Bible whom we characterize as prophets' Were we to use

Weber's definition, we would, as Dorothy Emmett contends, "have to

10 On which see T. Overholt, Channels of Prophecl: The Social Dlnamics of Prophecl

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989).
11 Weter,s analysis about prophets as an ideal type may be found in his Sociolog

ofReligion (Boston: Beacon Press, 1964).
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rdstrict the notion of prophet to a type of messianic or millenarian
preacher or religious revolutionary. This would be to deny it to many
of the kinds of people who are generally known as prophets-the He-
brew prophets, for instance-and this would seem unnatural."l2

The key issue is the existence of a group of followers around a pu-
tative charismatic prophet. Such a group, "the sons of the prophets,"
is attested in the case of Elisha. There is indication of such a collectiv-
ity in Isa 8:16, a text that refers to "my disciples." But apart from that
limited evidence, there is little warrant for arguing that Israel's
prophets exercised charismatic authority through the creation of a dis-
ciple band or some other group gathered around the prophet.

5. The prophet is an intennediary.This generai notion has been artic-
ulated in various ways.James Ross focused on the messenger formula,
"thus says the Lord," and deemed the prophets to be messengers-
messengers from God to humans.lsJames Muilenburg spoke about
the prophets as mediators-individuals, particularly in the covenant
context, who stood between the deity and humans.14 FIo*.u.E w.
achieve greatest clarity when, using cross-cultural examples, we deem
prophets to be intermediaries of a more general sort, those on the
boundary between the human and divine worlds. Robert Wilson's and
Thomas Overholt's work has been salutary here.15 The general vocab-
ulary of prophes as intermediaries works beyond the boundaries of
the Bible. For those of us interested in placing biblical prophetic lit-
erature and behavior within its larger cultural environ, the language
of intermediation bears special promise.

One major advantage of adopting the language of intermediary is
that it allows one to identiS' different kinds of intermediaries. This is
important because we have prima facie reason to think that there were
different kinds of prophets-at Mari, in the Neo-Assyrian texts, and in
ancient Israel. In all three settings, we confront labels that hint at dif-
ferent kinds of intermediation. At Mari, the roster includes individu-
als known as muhhfi,m, apilum, assinnu, nabilm, qam(m)atum, as well as

12 D. Emmett, "Prophets and Their Societies,"riRAS36 (1956): 16.
13;. Ross, "The Prophet as Yahweh's Messengeq" in Prophecy in Israel: Seareh for

an Identity (ed. D. Petersen; IRT 10; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 112-27.
14J. Muilenburg, "The 'Offrce' of the Prophet in Ancient Israet," in The Bible in

Mod.emScholarship (ed.J. Hyatt; Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1967), 74*97.
15 R. Wilson, Propheq and, Soci.ee i.n Ancient Israel (Philad,elphia: Forrress Press,

1980), and Overholt, Channels ofProphecy.
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private persons. In the Neo-Assyrian corpus, we read about the f.zg-

gimu, mahhL, and iabrL. And in the biblical rnaterial, we confront the

labels ro'0, fuo20, nabt', and 'ii ha'[lohtm.

The significance of these labels is open to debate' At this point, I
simply ,rrgg"rt that they probably reflecl different behaviors'16 For ex-

ample, the term ro'l is rooted in a biblical text, 1 Sam 9, which involves

something akin to a divination repoft. This is a different kind of

prophetic activity than that associated with Elisha as '# hA'dlihtm,

when he curses the boys or causes an ax head to float (2 Kgs 2:23-25;

6:1-7). Put simply, intermediation took place through different be-

haviors, which are themselves reflected in the various labels'

5. The prophet has a d'isti'nctiue message. Some scholars have main-

tained that prophets, particularly in Israel, were important because

they espoused a distinctive message or theological perspective. The

most famous of such claims is surely that of wellhausen, who main-

tained that prophets were responsible for articulating "ethical

monotheism" in ancient Israel, a new amalgam and high watermark in

ethical and theological thought. There has been a swing away from

such a notion, particularly in the work of von Rad, who, following

E. Rohland, maintainecl that prophets were recasting earlier traditions

rather than forging n"* or."r.t7 The spirit of Wellhausen, howeveq is

alive and well, as is evid.ent from such claims as Koch's, that prophets

were responsible for creating "an ethical, futuristic monotheism."ls

Koch speaks as well of the prophets who generated the notion of a
"metahistory." "For the first time in the history of mankind, human be-

ings dared to make hope the foundation of their ontology and their

theology. The prophets therefore brought a firturistic turn into the

thinking of following centuries, a sense of incompleteness and a fur-

ther purpose to be found in the course of world events'"le For Koch,

the pr.ophets had a distinctive message-they were theological inno-

vatofs. My own view is that certain prophets may have offered innova-

tive ideas, for exampie, Isaiah's idea that Yahweh had an overarching

16 See D. Petersen, The Roles of Israel's Prophets (.lSOTSup 17; Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 19Bl).

17 G. von lizd, OId' Testament Theology (vol. 2; New York: Harpe r & Row, 1965) '
18 K. Koch, The prophets: The Ass,ian Period (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,

1983), 13.
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plan for the world. Nevertheless, it is difficult to speak of a character-
istic prophetic message, whether inside or outside Israel.

More generally accepted are expositions on less grandiose features
of prophetic literature. For example,James Mays has argued on behalf
of an ethical tradition in the eighth-century prophets regarding jus-
tice.20 Such an argument holds special importance, particularly if one
views the prophets are intermediaries. One wishes to know, in a par-
ticular cultural setting, if there were "content" in that intermediation
or if the prophets could say virtually airything in that process.

These then are the primary option;-definitions that focus on reli-
gious experience, distinctive literature, social setting, personal
charisma, the prophet's role as intermediary and distinctive message.
However, only one of these typologies, the notion of prophet as inter-
mediary seems comprehensive enough to help understand prophets
throughout the ancient Near East, including those attested in the He-
brew Bible and in the Old Babylonian and Neo-Assyrlan texts.

Recent Definitions

Now it is time to ask: How is recent scholarly discussion related to
this typology? As a case in point, I reflect briefly on a dictionary entry
published in the Neues Bibel-Lexikon (1997), relevant to discussions of
prophecy in Israel and the ancient Near East.21 In that volume, a

prophet is defined as

[a] person who (a) through a cognitive experience (vision, an auditory experi-
ence, an audio-visual appearance, a dream or the like) becomes the subject of
the reveiation of a deity, or severa-l deities and, in addition, (b) is conscious of
being commissioned by the deiry or deities in question to convey the revelation
in a verbal form (as a "prophecy" or a "prophetic speech"), or through nonver-
bal communicative acts ("symbolic acts"), ro a third party who constitutes the
actual addressee of the message."

20;. Mays, 'Justice: Perspectives from the Prophetic Tradition," in Petersen,
Prophecy in Israel, 144-58.

21 M. Weippert, "Prophetie im Alten Orient," NBL lgT.
22 This English translation is provided by M. Nissinen, References to Propheq in

NeoAssyrian Sazrces (SAAS 7; Helsinki: Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Proiect, i998), 5.
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This definition appears to reflect one of the q?es I have just exam-

ined, namely, the emphasis on prophets as individuals who hacl pecu-

liar forms of experience, a view associated with Gunkel and Lindblom.
In this recent definition, the experience is described as "cognitive,"

which presumably means that the experience can be articulated or ex-

pressed.
\Arhen we reflect on this definition from the persPective of the prior

analysis, several problems appear. First, the definition appeals to "ex-

perience," not to observable behavior. Unless the experience as such

is reported, one has no reason to claim that someone is a prophet. Sec-

ond, how are we to understand texts or reports that include no refer-

ences to such expeiience? For example, what should we think about
ARM 26 414, which narrates the activity and words of Atamrum, the

apilum of 5ama5? Flere we deal with a person who has a down-to-earth

message: "Send me a discreet scribe and I will have (him) write down

the news which Shamash has sent me for the king."23 There is no im-

plicit or explicit reference to a distinctive cognitive experience, other
than the reference to "the news" that Samai had sent. Third, the defi-

nition refers to the "conscious[ness] of being commissioned by the

deity." Even in the biblical material, only four prophetic books (Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Amos) offer overt reports about such self-con-

sciousness. (We should note that a number of scholars do not think
that these texts reflect the self-understanding of the prophets, but are

instead later additions.) Are we then to disallow the rest of the

Prophetic Books in the Hebrew Bible, such as Zephaniah orJoel, from
being construed as prophetic literature simply because they do not in-
clude commissioning narratives or reports about a sense of call? The
same may be said for prophetic texts from either Mari or Nineveh.

These texts do not routinely report on prophets' consciousness of
being called or commissioned by the deity. We should say that some

prophetic texts offer evidence of a sense of call, but many do not.
Hence, it is risky to define prophets as individuals who possessed this
conviction of divine commission.

The definition in the Neues Bibel-Lexihon refl.ects the first category

23 H. Huffmon, "The Expansion of Prophecy in the Mari Archives: New Texts,
New Readings, New Information," in Propheq and, Prophets: 'fhe Diaersi'ty of Contem'

porarl Issues in Scholarship (ed. Y Gitay; Semeia Studies; Atlanta: Society of Biblical
Literature, 1997), 11.
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examined, namely, an individual who has a distinctive form of experi-
ence. Flowever, as we have seen, the disadvantage of this concept is
that it prevents us from thinking that there were prophets of different
sorts, some in states of possession, others not. To be fair, the definition
does specifr various experiences, for example, vision or audition,
which might, in turn, be manifest in diverse behaviors reflected by the
different prophetic labels. Still, this carefuliy construcred definition of
"prophet" appears overly monolithic and excessively reliant on the
Gunkel and Lindblom heritage concerning biblical prophets.

Prophets and Prophetic Literature

I now propose a relation between the typology of prophets as inter-
mediaries and prophetic literature.24 I contend simply that prophetic
literature reflects different kinds of intermediation. If some prophets
experienced states of possession, one would expect the vision report
to be a primary form of prophetic literature. If some acted as holy
men, one would expect literature celebrating the power of the holy,
namely, legbnda, to be a primary form. And such is the case. Different
types of intermediation led to different forgrs of literature.

When one examines the Israelite material, one discerns at least lllve
basic forms of prophetic literature; divinatory chronicle, vision report,
prophetic speech, legend, and prophetic historiography. Ler me
briefly characterize each. (1) First Samuel g offers a case of the dir-
inatorl chronicle, describing the divinatory activities of someone known
as a ro'0. The diviner, Samuel, helps Saul find lost sheep. The report
conveys the social process that elicits divination as well as the divina-
tory utterance. (2) There are numerous examples of aision reltorts in
the Hebrew Bible and outside Israel. One should say that prophetic
behavior takes place in the creation of the report rather than in the vi-
sion, which is itself utterly subjective. It is interesting rhat books which
feature the term hoz|,"seer" (Amos 7), include reports of visions. This
literary form, normally written in prose, effects intermediation since it
conveys to the hearer or reader information about the world of the
deity. (3) The prophetic speech, whether divine oracle or prophetic say-
ing, is the literary manifestation of someone who receives and. reports

24 See also D. Petersen, "Rethinking the Nature of prophetic Literature,',
Gitay, Prophecy and, Prophets, 23-40.
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au<litions. Prophetic words as such, often, though not exclusively, in

poetic form, are primary. (4) The hagiographic literature of prophelic

lngenda is a direct reflection of a holy man's behavior, of the 'ii
ha'ilohim. This sryle of literature focuses on the powerful holy in the

world of the profane . Biblical literature offers direct evidence of the

SiLz im Lebcn that produced such lilerature, the storytelling environ-

ment attested in 2 Kgs S:+.25 15; There is some evidence of prophetic his-

toriography, in which prophets are viewed as individuals who act as

scribes (1 Chr 29:29). Moreover, a number of scholars have pointed to

a level of redaction in Deuteronomistic history that seems to reflect

the world of the prophets, namely, one in which the prophetic word

has special power (".g., l Kgs 12:15)' Prophets who wrote from this

perspective created historiographic literature.
We nray make the same sorts of claims when we examine the Neo-

Assyrian material. For example, one would expect the behavior of the

"shouteq" ttre raggimu, to result in either speeches or reports of pub-

lic encounter. Those kinds of literature are, in fact, prominent in the

Neo-Assyrian corpus. More generally, that corpus includes both orac-

ular collections and references to prophetic activity in texts such as

royal inscriptions.2o We may conclude that, both in Israel and in the

larger ancient Near Eastern environ, different forms of prophetic lit-
erature stem from diverse forms of intermediation.

Mesopotamian and Israelite Prophecy

It is not the purpose of this essay to comPare biblical and ancient

Near Eastern texts systematically. Other essays in this volume have that

as their agenda. Flowever, the material published by Simo Parpola has

made rne conscious of two things. First, the number of prophetic la-

bels in the Neo-Assyrian period is much smaller than it had been at

Mari. The lerm raggimu by the Neo-Assyrian period had bccome nor-

mative. Other terms- mahhL, assinnu, apiltu-l"nd fallen out of use. As

a biblical scholar, I find this case strikingly similar to the prominence

that the term nabt' achieves in ancient Israel. Over time, it too be-

comes normative, with fto20, ro'6, and 'ti ha'dlohtnl becorning far less

25 On wbich see A. Rof6, The Prophetical Stories: The Narratittes about the Pntphets in
the Ilebrew Bibtn, Their Literary Tlpes and' History (Jemsalem: Magnes, 1988).

26 S. Parpola, Asqrian Prophecies (SAA 9; Ifelsinki: Helsinki University Press,

1997),liii.
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prominent. One wonders what linguistic or social forces were at work
for this process to occuf both in the Levant and Mesopotamia.

Second, the Neo-AssFian prophetic texts are important for under-
standing the formation of prophetic literature. At Mari, individual texts
were archived. 'Ihere is minimal, if any, evidence of integrating various
oracles or reports. In contrast, at Nineveh, individual oracles were in-
tegrated into collections. Such archival and editorial activity permits-
for the first time with prophetic literature outside the Bible-exami-
nation of what biblical scholars have labeled redaction criticism. This
is one of the most fascinating aspects of the Neo-Assyrian materials. It
is striking that such collecting may have been going on in both Israel
and Nineveh at about the same time-with Amos and La-dagil-ili. A
number of questions arise. \.Vhat was the Israelite analog to the iuppu
format, in which several oracles were collected? \4/hy in Israel were the
sayings of orre prophet combined whereas, in Nineveh, the collections
included the oracles of different individuals? Collection One
(SAA I 1) , for example, includes oracles from ten individuals, eight of
whom are named. In Collection One, no individual is represented by
more than one oracle. This is not because only one oracle per individ-
ual was part of the tradition. For example, the sayings of La-dagil-ili are
preserved in the first, second, and third collections. Although he is
mentioned only once in the third collection (SAA 9 3), it may be that
more than one of the oracles in that collection stems from him.

If the biblical collections focus on one named individual, the Neo-
Assyrian coilections are, accord.ing to Parpola, oriented around
chronological and thematic issues. The most overtly unified collec-
tion, the third, reflects the making of a covenant, along with its impli-
cations. Collection One appears to offer oracles and reports that re-
flect on a military campaign and its successful conclusion; Collection
TWo (SAA 9 2) offers oracles concerning the initial political problems
that attended Esarhaddon's accession. Is it too much to suggest that
similar collections may have existed early in the formation of Israel's
prophetic literature? Amos 1-2 seems to offer an analog, as might the
woe oracles in Isa 1-39.
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Summary

In this essay, I have charted ways one might understand prophets.

In that regard, I have argued, consistent with scholarly perspectives of
the last third of the twentieth century that prophets should be under-
stood as intermediaries who acted in different ways,'' as various

prophetic labels suggest. Further, I have related the forms of interme-
diation, as reflected in the specific labels both in Israel and in the

larger ancient Near Eastern context, to tFpes of prophetic literature,
both biblical and extrabiblical. I have suggested that the recent publi-
cation of Neo-Assyrian prophetic texts may help gain new perspective

on the formation of prophetic colleitions in ancient Israel. Such

analysis contributes to our understanding of prophetic behavior both
in Israel and in the ancient Near East, along with the literature that de-

rives from that behavior.
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Part Two
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A Company of Prophets: Mari, Assyria, Israel

Herbert B. Huffmon

'A rose is a rose is a rose is a rose" is the most widely cited iine by
the American writer Gertrude Stein, but by this saying_printed as a
motto on her notepaper-she demonstrates her subversive, experi-
mental attitude toward the rules of language and writing.l stein is not
intending to offer a botanical observation that all roses are the same.
And when we shift from flowers to people, in particurar to the reri-
gious roles of various individuals, we cannot say, identifying all as one,
"a priest is a priest is a priest is a priest." priests are not all the same,
and priests in ancient Eg)?t or Mesopotamia are not the same as
priests in ancient Israel or in the christian church, although there are
overlapping roles. Nor can we say, by way of identification, ,,a prophet
is a prophet is a prophet is a prophet.,, In the ,,company,' of prophets
in the ancient Near East there are many "subsidiaries," .o io ,p"ut ,
sharing commonalities but engaging in distinctive practices urrd .orr-
tributing in different ways to the religious life of their communities.

wilfred cantwell Smith has dow'played the importan ce of analyz-
ing the "plain" phenomenologicar data among religious systems or tra-
ditions, such as comparing the design and architecturar pracement of
altars, which we might calr the "manifestation" urp".i of rerigion.
Rather, smith emphasizes "the role of those data in the lives of the per-
sons concerned."2 This emphasis more closely approximates what we
might call the "essence" or "meaning" of the religious activity, as em-
phasized by the phenomenologists of religi.n. The point is illustrated
by Smith's contenrion that the familiar proposition, ,,the 

eur,an is to
Islam as the Bibte is to Christianity,,' though in no way absurd, is an
oversimplification rhat should be supplemented by the proposition

this phrase, see Gertmde Stein's Autobiogruphy oJ Atice B..Ioftlas (Week_End
Library ed.: London:John Lane. 1935). lB4_Bb.

2 w' c. smith, on llndnstaruring Isram: serected sturlizs (Religion and Reason 1g;
The Hague, Paris, and Newyork: Mouton, 19gf ), 233.
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that ,,the g_ur'an is to Islam as the person of Jesus christ is to chris-

tianity."s lle illustrates this point elsewhere by his suggestion that'

rather than the role ofJesus, the role of the apostle Paul in Christian-

ity is most comparable to the role of Muhammad in Islam'a In accor-

dance with this perspective, this essay attempts to sketch not only the

phenomenological similarities but also the different contextual roles

of prophets from Mari, Assyria, and Israel'

in th" toyul archives of Mari, the Neo-Assyrian texts, and the He-

brew Bible, together with related texts, we find a commonality in dis-

tinctive settings and with differing manifestations. The commonality is

that prophets (1) present communications from the divine world' nor-

mally for a third party, and serve as mediators who may or may not

identify with the deity; (2) draw upon inspiration through ecstasy'

dreams, or what may be called "inner illumination"; (3) offer mes-

sages, often unsolicited, that are immediately understandable by the

audience addressed; and (4) not only offer assurance but frequently

admonish or exhort the addressee. This prophetic activity, however,

takes place within different contexts and develops in different ways.

within each community the prophets are perceived in different ways

by different people, reflecting the particular settings and perspectives

of those involved.

Mari

The royal archives of Mari of the eighteenth century e'c'n', in addi-

tion to t.wo ritual texts that mention prophets,s tell about prophetic ac-

tiviq/ in approximately fifty of some eight thousand letters6 and in

3 Ibid., 238-39.
4 w. c. smith, Islam in Mod.ern History (Princeton: Princeton university Press,

1957),17-18, n. 13.
b jean-Marie Durand and Micha€l Guichard, "Les rituels de Mari," in Norilegium

*oionu* III: Rtcueil d'6tudEs d Ia mdmoire d.e Mari,e-Thhise Bamelet (ed. D' Charpin

anclJ.-M. Durand; M6moires de NABU4; Paris: SEPOA, 1997),19-63' j .. .
olean-Marie Durand, Archiues 1pistolaires d.e Mari I/1 (ARM 26; Paris: Editions

Reclierche sur ies Civilisations, 1988) . Note also Dominique Charpin et al', Archiues

ipistolaires d.e Mari I/2 (ARM 26; Paris: Editiotts Recherche sur les Civilisations,

igBB). R.f"..t ce to Mari texts will be by edition number in ARM 26, unless oth-

erwise indicated. For A. 1121+, see Bertrand Lafont, "Le roi de Mari et les

prophdtes cle dieu Adad," ,RA ?8 (1984): 7-18; for A' 1968, seeJean-Marie Durand.'
ile^mythologdme de combat entre le dieu de I'orage et la mer en M6sopotamie,:'

MARIT (1993):41-61.
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about twelve of some twelve thousand economic and administrative
texts.T Prophetic activity is sparsely reported. These reports, however,
come from as far away as Aleppo in the west and Babylon in the east,
and identify the speakers by a variety of titles. The titles that occur
most frequently are Apifurn/Apihuzz, "answerer,', and. muhhAm/muh-
hutu,tn, "ecstatic." The less-frequent titles are assinnum,,,cult singer,,,
and nabA, "ones called," and the title qammatunz is of uncertain trans-
lation'8 These titles are provided by the correspondents and rcpresent
the community's identification of these individuals' roles; the titles are
not given as self-reference. There is one letter (194), however, in
which the apilum, "answerer," of Samai identifies himself as the sencler.
and rnentions another fApillum. Many who convey messages from the
gods, however, are not identified by a prophetic title, aithough they
may be prominent persons in the royal court. Some may be a ,,chief

temple administrato r" (iangu) .

Also impressive is the array of deities mentioned i the apifum/al)iltunr
speaks for the gods Addu, Addu of Halab, Addu of Kallassu, Dagan,
Dagan of Tuttul, Dagan of Subatum, Marduk, Nergal, and Samai, and
for the afliliated goddesses Annunitum, Diritum, and Hiiametum; the
assinnum speaks for Annunitum; the muhhfi,m/ muhhutum speaks for the
gods Addu, Amu of Hubialum/Nergal, Dagan, Dagan of Terqa, Dagan
of Tuttul, and Itur-Mer, and for the goddesses Annunitum, Iitar, I5tar
of Irradan, and. Ninhursagga/Sala (i) ; the qammaturz is connectecl with
Dagan of Terqa. The prophets without title are connected with the
goddesses Annunitum, Belet biri, and Belet-ekallim, and the gods
Dagan, Dagan of Terqa, and Itur-Mer. The prophets are widely clis_
persed and connected with a similarly wide range of deities.

These prophetic messages are taken seriously by the political au-
thorities, but they are not the first or preferred means of communicat-
ing with the gods. Prophetic messages are clearly subordinate to otheq
more common means of divine communication. The messages, in the

TJean-Marie Durand., "Les proph6ties des textes de Mari,,, in Oracles et prophlties
dans I'antiquit6: Actcs du colloque de Strasbourg, 15-17 Juin 1995 (ed,. J.,G. Heintz; Uni_
versit6 des sciences hirmaines de Strasbourg, Travaux du centrele recherche sur
le Proche-Orient et la Grdce anriques 1b; paris: De Boccard, Lg97), I7b-34, esp.
115-16. See also the list compiled by Marrti Nissinen in this volume, 90, n. B.

. 
8 Although nabiis cognari with Hebrew nabi' , d'e precise meaning of the term

in the Mari text (ARM 26 216) is unclear. Durand (ReS 333_34, 4b1j now allows
that qanrmatum (ARM 26 197; 199; 203), which may refer to a particular hairstyle,
could be a personal name rather than a title.
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absence of personal communication (for which there are only indirect

hints), are ieported in letters to the king. In this olficial communica-

tion, the messengers are subject to review by technical divination, nor-

mally by extispicy, but on occasion by other means' whether through

sickness (a sign of being touched by the divine) ' the offefng of sacri-

fice, or trustworthiness (ARM 26 233:53). The letters report frequently

that, either voluntarily or as a requirement, the prophets submit a bit

of their hair (iartum) and a trimming from their garment (sissi'htum)-

the hair and hem. This happens with all categories of prophet apilum

(two or three times) , muhhfi'm (twice), assinnu'm (twice), qammd'tum

(once), and untitled prophets (six times, once with the hair and hem

omitted). Another sign of subordination is that the prophets at times

complain that their previous messages have been ignored'

The "hair and hem" are surely used as technical divination' as a

means of verifying the authenticiq' of the prophetic word' In ARM

26 182, a man who does not receive a clear answer by means of tech-

nical barfr,m.divination sends his hair and hem to the king for a re-

sponse from the court's barAm-diiners. Once (ARM 26 204:16-18)' an

aputu*says of her hair and hem, "Let them lthe materials or the di-

vinersl clearlpuriff fme-from guilt/fault]" (lizahki)' In another

Mari text (ARM 26 215:25), the king's correspondent advises, regard-

ing the hair and hem of a muhhi,m, "Let my lord make purification"

(tizakhi). An Old Babylonian text from Karana (Tell al-Rimah) tells

about a sick man whose hair and hem were submitted to technical div-

ination, which cleared him of "sin/guilt" in connection with his ill-

,r..*.9 Si*ilurly, in the tamltutexts, the person for whom the divinatory

question was submitted could be represented by "a piece of the fringe

of hi, gu.*"nt or of his fingernail'"lO
Anotherindicationofthemessages'secondarystatusisthatthey

were subject to review before being communicated to the king' The

king's correspondent, Queen Siptu, in some instances examined the

prophetic message by special divination involving drink; by putting a

question with reference to an assinnum ("for five days," or, "on the fifth

9 Stephanie Dalley et a1., 'fhe Old, Batrytonian Thblex from TbIt aI R:imah ( llondon:]
British School ofArchaeology in lraq, 1976), no' 65, pp' 64-65'

10 W. G. Lambert, ,.The ;iamitu' iexts," in La d,i.ainati,n en M4sopotamie ancle7ne

et rl,ans les r|gions aoi,sines (CRRAI 14; Paris: Presses ljniversitaires de France, 1966),

120_2I; icleir, ,,Questions Addressed to tJre Babylonian oracle: The tamttuTexts,"

in Heintz, Oraclcs et propheties, SS-98, esp. 91-92'

\
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day"; ARM 26 212); by invesrigating .,,signs,, male and female', (ARM
26 207); and by gerting a favorable answer regarding the king and an
unfavorable answer regarding the king's enemy. verification is also
sought for a number of dream messages (ARM 26 82; I42;22b;22g;
239), and sometimes, the correspondent notes, confirmation was not
attained (ARM 26 I42; A.1lZt+).

In three texts, the king,s correspondent, having reported a
prophetic message, advises him not to proceed without extispicy, that
is, technical divination (ARM 26 204, involving an apifumi ARM
26 2L7, coming frorn an unidentified woman; ARM 26 239, a princess,s
dream). In A. 1968, reporting on an altilum of Adclu of Aleppo, the
prophet himself advises King Zimri-Lim not to depart without a (fa-
vorable) omen, presumably referring to an extispicy.ll yet we also fincl,
in ARM 26 Ig9, that Lupahum, an apilum of Dagan, is dispatched by
the king to Dagan of ruttul to inquire about a report that the king had
received' The apilum obtained a report and went to Der (in the Mari
area), to which he had gone previously, bearing a gift and a warning
for the goddess Diritum about her trust in E5nunna. He then gave the
king's correspondent a message supporting a cautious policy toward
Einunna, a policy the king sub.eq.,ently relcted.

The prophets are both male and female. Among the references to
the higher-starus "answerers', (Apifu), rhe men predominate, with a
ratio of about sixteen-to-two; one of the men-counted once-is cited
in three different texts. Among the references to the ,,ecstatics,,

(muhht), the men predominate by a lesser margin, about twenry_ or
twenty-one-to-eight, although the nature of the references does not
allow a precise count. The two ,,cult singers', (assinnu) are ,imale,,,

whether intact or castrates, and. there are three references to a
qammatum-perhaps the same person_if this is viewed as a title and
not a personal name. References to the prophets as a grottp-.apitu,
muhha, and to sr;n1s nafitr-occasionalry might intend to inciude
women as well as men. Arnong persons not identified by one of the
prophetic titles, the gender distribution is mr.rch more even, about
nine-to-ten, with men in a slight minority.12

11. See Dominique Charpin, .Le context historique et gdographique des
prophdties dans les rexres retrouv6s i Mari," BCSMS 2z'(rggzy , 

"zr-?r,'"rpi 
zo-:o;

for_the text, see Durand, ,.Mythologdme 
de combat,,, 44--4b,lines 12,_rc:.12 This count includes g. *li publishecl ty 'Ctr,.,, 

Witcke (,,Dagan-nahmis
Traum," WO )7 [1986]: ll*16), whicl presumabiy comes from Mari ancl dates to
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In giving messages the prophets appear individually, although in

one clream message (ARM 26 227), a woman, whose name is only

partly preser-ved, reports that she saw two deceased "ecstatics" (muhhi)

who had a ioint message for the king. "Ecstatics" speak in ARM 26243,

and another text refers to "five lmuh]h0 of Addu,"l3 but the clearest

indication of group activity is the Hanaean nabi, gathered to respond

to an inquiry from the king (ARM 26 276) in the fashion of divinatory

questions asked by tlne bart'-diviner (and reminiscent of 1 Kgs 22). In

addition, ARM 27 32 refers to "ecstatics" of the god Amu (of)

Hub5alum, who may also have been (or accompanied) elders of the

town of Ga53um on their way to see the king; this group seized four
men of Yamutbal and took them to a regional official, but this is not
reported as ritual or oracular activity.

Those given the prophetic titles Apilum/Apiltum ("answerer"), muh-

hAm/muhhutum ("ecstatic"), and qammatum, if a title, were cultic per-

sonnel, although not priests who officiated in the sacrificial or general

cultus. Rather, they were part of the temple entourage that specialized

in verbal communication from the deity. Ttre assinnum ("cult singer")

is well attested elsewhere as a cult functionary associated with I5tar and

her congeners, and engaged in singing, dancing, ecstasy, and perhaps

cross-dressing, birt in the Mari context tll.e assinnum's role may have

been more restricted.14 The title apiium/apiltun, "answerer," implies

providing an answer to a query although z muhhutum advises the king

tlrat "I will continue to answer" (atanappal, ARM 26 237:26). The title
multhLm/muhhutum, "ecstatic," points to the process through which

answers are received, and, indeed, one of the IStar ritual texts refers to

the muhhttmbecoming ecstatic, as confirmed in one of the letters.ls

Others are cited as "becorning ecstatic," namely, Sehbum, an assinnum

the time of the main Mari archives (see Durand, Archiaes,462-63' n. 49), although
it is not from the Mari excavations. The text reports on an offering prompted by a

clream, but the dream itself is not reported. The name of the dreamer, who is male,

occurs as a feminine name in ARM 10 1i6.
13 For the reference to five lmuh)his of Addu, see G. Ozan, "Les lettres de Man-

atan," in Charpin and Durand, Floritegium marianum 111,303, no. f 52:5 (= M. 945I).
14 See Stefan M. Maul, " Kurgarrt wd assinnu :und ihr Stand in der babyloni-

schen Gesellschaft," in Aufenseiter und Randgruppen: Beitrtige zu einm sozialgeschichte

des Alten Orienls (ed. V. Haas; Xenia: Konstanzer Althistorische Vortrd,ge und
Forschungen 32; Konstanz, Germany: Universititsverlag, 1992), 159-77.

15 For the IStar ritual, see Durand and Guichard, "Rituels de Mari," 53-54, lines

ii.23' , 26'; note that the Irra-gamil who becomes ecstatic in ARM 26 222 is identi-
fied as a rnuhh&m in ARM 21 333:34' and 23 446:9' .

r
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(ARM 26 273; cf. 19?, 198), and Aharum, a young (servanr?) woman
(ARM 26 214),both in the temple of Annunirum.

The a,pilum, who had a somewhat higher status among the prophets,
and the muhhant.are associated even by their titles with providing mes-
sages from the gods. Their messages are also frequently connected
with sacrifice or other temple event, at which time the prophet "arises
and speaks." \Arhen these prophets convey a complaint to the king, the
complaint often refers to royal neglect of the deity's cult or cultic
properry (ARM 26 220;227; A. 1121+; A. 196g; etc.). presumably, the
Hanaean nabi group was also associated with the cultus. Many mes_
sages, howeveg derive from persons without a prophetic title-speak_
ers identified. by name, residence, or status. Many such messages de-
rive from tlre women of the Mari court. Strikingly, a iangtt, ,,chief
temple administrator," reports a revelatory dream (ARM 26 Z3g); an_
other iangt speaks in one of the dreams of the queen mother, Addu_
duri (ARM 26 237); and a third iangt reports to eueen Siptu, the
king's correspondent, on a young woman,s dream (ARM 26 Zl4).ro

Virtually all of the messages are addressed to the king-we are deal_
ing with the royal archives, after all. But on <lccasion the message ad-
dresses local people concerning what the;z should do. The letter ARM
26 221-bis, from the king's representative in Terqa, reports that a muh_
h.iomaddressed him regarding (re)building a gate, rhe seconcl request
cast clearly in the plural, as if addressed to the people of Terqa or at
least to the "governor" and his workers (tines 23-30): ,,[If (?)] you
(pl.) do not build rhat gare, [a cal]amity (?) will occur. you (pl.) are
[no]t getting an]u'here. [Thi]s is what that mu,hhilm lsaild to me. But
I am [eng]aged with the ha[r]v[esr]. To turn ovfer] my lser]vants, I
cannot do." On another occasion the muhhtLmspoke to a public audi-
ence (ARM 26 216), presumably with the intent of putting pressure on
the king to order various cities to return sacred items. The correspon-
dent notes that this message was delivered "in the assembly of the eld-
ers." Other messages are delivered at the temple gate, where presum_
ably the public would also be presenr.

The prophetic messages typically assure the king of success or warn
of possible dangers. At times, however, the prophets express concern

16 Note the Ishchali texts from the archive c:f tJ'e iangts of the I{ititum temple,
in which the goddess IGtitum addresses the king, tbal-pi-El, directly (Maria deJong
Ellis, "The Goddess IGtitum speaks to I(ng Ibilpiel: t)racle Texts from Ishciiat)
MARI5ll987l:235-66).
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that certain cultic acts, such as special sacrifices, have been neglected

(ARM 26 220; 221; 231; see also ARM 26 224). But the Prophet may

also raise-even repeatedly (having done so frve times previously)-is-
sues of cult property (A. 1121+). Requests for regular information also

occur (Dagan ofTerqa,233). All ofthese requests are represented as

being in the king's self-interest (e.g., ARM 26 194; 2I7; 278; 2T9l- 227) .

Consistent with acting in the king's self-interest, prophets are men-

tioned in several administrative texts as having received gifts or sup-

plies from the king. An apilumis mentioned several times as having re-

ceived a garment, bronze nails, silver ring, and a donkey distributed

from booty; a muhhAm receives clothing and jewelry; a qammatumre'

ceives a garment and nose ring. One muhhftm receives a silver ring
"when he gave the message to the king" (ARM 25 742:I2-I5; see Du-

rand, Archiues, 380). Sometimes the prophets request these gifts di-

rectly (e.g., ARM 26 199; 206).

Contrasted with these modest incursions into the king's realm, how-

ever, is the special assertiveness of the apilum-prophets of Addu of
Aleppo/Kallassu. Speaking from the historical dominance of the

Aleppo kingdom in the life of Zimri-Lim and his family, and within the

protection of an independent jurisdiction, a series of messages re-

minds Zimri-Lim, "\Arhat I have given I can take away," and makes spe-

cific requests (A. 1121+). The Mari representative, seemingly embar-

rassed by the message, appeals to his traditional duty to convey

information about what others are doing and saying about the king,

and notes the warnings that might lead to future disasters if ignored'

The same letter reports an admonition from Addu to the king of Mari,
"When a ptaintiff, male or female, makes an appeal to you, take note

and give them justice," together with an assurance of benefits for an

attentive king. Another letter frorn Zimri-Lim's representative in
Aleppo (A. 1968), again citing the beneficence that Addu has shown

the king, adds, "\Arhenever anyone with a claim cries out to <you>, say-

ing, 'I have been w[rong]ed,' stand up and decide his case; ansfwer

himl tfailrly" (lines 7'-10'). Addu reminds the Mari king that he is
subject to a higher authority, parallel to the slightly later epilogue of
the Laws of Hammurapi, "In order that the mighty not wrong the

weak, to provide just ways for the waif and the widow I have inscribed

my precious pronouncements upon my stele . . . to provide just ways

for the wronged." The Laws add, "Let the wronged man who has a law-

suit come before the statue of me, the king ofjustice. . . . let my steie

[,
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reveal the lawsuit for him; may he examine his case, may he calm his
heart-. . . ."17

Another sign of assertiveness appears in a letter (ARM 26 194) ap-
parently sent from Northeast Syria (Jebel Sinjar area) by the apitum of
Sama5. This apitum seems to serve as a clearinghouse fbr distant re-
quests of deities (from Sippar to the southeast toAleppo to the west),
possibly from within a council of the gods or as a cult functionary as-

sociated with various deities.ls Insisting on direct communication by
blpassing the king's representative, the apilum demands a "safe-
guarded" scribe (ARM 26 414; granting, foltowing Durand, that this
letter is connected with ARM 26 I94) and submits a multitude of re-
quests-for a throne and a royal daughter to Sippar; taboo items for
Addu of Aleppo; a gift for Dagan; items, including a sword, for Nergal,
king of Hubialum. The list concludes with the assurance of perpetual
kingship for Zimri-Lim and a request rhat the king "sen[d] ro my feet
(anyone with a) [cl]aim."

Most striking is a muhhi,m of Dagan's dramatic action. The muhhilm
asks for a lamb and proceeds to eat it, raw, in public-reminiscent of
the Sumerian stereotype of the Amorite who "eats uncooked meat."1e
Thereupon the muhhfi,m requests widespread cultic restitution and
adds, "For the well-being of your Lord, Zi[mri-Lim], clothe me with a
garment" (ARM 26 206:23-24). The king's correspondent provides
him with a garment. In another text, a qammatum, or the Lady Qam-
matum of Dagan of Terqa, having warned the king about proceeding
in peace negotiations with ESnunna (ARM 26 199), requests and re-
ceives a garment and a nose ring. In stronger fashion, Dagan's
prophetic voices opposed, in Zimri-Lim's sixth year-following a year
or more of warfare-his conclusion of a treaty with Einunna. The sit-
uation is clarified by examining the extensive correspondence on the
relationship between Mari and E5nunna. Promising victory for Zimri-

i7 Martha "f. Roth, Law Colkctions from Mesopotamia and, Asin, Minor (SBLWAW 6;
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 133-34 (xlvii 59-78), 134 (xlviii 3-19).

18 Regarding the divine council, see Abraham Malamat, "The Secret Council
and Prophetic Involvement in Mari and Israel," in Prophetie und geschiclttliclte Wirh-
lichheit im alten. Isrnpl.: Fc.stschrift fiir Siegfried Henmann (ed. R. Liwak and S. Wagner;
Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1991), 231-36. Note also that culric personnel could be af-
liliated with a number of deities, even within a given temple, which honors a pri-
mary deiry and affiliated deities.

19 See Samuel Noah Kramer, The Sumtrians, Their History, Culture, and. Characttry
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), 253.
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Lim, Lupahum, an alti,lum of Dagan who had arrived from Tuttul, as

well as a rlammatum of Dagan of Terqa-apparently independent of
each otheE although reported in the same letter-oppose an agree-

ment between Mari and E3nunna, advising that Einunna is not trust-

worthy. The rlammatuln says, "Water runs under the s{pw" (ARM

26 l9?;199; see also 202 for the same phrase from a muhhil,m).20 The
same apilurn, Lupahum, warns the goddess Diritum in Der (Mari area)

not to trust Einunna. This is an example of different gods, that is, dif-
ferent ternple cornmunities, promoting conflicting policies, although
both surely represented themselves as acting in the best interests of
the king. The difference, however, is aired without direct polemic.
Zimri-Lim, on his part, made the treaty with Einunna, acknowledging

Esnunna as his superio..2l I.r all this prophetic activity, however, it is
important to remember Durand's observation that the prophecies are

intendecl "to properly channel the royal power, not to challenge it."22

The prophet's inspiration is not always indicated. Between fifteen
and twenty-depending on which texts one includes-receive their
message in a dream, with one text referring to incubation (ARM

26 232). At least six revelations take place within a temple, or the per-

son goes to a temple in a dream. The presence of the divine, a special

"state of consciousness," may be indicated by qh" prophet's sickness

(ARM 26 371). Several times the message states that a deity "sent" the

prophet (messenger) or the message (assinnum, ARM 26 212; muh-

hilm, ARM 26 220;221; untitled person, ARM 26 2L0 233;240), and

an apilum refers to "the message which Samai sent me for the king"
(ARM 26 414). Ecstasy itself is mentioned five times-once for an

assi.nnurn, twice for a muhhtm (including the reference in an IStar rit-
ual), twice for private women. Such inspiration is suggested in the

many references in which the prophet "got up" (itbe), often in the tem-

ple and in connection with sacrifice, and spoke (as "answerer," six

times; as "ecstatic," twice), and is associated especially with I3tar and
her associates.

20 On this proverb, see Jack M. Sasson, "Water beneath Straw: Adventures of a

Prophetic Phrase in the Mari Archives," ir:' Soluing Rid'd'les and Unrying Knots: Bibli-
cal, Epigraphic, o,nd Semitic Studins in Honor ofJonas C. GreenJiekl (ed. A. Zevit, S. Gitin,
and M. Sokoloff; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 599-608, who finds the
proverb enigmatic, which seems contrary to the context.

21 See Charpin, "Context historique et geographique," 22-25.
22 Durancl, Arrhiues, 410.
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NeoAssyria

Surprisingly, of the Neo-Assyrian prophetic texts, the mosr impor-
tant individual tablet was published in 1875 and made available ro
noncuneiformists in English translation in 1878; tlvo other major texts
were published in 1893, six years prior to the publication of the Wen-
Amun text in 1899. Yet the Neo-Assyrian texts were almost systemati-
cally neglected until the late 1960s, in spite of reminders of their exis-
tence.23

The Neo-Assyrian prophetic texts are not only from the Neo-Assyr-
ian period. They are also written in literary Neo-Assyrian, which did
not add to their accessibility to scholars. These texts reflect a more
narrow range in titles and geography than is the case for the Mari ev-
idence. None of the titles known from Mari occurs in the oracle texts,
which use, rather, the specifically Neo-Assyrian term raggimu/raggintu,
"proclaimer," with some prophecies ascribed to a iElutu, ,,votaress.,,

l{owever, the title mahhfi,, "ecstatic," a variant of Mari muhhi,m, is used
as an alternate term for raggimu in Esarhaddon's inscriptions not writ-
ten in "prr"" Neo-Assyrian, and the terms raggimu and, mahhtr, are
joined in the Esarhaddon succession treaty.2aAgain, as generally in the
Mari texts, the titles do not occur as a self-refer.ence.

Collections SAA I 1-2 of the prophet reporrs identi$r the speakers
by name and place of residence. Possibly becarrr. she breaks with the
pattern of the Istar aJfiliates, one speaker is identified by title as a vota-
ress (iElutu) of the king (SAA g L.7). Another text identifies a
prophetic speaker as a iilutu-votaress of l5tar of Arbela.25 Collection

- 
23 For the process of discovery and publication, see Simo parpola, Assyrian

Proplrecies (sAA 9; Helsinki: Helsinki university press, 1997), xiii-xiv. Note also the
attention given to some of these texts as a potentially separate category by Morris
Jastrow (fuligion Bablkniens und Assyriens lvol. 2/7; Giessen, Germany: Topelmann,
1912) ' 156-74, esp. 158). Bruno Meissner wdtes that some of the texts showed that
"es im Zweistromlande ihnlich wie im alten Israel auch propheten gegeben [hat],
die ohne Zuhilfenahme der wahrsagekunst lediglich durch gottliche Einge-
bungen die Zukunfr verkundeten" (Babylonien untl Assyrien [vol. 2; Heidelbeig:
'carl winter, 19251,2Bl, but cf. 243). some of the oracles were available in stan-
dard handbooks, but they otherwise remained ignored.

24 Parpola. Assyrian Prophecies, xlv-xlvi; SimJ parpola and Kazuko Watanabe,

!3ylsqrian Treaties and' Loyt\ oaths (sAA 2; Helsinki: Helsinki University press.
1988),33.

25 steven w. cole and Peter Machinis t, Letters from priests to the Kings Esarhatl.d,on
and Assurbanipai (SAA 13; Helsinki: Helsinki University press, 1998), no. i4g.
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SAA 9 3 is apparently assigned to someone whose name seems lost,

with only a portion of the last sign preserved-t. ' . DIINGIR, boldly re-

stored by Parpola as [La-dagii-i]li-but who is identified as a raggimu,

"proclaimer," of [Arbel]a who speaks for the national god, Aiiur' as

well as Iitar of Arbela (SAA 9 3.5 iv 37-32). A long individual prophecy

report derives from a raggintu (SAA 9 7). In other texts of the Neo-As-

spian period, however, there are a number of occurrences of the title
raggimu/raggintu, includins one in which the king provides temPorary

quarters to a raggimunamed Q.tqi.tu The gender distribution is domi-

nated by women: twelve female prophets and five to six male prophets'

plus one or two of uncertain gender.

The prophetic texts are also more concentrated in the deities in-

volved. Front and center is the powerful goddess Iitar ofArbela, sec-

onded by a closely parallel deiry, Mullissu (Ninlil). wife ol ASSur

(Enlil). The two are identified in SAA I2.4ii 30, "The word of IStar of
Arbela, the word of Queen Mullissu," and the two also are linked in
SAA9 5, 7 (", . .his motheris Mullissu. . . his ldry] nurse is the Lady

of Arbela," r. 6), and 9. The national god, Ai5ur, is cited as the oracu-

lar source only in SAA 9 3, in which he plays a prominent role together
with Iitar of Arbela. One prophecy, from a speaker identified as both
male and female-presumably by scribal error but possibly, as Parpola

suggests. lor a gender-neutraI person-speaks lor Bel (Marduk), I5tar

of Arbela, and Nabu (SAA I 1.4). This multiple representation is rem-

iniscent of the Mari letter ARM 26 I94, but may reflect a cultic func-
tionary associated with several deities or a speaker admitted to the di-

vine council with its multiple voices.Z7

The Neo-Assyrian prophets, like the Mari prophets, were taken se-

riously by the royal court-in this case Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal,

the primary addressees. These prophets seem to have had easy access

to the royal court, and there is no evidence for a process ofverihca-
tion. Another indication of the messages' high standing is that- the re-

port texts focus solely and immediately on the divine words, unlike the

Mari letters in which the king's correspondent often advises him of the

prophetic message as one of several news items. The Asspian texts

may begin, "The word of IStar of Arbela. . ." (SAA 9 5:1), "I5tar of

26 F. M. Fales and J. N. Postgate, Imberial Administratiue Rzcord's, Part I (SAA 7;

I{elsinki: Helsinki Universiq' Press, 1992), no. 9 r. i 23.
27 Parpo\a, Asqrian Propheczes, xviii-xxvi, il.

l
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Arbeflal has said. . ." (SAA 9 6:1), or "The raggtntu-prophetess.
(has said)" (SAA 9 7:l)-reports that provide no context aparr from
what can be reconstructed from the prophecies themselves. Further-
more, more than two-thirds of the Assyrian prophecies are preserved
as part of collection tablets, a secondary stage that involved the royal
scriptorium-perhaps even one specific scribe-gathering five to six
or even ten or more prophetic oracles (or sets of oracles, e.g., SAA
9 1.6) onto one archival tablet. The prophecies were copiecl for pos-
terity, as they might have been in view of the emphasis on re assurance
to the royal family, with only a rare complaint of neglect by the deity
mixed in (e.g., SAA 9 3.5). The prophecies were gathered and trans-
ferred as a body to individual collection tablets, and thereby were in-
corporated into the official archives. In this collection process there is
also evidence of scribal redaction. For exarnple, in the standardized at-
tribution in collection SAA 9 1, seven times (as preserved) one reads
the phrase "from the mouth of so-and-so of such-and-such a place',;
however, once, as mentioned, the slight variant occurs for a different
category of speaker, "from the mouth of so-and-so, t]ne ielutu-votaress
of the king." The other speakers may have been identified as a cate-
gory in the first lines of the tablet, now lost.

The pattern of individual messages is broken only by allusions, such
as the letter in which Bel-u5ezib, a prominent astrologer, asks the king
why he had summoned raggimanu and raggimatu, "prophets and
prophetesses," to assist in understanding and dealing with the troubles
he had reported. But the writer's chief question seems to be, ,,\ATry has
the king . . not summoned me?"28 He seems to be saying that he
would have been more effective than the prophets, even if they may
have been present as a group.

The assertive role of the raggimu is emphasized in rhe collection of
prophetic oracles reporting on a symbolic treaty commitment by the
national god, Ai5ua promising victory in battle for king Esarhaddon.
The oracle, SAA 9 3.3, is (written down and) deposited in the temple
in the presence of the gods; also included is divine vengeance against
the enemies of Esarhaddon, who had cried out to A.55ur for help. The
written covenant is also presented to the king, with full ritual. At the

28 Parpola, Letters from Asryrian and, Balrylonian Scholars (SAA 10; Helsinki:
Helsinki University Press, 1993), no. 109 (ABL 1216); Martti Nissinen , Rzfnences to
Prolthecy in Neo-Assyian Sozrces (SAAS 7; I{elsinki: Neo-Asspian Text Corpus pro-
ject, 1998), 89-95.
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initiative of I5tar of Arbela, a covenant meal is then carried out sym-
bolically, with provision for reminders to those who have sworn loyalty
to the king, that they might "remember me (I5tar) and keep this
covenant which I have made on behalf of Esarhaddon" (SAA g 3.4 iii
13-15). The collection concludes with l5tar's charge o{,neglect by
Esarhaddon and her reminder of her continuing protection of the
king. The concluding attribution assigns the speech to a raggimu, pre-
sumably from lArbel]a. Parpola's restoration of the prophet's name as

the otherwise attested La-dagil-ili is a bold but plausible restoration.
Apart from the prophecy reports, which provide limited informa-

tion about the context, there are a number of letters that tell about
prophetic activity. These letters show that the prophets were involved
in matters aflecting the kingship. In one letter, a raggintuwho had al-
ready taken the king's clothes to Babylonia prophesied about remov-
ing a throne from the temple for use in a ritual elsewhere that would
be beneficial for king Esarhaddon, but the king's representarive would
not release the throne without the king's permission.?s This raggintuis
perhaps the same raggintu mentioned in another letter, who, prior to
the death and burial of a substitute king, reportedly prophesied to the
substitute king-himself apparently of high standing-rhat he would
take over the kingship, that is, rhat the substitute king would serve in
successfully diverting danger from Esarhaddon.3o

The inscriptions of Assurbanipal include the often-cited reference
to a iabrL, a "visionary a seer of dreams," who had a revelation from
I5tar of Arbela in which he saw and heard her assure the king that she
would fight his battle (against Elam), and that the king coulcl relax and
await her victory.3l But the iabrt d.oes not speak directly for the deity.

Throughout, with the exception of a few requests for cultic atten-

29 SAA 13 37; see also Simo Parpola, Leflns frorn Assyrian Scholars to the Kings
Esarhadd,on and. Assurbanipal, Part I: ?xts (AOAT 5/\;KeveIaer, Germany: Butzon &
Bercker; Neukirchen-Muyn: Neukirchener, 1970), Z7l-72, and, part II: Commentart
and Appendices (AOAT 5/2; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-
\4tryr: Neukirchenea I983), 329, znd, Nissinen, Ilefrences, TS*BI.

30 Slv{ 10 352; see also Parpola, Lettns from, As$rian Scholars, I-II, no. 2g0.
31 Maximilian streck, Assuibanipal und. d,i.e hrztin asqrischen Kdnige bis zum Llntsr-

g'ange Niniaeh'r (VAB 7; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1916), 2:I14-19, 188_9b (esp.
B v 49-76); Rykle Borger, Beitrtige zum Inschrifienwnk Assurbanipah (Wiesbadeir:
Harrassowirz, 1996), 101-3, 224-25. Note also another dream rivelation without
g1 dilect speech (Parpola, Asqrian Prophecies, civ, n. 2Zb, regarding ABL 7249 =
sAA 13 139).
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tion, the focus of the prophecies is reassurance to the king or royal
family (queen mother), at times, as with the syrnbolic covenant, in dra-
matic fashion. Departing from the usual assurance to the king-apart
from some complaints of neglect by I5tar, as already mentioned-is
the letter in which an unidentified woman, speaking on behalf of a
deiry tells v yo,yal representative to <<say in the king's presence" that
certain items, given to others, should be returned to the deity who
would then show beneficence to the king.32 There are also rare refer-
ences to prophets in connection with ordinary people. An aged scribe,
having fallen from favor, pleading poverry and the lack of transporta-
tion, despairing of assistance from the king, appealed to a raggintu to
no avail-"he lackecl a vision" (diglu). So the old scribe turned again
to the king-perhaps intrigued by being seen as more effective than a
raggimu.ss

In contrast to the Mari situation, in which steps are frequently taken
to check a message's authenticity, the Neo-Assyrian prophecies have
Iittle indication of verification. Verification may have been reserved
for dangerous or unfavorable prophecies. For example, a letter re-
ports a divine word from the god Nusku through a slave girl belong-
ing to Bel-ahu-usur, a word endorsing a conspirator as king-this en-
dorsement, of course, is disquieting. The king is advised to summon
the girl and to perform a ritual, probably an extispicy. The.slave owner
is to be summoned, together with others connected with the suspected
conspirator; they shall all perish, it is predicted. The king is to check
on others who might have told of the conspiracy but, contrary to their
duty to inform, did not.3a In related letters from the same sender, the
follow-up advice is that possible conspirat.ors should be put to death;
the advice is presented as a word from Mullissu-"this word, it is from
Mullissu"-thus suggesting that Mullissu, commonly cited for her con-
cern for the king's well-being, overmles Nusku.35 The writer insists
that he is only carrying out his duty to the king, as one bound by oath
to report any disquieting news. The focus seems to be on the possibil-
ity of conspiracy-whoever was involved, in whatever role-rather
than on the confirmation of a seemingly divine word or a controversy

s2 sAA tg t+4.
33 slvt 10 294; Nissinen, References, 84-88.
34 Nissinen, Rcferences, 108-1 l.
35 Cr 53 l7:B-9; Nissinen, Refnences, 771-lb
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among the gods. The possibility that Nusku is speaking truly is aPpar-

ently set aside, because the gods do not opPose the king'36

A similar reference to possible ne gative messages from the prophets

appears in the treaty undertaken by Esarhaddon to assure Assurbani-

pal as his successor. The "duty to inform" is applied to a long list of
sources with potentially bad rrews. These sources include friend or foe,

the king's enemies and allies, the royal family, the families of the vas-

sals, anything "not good, not pleasant, not proper . . . from the mouth
of a raggimu-prophet, a mahhi-ecstaLic, an inquirer of a divine word
(ia'ili amat tiq, ot from anyone at all."37 The issue is not so much

whether the prophecy is "true" or "false," whether from a deity or

not-the process apparently ignores the possibility that an unfavor-

able word could be from a deiqr-but whether the word is inimicable

to the king. The king's self-interest determines tr-uth or falsehood,

which is not an uncommon position for a political leader.38

Little information is presented regarding the inspiration of the

prophets. However, given the association or equation in the royal in-

scriptions of the raggimz with ttre mahhil'-even though mahhfrs ate

never identified explicitly with individual prophetic messages in Neo-

Assyrian texts, but appear only as a summary category-inspiration
was presumably by means of ecstasy, the "maclness" of the mo,hhtr^

Dreams are cited only for others, such as Llle iabrL.

In the Neo-Assyrian texts, prophecy has a higher status than re-

flected in the Mari texts. The prophetic words, focusing on reassur-

ance, were gathered into official collections that report only the words

36 \Vhat is most likely involved, as Nissinen notes, is an apparent controversy be-

tween the North Slrian center of Harran and the Assyrian heardand (ibid.,
l2I-24) . Nonetheless, performing an extispicy ritual on the slave-girl speaker-if
that was to happen-would provide the only Neo-Assyrian example of "'checking'
the accuracy of a prophecy by means of another divinatory method" (125). Ulti-
mately, the conspiracy may have been part of an eiaborate plot and counterplot,
with the supposed successor actually a double agent of the king (f50*53) .

37 slv{ 2 6:loB-22.
38 Nissinen ("Falsche Prophetie in neuassyrischer und deuteronornistischer

Darstellung," in Das Deuteronimium und' sei.ne Qrc.rbniehungen fed. T. Veljola;
Schriften der Finnischen Exegetischen Gesellschaft 62; Helsinki: Finnische Ex-
egetische Gesellschaft; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 19961, 177) seelns to
cast the issue as true or untrue-"jeden Ausdruck der Untreue"-but allows that
"true prophecy cannot, in any instarrce, be directed against the king or his crown
prirrce" (180); see his discussion (193-95) concluding that there is no successful
test regarding true or false prophecy, only the perspective of the party asking that
question.
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themselves, which seem to have taken on significance apart from their
context, with but brief identifications of the speakers. But prophecy
again, as indicated, intn alia, by the paucity of textual evidence com-
pared to other forms of divine communication, is not the communi-
cation with highest status. The prophetic activity is associated particu-
larly with the psychically active cult of I5tar of Arbela and her close
associates, and points primarily to individual revelations.

Israel

Turning more briefly to prophecy in ancient Israel, on which there
has been intensive study for a considerable time, we face a number of
differences.3e \Athatever the at times somewhat grandiose claims, Israel
is in reality a small-scale socie$r, not a major international power like
the kingdom of Mari or the Neo-Assytian Empire . Apart from a few in-
scriptions, principally one of the Lachish letters, we have no contem-
porary documents or virtually contemporary collections of prophetic
texts.4O Instead of the brief periods reflectecl by the other two cor-
puses, with little obvious redaction, the biblical corpus reflects a long
tradition of prophecy, preserved with considerable redaction. Rather
than presenting "snapshots" in time, the biblical tradition is a many-
Iayered portrait that has been considerably retouched. Additionally, a
high percentage of the prophets-and not only the 450 and 400, re-
spectively, cited in 1 Kgs l8-mentioned in the biblical tradition are
prophets of Baal or Asherah.al Th" cuncrtrical or "classical" prophets,
even purported prophets of Yahweh, regarded themselves outnum-
bered by prophets who did not have access to God's true intentions
(1 Kgs 2?). There were direct conflicts among the prophets. Israel also
understood its foundational figures, specifically Moses, but also

Samuel, to have been religious generalists best summarized by the

39 For a recent survey ofprophecy in Israel, seeJoseph Blenkinsopp, A Flistorl
of Proplrcq in Israel (revised and enlarged edition; Louisville: Westminster John
Knox Press, 1996).

40 On the Lachish reference, see Simon B. Parkeq "The Lachich Letters and Of-
ficial Reactions to Prophecies," in Uncousring AncienL Stones: Essals in Memory of
H. NeiI Richardson (ed. L. M. Hopfe; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1994), 65-78.

41 There may have been considerable overlap between the prophets ofAsherah
and the prophets ofBaai, given the ancient Near Eastern practice ofindividual afl
fiiiation with the cult of more than one deitv.
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lerms nabt' or ' ii ' elohtm.Israel honored prophecy, and many prophets
had a powerful influence beyond their own historical moment.

Furthermore, Iiom an early period Israel had an exclusivist group
for whom religious legitimacy could only be connected with Yahweh.
As such, Israel had to deal with the issue of true and false prophecy in
a different way than is neighbors

Ind.iuiduals and. Groups

In sheer numbers, the biblical references are unlike what we know
from Mari orAssyria: 450 prophets of Baal (1 I{Cs 78:22); four hun-
dred ofAsherah (1 IiCs 18:19); four hundred prophets ofYahweh
under the leadership of Zedekiah ben Kenaanah (1 Kgs 22:6); one
hundred prophets concealed in caves by Ahab's chief domestic ofh-
cial, Obadiah (t Kgs 18:13); one hundred members of a prophetic
band (bdn| han-ndbt'tm) miraculously fed by Elisha (2 Kgs 4:43); sev-

enty elders for whom Yahweh subdivided the spirit given to Moses,

such that they "prophesied" (i.e., became ecstatic). if but once (Num
17:25); and the fifty-strong group that searched for Elijah (2 Iqs 2).
But the vast majority of these "prophets" were really ecstatics, not
prophets in the sense of conveying divine messages. It is the same for
the prophetic groups (hebel nibt'tm or lahdtlat han-ndbt'im) in the time
of Samuel (1 Sam 10:5, 10; 19:20). These groups focused on the culr
of ecstasy, without parallel in the Mari or Neo-Asspian texts, which re-
port only individual ecstasy, although there are some indications of
group ecstasy in other texts.4z Plural forms for the apitumand. muhhilm
occur in the Mari texts, as noted, and there are references to rag.-

gimanu and raggimatz (plurals) in Assyrian texts. But the only indica-
tion of group activity by the Mari or Assyrian prophets is the Mari rel
erence to nabis (ARM 26 216), who apparently offer a collective
response to inquiry in a way parallel to 1 Kgs 22.

Many of the Israelite prophets must have been cultic or at least
court personnel, although, given the fluidity of roles, it is difficult to
identi$' individual prophets in this regard. Gad is identified as han-
nAbt' hozA daurd (2 Sam 24:11), as hoz| daur.d (l Chr 21:9), andas hoz|
ham-meleh (2 Chr 29:25); Jahaziel, a well-credentialed Levite of the

42 lhe most striking reference appears in a Midclte Babylonian text from Ugarit
(Ugaritica 5 162.11), which says that "my brothers, like ecstatics (tnahhAs), ate
bathed,/drenched in their own blood."
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Asaph clan, is overwhelmed by the spirit of God during the royal peti-
tion for aid in war, and offers a divine oracle of assurance to the king
and the people (2 Chr 20). The offer is similar to some of the Mari
prophetic texts, but that does not mean thatJahaziel was institution-
ally programmed. The prophets who proclaimed what the king or the
people wanted to hear-at least frorn the perspective of the present
biblical text-might be suspect, but that does not in itself quali$' them
as regularized cultic prophets.

The titles for Israel's prophets offer little continuity with the Mari
and Assyrian titles, but those tides are, for the most part, transparent
in the local lansuase. In the Israelite tradition, the titles occur occa-
sionally in self-reference, but tipically, like the Near Eastern titles, are
supplied by others. The most common Israelire title, nabi' ,which func-
tionally means "an ecstatic who might also prophesy"-the somewhat
elusive etymology is not as relevant as the usage-now has its linguis-
tic parallel in the one Mari text, and nabiis aiso known as a title from
Late Bronze Emar, together with the related munabbi' atu. But there is

no secure information about the function of these persons at Emar-
they may be "singers."a3 Only the title nabt' id.erlJfies the groups of
prophets reported in the Bibie, although the leader of such a group
may also be called by the second-most frequent title, '# (ha-)'elohim,
the simple "man of (the) god." This title is also used of David a few
times and has a possible Near Eastern paraliel.aa The third tttle, hoz6,

"visionary" is used of Gad, Iddo,Jehu, and Amos-never as a self-refl
s16nss-2ncl again has its parallel outside the Mari-Assyria traditions,
specifically in North Syria (Zakkur inscription, ca. 800 r.c.r,., as a piu-
ral) and in the Baiaam tradition of ninth-century Transjordan.4s

43 See Daniel Fleming, "The Etymological Origins of the Flebrew nabt':-Ihe
One Who Invokes God," CBQ55 (1993):277-24.

44 For a possible Hittite parallei in the Plague Prayers of Mursilis, (antuhia-)iiu-
niynnt, "krcrrame habite du dieu," see Ren6 Lebrun, Hymnu et primes hittites (Homo
Religiosus 4; Louvain-la-neuve: Centre d'histoire des religions, 1980), 87, l7b,and
esp. 215; E. Laroche, "Les noms anatoliens du 'dieu' et leurs derives," ./CS 21
(1967): t76.

45 For the Zakkur inscription, see 7SS/2, no. 5:12 (pl.); for Balaam as a "vi-
sionary of the gods," seeJo Ann Hackett, The Balaatn Tbxt from Deir'AUa (Chico,
Calif.: Scholars Press, 1984), 25.
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Gender

Unlike Mari and Asspia, the prophets in Israel are predominantly
male, unless the plurals with reference to the large prophetic groups

conceal some females. The only women with the title ndbt'd' are

Miriam, the singer; Deborah, the singer, war leader, and.,judge; the

woman who presumably was so tided as Isaiah's wife; Huldah, the well-
known contemporary of KingJosiah; and Noadiah, the prophetic op-

ponent of Nehemiah. There are also the women who prophesy "from
their (own) hearts" (mitmabbd'6t) in Ezek 13:17, but with their attrib-
uted functions they are more likely being described as ecstatics, al-

though their specific role is difficult to sort out fiom the polemics.46

Of these women, only Huldah is specifically associated with a

prophecy, and Noadiah (nr) is, perhaps slanderously, viewed as false

because of her opposition to Nehemiah. Yet the high-status Mari
apituln/Apiltum, witllr only two females out of sixteen or more-unlike
the more balanced muhhfi,m/muhhutum and the rather evenly distrib-
uted prophets without titles-may offer a clue to the gender distribu-
tion in Israel. The society may have viewed the role as properly mas-

culine in spite of its more egalitarian charismatic origination. In spite

of many similarities, it is clear that prophecy played a more prominent
role in Israel than in the Mari society.aT

Standing

\Arhatever Israelite prophets' popularity in their own lifetime, they

clearly were of immense and lasting importance. Apart from their
models among the foundational figures, the prophets were involved in
the anointing and discarding-public or private-of kings. (Granted,

at times they apparently thought they were endorsing a nagtd' rather
than a mel,e*,.) A prophet even declared that a foreign king, Cyrus, was

the coming "anointed one." In this role they have a forerunner in what

the apilurn of Addu, from northeast Syria, declared about the king of
Mari. The standing of the prophet is exemplified by the encounter,

perhaps legendary but nonetheless revealing, between the powerful
King Ahab of Israel and the prophet Elijah: Ahab tells Elijah that he is

46 On this text, see now Nancy R. Bowen, "The Daughters of Your People: Fe-

male Prophets in Ezekiel 73:17-23," JBL 118 (1999): 417-33.
47 Note Simon B. Parker, "Official Attitudes toward Prophecy at Mari and in Is-

rael," W- 43 (1993): 50-68, esp. 67-68.
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"the one who troubles Israel," and Elijah responds, "I have not trou-
bled Israel, but you and your father's house have" (1 Ikr 8:17-18).
The prophets often address the king directly, and their words other-
wise are easily conveyed. In most of these encounters that annoyed the
king, the prophet nonetheless survived. The member of the prophetic
band who carried out Elisha's orders and anointed Jehu may have
been dismissed by Jehu as a mdiugga', "a crazy man," but Jehu was

ready to act on what the"crarry man" did (2 Kgs 9:1-13). The prophets
are often consulted, even though the king-just like the people-may
reject the message. '

The prophets-as with the synbolic treaty described by the raggtmu
of IStar of Arbela-could also serve as covenant mediators. Samuel is
a prime example. They rnay also announce a new covenant-for ex-
ample, I{osea andJeremiah-and they frequently take initiative as in-
novators, as illustrated by Hosea, Second Isaiah, and others. The
prophets are both advocates of established traditions and harbingers
of new possibilities. The Israelite prophets, individually and cumula-
tively, played a more important role in Israel than their counterparts
in Mari or Asyria.

The message ol the prophets is both judgment and salvation-
rarely one without the other. They express God's ultimate commit-
ment to Israel and insist that, whatever the present, Israel will have a

splendorous future. They aiso place themselves within the community,
whatever its future. As with the muhhfi,min the Mari text who dramati-
cally ate raw lamb, the Israelite prophets often reinforced their mes-
sage with strange symbolic acts.

A primary addressee is the king, but the focus is not the king's per-
sonal safety and well-being-on how to keep the king safely in power
or to improve the king's attention to cultic acts-but on the king's be-
havior as it connected with the overall worship of Yahweh and the
maintenance ofjustice and righteousness in the king's realm.

The Clmrge of Falsehood

One consequence of the exclusivist tradition prevalent among cer-
tain groups in Israel, and of the prophetic penchant for thinking and
acting independently of the reigning monarch, is conflict between the
kings and the prophets and conflict among the prophets themselves.
Unlike Mari and Assyria, in which djlferent cult centers might have had
different agendas and might have offered conflicting or unsought ad-
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vice, but in which no one charged deliberate falsehood, lsraelite

prophets were willing to charge each other with being deceptive or lalse.

Intriguingly, the accuser does not always say that the false prophet
is aware of falsehood or that the prophets are making something up
(see Ezek 13:2-4).In the revealing story in 1 Kgs 22,Mrcaiah says that
he overheard the deliberation in Yahweh's council that led to the rec-

ornmendation, approved by God, "I will go and be a lying spirit in the

mouths of all fthe king's] prophets" (v.22) . According to Micaiah, the

king's prophets were being duped in recommending battle. Ezekiel

14:9-10 affirms that prophets who speak deceptively may have been in-
tentionally deceived by God. In response to Micaiah's charge of a lying
spirit, Zedekiah ben Kena'anah, the leader of the four hundred, im-
mediately disputes this allegation and defends his authenticity. The
king's response was to do what he wanted, albeit with precautions, and

to clap Micaiah into jail. This was bad news for Micaiah, but he-or
the redactor-appealed to another criterion of falsehood: "If you (O
king) ever do get home safely, Yahweh has not spoken through me."
But, whatever happened, Micaiah was in serious trouble. In another
story (2 I{gr 8), Elisha openly offers a two-pronged oracle to Hazael of
Damascus: (a) King Ben-Hadad is going to die, but tell him he will re-

cover; ( D) Hazael will become king in place of Ben-Fladad. Hazael fol-
lorvs Elisha's advice but decides to help the prediction by suffocating
Ben-Hadad.

Micaiah's appeal to historical outcome as a means of verification, a

criterion used by others as well, especially the Deuteronomistic tradi-
tion, does not help people make decisions at the moment. The appeal

also lacks clarity, as for many of the widely heralded prophecies that
have not come true, such as the announcement of the peaceful king-
dom. Even when known, these outcomes are ambiguous. In Jer
37:18-19,Jeremiah complains to the king that, unlike the unpunished
prophets who said that the Babylonians would not attack Israel, Jere-
miah, despite historical vindication, does not get respect. Another ex-

ample is the interplay betr,veenJeremiah and those bakinp; raisin cakes

for the Queen ofFleaven. Although bakers ceased their practice, pre-
sumably at least in part atJeremiah's urging (Jer 7:16-20), the fall of

Jerusalem was not adverted. The devotees of the queen took this as a

sign of the goddess's anger rather than of insufficient repentance to-
ward Yahweh, and resumed their baking (Jer 44:24-28).

In the dispute between Jeremiah and Hananiah, the suggestion is
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that truth is on the side of those who prophesy disaster. This standard
has difficulties, not only for prophets of salvation such as Second Isa-
iah, but also for those whojudge what constitutes a disaster. Note, how-
ever, that Flananiah not only predicts an early return from Babylon of
the temple furnishings, which presumably would please most.|udeans,
he also predicts-according to the text-the return of King Je,
hoiachjn (Jer 28:4) , which, considering the Judean power strucrures,
would not have been good news for Jehoiachin's uncle, King
Zedekiah, and somewhat risky for Hananiah.as Also acceptable as an
accusation but not susceptible to verification is the charge that false
prophets proclaim their personal dreams as revelatory rather than
having been given access to the deliberations of God's council

$er 23).
Ideology played a primary role in judging falsehood. If the

prophecy was displeasing to the king or the people, or whoever was ar-
biter, it was likely to be discarded out of hand. Deuteronomy 13 advises
that a prophet or a dreamer who offers signs or wonders, who uses the
accomplished signs or wonders to encourage people to foilow another
god, is being used by God to test the people. Such a misleading
prophet, even if being used by God, should be put to death. More re-
strictive is the intimation in Deut 1B:14-20 that the coming propher-
or any prophet-must be from within the community and must be like
Moses; that is, no future prophet could disagree with Moses and be
genuine. In short, there was no real means of empirical verification.

hupiration

The prophets report theophanies, visions, auditions, and dreams,
while having their own vehicles of choice for revelation. Ecstasy un-
derlies much of Israelite prophecy, although there must have been
those adept at quickly putting themselves into an ecstatic or "altered
state oI consciousness."

48 Robert P. Carroll notes that Hananiah "is in defiance of Zedeklab, the court
and the Babylonians," a formidabie iist of opponen* (leremiah [Ol'L; Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 19861 , 543). Hananiah is not just playing ro rhe crowd.
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Conclusion

Anong prophets in Mari, Assyria, and Israel, we frnd many varia-

tions and ,,exaggerations" of the possibilities of prophetic revelation.

There are many possibilities, and each communiq' is distinctive.

Prophecy was a living phenomenon, and each communiry,'for un-

known reasons, selected different options from the prophetic alterna-

tives. The three corpuses are valuable because of the range of activity

they report. As such, it is easier to see commonalities and anomalies

among prophets, and to appreciate different ways in which prophetic

,.u"lutiot ptayea a role in societies of the ancient Near East'4e

49 I am preparing a booklength ffeatment ofprophecy in the ancient Near East,

which will 
""pa"a 

and, hopefully, clari$ points here' For Mari, the masterful stud-

ies byJ.-M. D,rrund, D. Charpin, andJack M' Sasson offer a wealth of insight and

infoiJation, and Abraham Malamat has been a keen obser-ver o[ the mutual illu-

mination of prophecy in the Mari texts and irr Israel (see especially his Mari and the

narlry IsraelitiExferlance [Schweich Lectures, 1984; Oxford: Oxford University Press,

19891,70-121,andhis MarianritheBibl'eISHANE12;Leiden:Brill, 19981)'Forthe

Neo-Assyrian texts, rhe cited studies by Parpola and Nissinen have special impor-

,urr..; ,"" also Martti Nissinen, "Die Relevanz der neuassyrischen Prophetie fur die

alttestamentliche Forschung," in Mesopotamica-ugaritica-Biblica: .Festschrift fiir
Kurt Bergerhof (ed. M. Dietrich and o. Loretz; AOAT 232, Kevelae! Germany: But-

zon & Bircker; Neukirchen-Muyn: Neukirchener, 1993), 217-58'

5

Mesopotamian Prophecy
between Immanence and Transcendence:

A Comparison of Old Babylonian
and Neo-Assyrian Prophecy

Karel aan der'foorn

Introduction

Over the past century many genres of the Hebrew Bible have been
fruitlully compared with relevant literature from neighboring civiliza-
tions of the ancient Near East. Biblical laws, rituals, historiography,
prayers, and wisdom have counterparts in the literature of the
Mesopotamians, Hittites, Canaanites, and Eglptians. Prophecy, how-
ever, was long considered a uniquely biblical phenomenon. Since the
publication of a considerable number of ancient Mesopotamian
prophecies, this view can no longer be upheld. Biblical scholars who
realize this fact have devoted their efforts to studies ofthe relationship
bet-lveen biblical and Mesopotamian prophecy. Such is not the aim of
this contribution. I limit myself to an investigation of Mesopotamian
prophery in order to demonstrate the internal differences and devel-
opments of what is often treated as a monolithic phenomenon. While
not entering into a comparison with the Bible, I am convinced that the
conclusions of this study will be relevant to students of Hebrew
prophecy as well.

The evidence for ancient Mesopotamian prophecy is limited to Old
Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian texts. The vast m4jority of the Old Baby-
lonian texts come from the archives of Mari; they are conveniently ac-

cessible in an edition byJean-Marie Durand.l The Neo-Assyrian texts

l Jean-Marie Durand, Archiaes Epistolaires de Mari Iill (ARM 26; Paris: Editions
Recherche sur les Civilisations, 19BB), 371-452. For other relevant texts, see
Bertrand Lafont, "Le roi de Mari et les prophetes du dieu Adad," 1?A 78 (1984) :

7-18 (A. 1121 + A. 2731);Maria deJong Ellis, "The Goddess Kititurn Speaks to King

7l
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come from the Assurbanipal library in Nineveh; they have been re-

cently collected and translated by Simo Parpola'z

Neo-Assyrian prophecy is a thousand years younger than its Old

Babylonian counterpart' If only for that reason, then, methodological

rigor requires us to treat the two bodies of evidence separately; they

should not b. put in one box as though they reflect the same phe-

nomenon. Yet once the distinct nature of Old Babylonian and Neo-As-

syrian prophecy is recognized, there is also something to be learned

from a comparison between them. Such comparisons have been made

before, .trr.rully *i,h a focus on their similarities (the ecstatic nature of

prophecy, its role as a means of royal propaganda, and the like) '3 The

compa.ison I make in the present contribution, however' is a compar-

ison ofcontrast.
In what follows I discuss four points of contrast' They concern

(1) the purpose of the written record of prophetic oracles, (2) the per-

ception of the person olthe prophet or proPhetess, (3) lhe cultic con-

,"*, of prophecy, and (4) the way in which the prophecies depict the

intervention of the gods.

The four contrasts do not stancl in isolation from one another. They

reflect a set of changes in the conception of the gods and their com-

munication with hurnan beings. Should one wish to capture these

changes in one term, the word "transcendence" springs to mind' In

theNeo-Assyrianconception,thegodsbelongtoadifferentworld,far
removed from the mundane realities of our world. contact with these

gods was channeled through specialized intermediaries whose revela-

tions were credited with enduring significance'

Ibalpiel: Oracle Texs from Ishchali," MARIS (1987): 235*66 (FLP 1674 and FLP

206i);Jean-Marie Durand, "Le mytholog€me du combat entre le dieu de I'orage

"r 
la'der en M6sopotamie," MAiII ? liboa;: 41-61, esp' 43-45 (A' 1968); ARM

26 233; 238; 371.
2 Simo Parpoia , Assyian Prophecies (sAA 9; Helsinki: Helsinki university Press,

1997). See ut.o Sea 13-139. Foireports on prophecy see Martti Nissinen' Rzferences

to Priphecy in Neo-Assyiansourczs (SAAS 7; Helsinki: Neo-Asslrian Text Corpus Pro-

iect. l99B).' d S.", e.g., Manfried Dietrich, "Prohetie in den Keiischrifttexten," .fahrbuch fiir
Anthropotogie und. Rttigionsgeschichtel (1g73): l5-44;Karclvan der Toorn, "L'oracle

de victoire comme expression proph6tique au Proche-Orient ancien"' RB 94

(198?): 63-97; Herbeit g. Huffmon, "Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy"' ABI)

5:417-82.
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Prophecy in Writing

In a study dealing with the so-called "prophetic letters" from Old
Babylonian Mari, I noted that the Babylonian prophets were primarily
speakers, whose oracles were meant for a one-time oral performance.
Although we only know about these prophecies by written reports,
writing was not used as a means of preservation, but as an aid in the
communication of the prophetic message on a s1'nchronic level, that
is, to contemporaries of the prophets.a No attempt was made by the
Old Babylonian scribes to collect prophetic utterances for later gen-
erations. Once the events addressed by a prophet had come to pass,

the prophecy had served its purpose. Prophecies were punctual, rele-
vant only in connection with single historical events. Beyond those
events, prophecies lost their value.

The situation of the Neo-Assyrian prophecies is strikingly differcnt.
The majority of the known Neo-Assyrian prophecies have been pre-
served in oracle collections (SAA 9 nos. 1-4).5 In these collections we
find the text of about twenty prophecies, each followed by the name
of the prophet or prophe tess (ia pt) and his or her ciry of provenance.
Although the historical circumstances can often be tentatively recon-
structed, there is no explicit reference to them in the texts or their
subscriptions. The same holds true for the spot where the prophecy
was delivered. It should be noted, in this connection, that the town or
city from which the prophets come need nor coincide with the place
where they spoke their prophecy. There are several cases in which the
two clearly differ. Awoman from Dara-ahuya, a town in the mountains,
delivered her prophecy, to judge by its contents, in Arbela (SAA 9 1.3);
Taimetu-ere5, a prophet of unknown provenance, prophesied in the
ciry of A,rbela as well (SAA 9 6); and the woman Dunna5a-amur (or Sin-
qi5a-amur) from Arbela spoke a prophecy in Nineveh (SAA I 9).6

The Neo-Assyrian collection tablets are relatively large. vertical
tablets with two or three columns. This type, known as tuppu, was used
for treaties, census lists, inventories, as well as for collections of all
sorts, including royal decrees and the like. They were specifically

4 Karel van der Toorn, "Old Babylonian Prophecy between the Oral ancl the
Written," rEy'SI 24 (1998) : 55-70, esp. 69.

5 Parpola. Assyian Prophecies.
6 On Dunnasa-amur and her possible identiry with SinqiSa-amur, see ibid., i1*1.

For the historical and geographica-l context ofthe prophecy, see ibid., lxxi.
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drawn up for archival storage and reference purposes' There is evi-

dence that information recorded on these collection tablets was

copied from smaller u'iltu tablets containing individual prophetic re-

ports. Once these had been copied, tlrey werc routinely destroyed' In-

deed, there is virtually no overlap between the prophecies in the col-

lection tablets and those known from oracle reports on u'iltu tablets.'

Three out of the four oracle collections presently at our disposal were

all compiled by the same scribe, in contradistinction to the reports

(u'ittus) written by different scribes.8 These facts point to a deliberate

policy on the part of the royal bureaucracy to presewe at least a fair

number of the individual prophecies for later use.

The collection tablets, then, dissociate the individual prophecies

from their immediate historical contexts. To what use were they put?

A minimalist answer to this question would see the collection tablets

as archival documents that were kept as records. Such a solution is un-

attractive because there is no infOrmation on chronology or historical

circumstances. A maximalist answer to our question-what is the pur-

pose of the collection tablets?-would see them as documents con-

taining revelations relevant beyond their original context. The lack of
historical information points toward this solution. These prophecies

were not exhausted, so to speak, by their first fulfrllment' They re-

mained relevant, also with respect to new circumstances.

The plausibility of the maximalist view increases as one investigates

the incentive for the compilation of the collections. A good illustra-

tion is Oracle Collection One (I follow the numbering adopted by

Simo Parpola in SAA 9). Its ten prophecies refer to the events sur-

rounding the accession of Esarhaddon in 681, as a study of the various

motifs-battle, the crossing of the river, exile of the crown prince

while his halfbrothers are in power, triumphal celebration, and so

on-indicates. Thematically there is a striking resemblance to Nin-

eveh Inscription A, in which Esarhaddon describes his accession to the

throne, his overcoming al1 difficulties, and the constant encourage-

ment he received from the gods by means of prophets.e Nineveh In-

7 See ibid., liii.
8 See ibid., lv-lvi.
9 See l{ykle Borger, Die Inschri;ften Asarhaddons Kdnigs uon Assyrien (AfOB 9; Graz,

Austria: Selbswerlag, 1956; repr., Osnabriick, Germany: Biblio-Verlag, 1967),

40-4,5. For a study of the references to prophets in this text, see Nissinen, Refnences,

30-34.
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scription A was written at the beginning of 673. This was the time Esar-
haddon designated Assurbanipal as his successor. The purpose of the
inscription, written almost ten years after the reported events, was to
remind potential critics and pretenders to.the throne of the support
the heir designate wouid enjoy. Just as the gods had stood uy esarhacl-
don, so they would stand by Assurbanipal. A similar motivarion may be
supposed to lie behind the compilation of the first oracle collection.
The oracles of encouragement which Esarhaddon once receivecl were
still valid lor his son.

If this tentative reconstruction of the genesis and purpose of oracle
Collection One has merit-and let me acknowledge my debt to Simo
Parpola for the reconstructionlO-the Neo-asyrian oracre collections
would not attest to the mere preservation, but to the recycling of
prophecy. The assumption underlying this procedure implies that di_
vine words once spoken do not lose their validity after a first fulfill-
ment.11 The prophetic oracles lend themselves to a second life by
virtue of a dual characteristic: they are formulated in general terms
(thus they typically refer to "your enemy,, rather than to named acl_

versaries), and they are set within a royal ideology focusing on the king
as a representative of a dynasty.l2 Promises o[support lor one member
of that d;arasty hold good for his legitimate heir as well.

The dynastic perspective of the Neo-Assyrian prophecies becomes
very explicit in the following quorarion:

Youshall be .safe in yog4 palace. Your son and your grandson shall rule as kings
on the lap of Ninurta."

We may draw a parallel with the dynastic prophecy concerning the
house of David in 2 Sam 7:I2, which served to legitimate David,s suc_
cessors as well:

| 0 Parpola. Assy na n Prop h ee i e.s, lxvii i-lxix.

. 
l1 So, too, Nissinen, R"1*tnru, 772 (.the prophecies were no longer clisposable

ad hoc lutteralrces concerrring a special case b1t became part of thJwritt"r, t.rdi-
tion, a reference record that could be used ancr interpreted by succeeding gener-
ations").

12 Not" the prominence of the theme of rhe birth and early youth of the king
(e.g. SAA S 1.4ii20'-26'); the insistence on his being the a,ptui.Enu,,,rig]',tfulheir\
(SAA I 1.6 iv 5-6, 20); and the "everlasting,' establishment of t],e thrJne (SAA 9
1.6 iii 19'*22').

13 SAA I 1.10 vi 2b-30; c:f. 2.3 ii 7g'-j.4,.
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\44ren your clays are fuifilled and you lie down with your fathers, I will raise up
your offspring after you, who shall come forth from your body, and I will estab-

lish his kingdom.

AJthough thc dynastic outlook is not entirely lacking in the Old Baby-

lonian prophecies, its scope is rnerely retrospective.tn Thg long-term

vision inherent to the dynastic outlook of the Neo-Assyrian oracles is

consonant with the recycling of prophecy, even if it does not constitute

by itself a compelling reason for recycling.

Concomitant with the Neo-Asspian effort to collect certain prophe-

cies and to preserve them for posterity are references to earlier

prophecies as authoritative texts. We find such references both in the

prophecies themselves and in letters of counsel to the king. Manfred

Weippert has studied the phenomenon of prophecy quoted in
prophecy.l5 His most telling example is a prophecy by Mulissu-kabtat,

rp"ut itrg in the name of Mulissu, addressing King Assurbanipal.l6 The

first half of the prophecy consists of a more or less literal reminder of
a prophecy Assurbanipal received when still crown prince. This

prophecy has now come true and should infuse the king with confi-

dence in the second prophecy, introduced by the phrase, "And now

Mulissu says . . ."17 guotation of an earlier prophecy in correspon-

dence addressed to the king is found in a letter by Nab0-nadin-5umi to

Esarhaddon. He quotes a line from an oracle by IStar of Nineveh and

IStar of Arbela, saying: "We shall root out from Asspia those who are

not loyal to the king, our lord." This prophetic utterance is put forth
in support of measures of banishment against a troublemaker whose

identity we cannot establish.Is
Both the prophecy collections and the prophetic quotations are sig-

nificant as novel understandings of prophecy-novel, that is, by com-

14 Thus Addu is said to have returned Zimri-Lim to the throne of his father; see

Lafont, "Roi de Mari et les prophEtes," ?-lB, esp. 11, 16-18, 51; A. 1968 r. 1'-2'
(MARI l [1993] : 43-45) . Cf. ARM 26 217:27-23: " [\'\trat] I gave of old in the hand

[of your fathers] I [now] will gi[ve] to you."
15 Manfred Weippert, "'Das Fruhere, siehe, ist eingetroffen ' . .': Uber Selbstzi

tate im aitorientalischen Prophetenspruclt," tn Oraclcs et prophities d,ans I'antiquit6:

Actes tlu Colloque de Strasbourg;, 15-17Juin 1995 (ed.lean-Georges Heintz; Universit6
des Sciences Ifumaines de Strasbourg, Travaux du Centre de Recherche sur le
Proche-Orient et la Grdce antiques 15; Paris: De Boccard, 7997),147*69.

16 SAA 9 7. The text is discussed in ibid., 753-57.
17 SAA I 7:12. For the rendering of this line, see ibid., 156 and n. 32.
18 SAA 10 284, quotation rev. 6-8. For an extensive discussion see Nissinen, -Rzf

erences, 102-5.
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parison with the Old Babylonian prophecies. Prophecies are no
longer ad hoc utterances, meaningful once but irrelevant ever after,
but on the contrary are valid over a longer period of time. Prophecy is
the word of God, and the word of God transcends the situation to
which it originally applied. It has enduring significance. The same
conception explains the use of prophecy in a ritual context, a prime
example of which is the so-called Covenant of Aiiur. The larter is a col-
lection of prophecies to be recited at the (annual?) celebration of
Esarhaddon's kingship.le Neo-Assyrian prophecy thus foreshadows
what may be termed the "frozen" prophecy in the Babylonian liturgy
of the New Year Festival as it had been preserved in Hellenistic Uruk.
Introduced by the characteristic phrase IA tupallah ("fear notl"), the
priest assures the king that Bel will bless him forever, destroy his ene-
mies, and overthrow his adversaries.20

Neo-Assyrian prophecy, then, is closer to biblical prophecy than the
Old Babylonian prophecies, not only in time but also with respect to
the underlying view of prophecy as the word of God with enduring
value, applicable to more than one situation. \Arhereas Old Babylonian
prophecy is punctual, so to speak, Neo-Asryrian prophecy is durative,
transcending the historical circumstances which prompted ie first de-
liverance.

The Person of the Prophet

A second point in which Neo-Asslrian prophecy differs from Old
Babylonian prophecy-and in which, incidentally, it resembles biblical
prophecy-pertains to the person of the prophet.

The Neo-Assyrian prophets whose prophecies have been preserved
on collection tablets or oracle reports are accredited prophets; ac-
credited, that is, by the royal bureaucracy, on the strength of the con-
tents of their predictions. They are never anonylnous. Their name and
city of provenance are recorded alongside their prophecies. Some of

.19 SAA I 3. Parpola suggests that Collection Three "is likely to have been recited
at *re coronation ofEsarhaddon" (Assyrian, Prophecies, Irr; cf. lxiv) and points out
the connection with the tahultu-rintal (22). on the possibility of an annual renewal
of the Assyrian kingship, see A. Kirk Grayson, "The Early Development of Assyrian
Monarcby," {n3 Q.971):318-19 and n. 50; Richard I. Caplice and Wolfgang Heim-
pel, "Investitur," RlA5:139-44 esp. 141.

20 Frangois Thureau-Dangin, Rituels Accatl.iens (1g21; repr., Osnabruck, Ger,
many: Zeller, 197 5), 144-45, nos. 434-46.
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ttrese names turn up more than once in the documents at our dis-

posal. Thus the prophet La-dagil-ili from Arbela is mentioned as tfie

author (or medium, if one prefers) of six different prophecies.zl Sin-

qiSa-amur (DunnaSa-amur) and BayS' are likewise prophets with more

than one "official" prophecy to their ,,.u*".22 The authority of the

prophecy assumes the authority of the prophet in question.

The Old Babylonian prophets, preceding their Neo-Assl'r-ian coun-

terparts by more than a millennium, found themselves in a different
situation. Their individual identity (personal name and city of prove-

nance) was of little concern to their contemPoraries. We do know the

names of some of the Mari prophets, but these have not been

recorded because the identiry of the prophet conferred authority on

his message.zs Old Babylonian prophecies were checked by means of
extispicy. This so-called piqittumprocedure was not meant to assess the

authenticity of the prophetic experience, but to establish whether or

not the prophet's message should be acted ,rpot.z4 Although some

token of the prophet's identity was needed to perform ttre pirlittum (a

fringe of clothing, a lock of hair), the identity of the prophet never by

itself guaranteed the validity of his prophecy.

The NeoAssyrian prophets differed from ttreir Old Babylonian col-

leagues in yet another aspect. \Arhereas the OId Babylonian prophets

might be connected to the cults of a variety of gods (Adad' Samai,

Dagan, Marduk, Annunitum, Diritum, Belet-ekallim, Ninhursagga),

the overwhelming m{ority of the Neo-Asslir-ian prophets are con-

nected in one form or another with the cult of the goddess I5tar.25

When gods other than I5tar, such as Bel or Nabfi, address the king by

means of prophecy, they use the channel of a prophet or prophetess

21 sAA 9 t.to'2.8;3.2-5.
22 SAA g 7.2; 2.5; 9; 10 (Sinqi5a-amur/Dunnaia-amur) ; SAA 9 1.4; 2.2 (Baya)'
23 Among the Old Babylonian prophets identified by naye, we frnd Isi-ahurn,

an apilumactive in the temple of Hilamitum (ARM 26 195); Selebum, an assinnutn

of Annunitum (cf. n.29);Lupahum, the apilumofDagan (ARM 26 199:5); Huba-

tum, a prophetess of Annunitum (ARM 26 200:5); the apiltum Innibana (ARM

26 2Q4:4); Qi5ti-Diritum, tt,e api'tum of Diritum (ARM 26 208:5-6); 7li-haznayz, an

assinnum, of Annunitum (ARM 26 212); the lay prophetess Ahatum (ARM

26 214:6-7); one Irra-gamil (ARM 26 222:12); the ecstatics Hadnu-El and Iddin-
Kubi (ARM 26227);utta,*iyu, the apitumof AdduofAleppo (MARI7 [1993]:43,
A. 1968:3). See also ARM 26 nos. 211; 221-bis.

24 See Durand, Archiaes, 409.
25 See Parpoia, Asqrian Prophecieq xlvii-xlviii.
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of I5tar.26 Unlike Simo Parpola, I do not think this means that in these
cases ISlar is "putting on new masks" ro spcak on behalf of other mem-
bers of some sort of Holy Tiinity.zT Bel and Nabfi can speak for them-
selves, but they do so through the agency of the IStar prophets. The
distinction might seem a subtle one, but it is not without importance.
In Neo-Asryrian times, prophecy was a type of divination pertaining to
the province of I5tar, as extispicy was a t)?e of divination connected
with the gods Samai and Adad.

Neo-Assyrian prophecy owes its privileged link to the cult of IStar to
the shamanistic nature which the tlvo have in common. The Neo-As-
syrian prophets are ecstatics. They "shout" (ragamu) and "go into a

frenzy" (mahil, N-stem). Such behavior fits well with the characrer of
the cult ol IStar, which was strongly shamanistic. I5lar was deemed r.a-

pable to produce, by way of ecstasy, a metamorphosis in her worshipers.
Men might be turned into women, and women were made to behave
as men. If ever there was a possession cult in Mesopotamia, it was con-
nected to I5tar.28 Prophecy, being a type of divination based on inspi-
ration, is at home in such a cult. There is evidence that at least some of
the Neo-Assyrian prophetesses were in realiq, men, or rather self-cas-

90_
trated lransvestites.'" Their outward appearance was interpreled as a

display of IStar's transforming powers. Possessed by the divine, they
were the obvious persons to become mouthpieces of the gods.

The association between prophecy and the cult of I3tar (or one of
her allomorphs) was riot unknown in Old Babylonian times. A case in
point is thai of Seleburn, a transvestite (assinnum) belonging to the
cult personnel of Annunitum, mentioned as the medium of prophetic
oracles in three Mari letters.30 \ thut remained an occasional link in
Mari, however, has become a structural connection in first-millennium
Assyria. By then, prophets, as a rule, are named individuals whom I5tar
has endowed with powers to act as a medium between gods and hu-
mankind. We may perhaps speak, in this connection, of a profession-
alization of prophecy.

26 See, e.g., SAA I 1.4; SAA 13 139.
27 Parpola, Assyria,n Prcpheci,es, x,liii.
28 Brigitte Groneberg, Lob d,ej litar: Gebet und Ritual an d,ie altbab\)tonische Venus-

gdttin (Cuneiform Monographs B; Groningen, Netheilands: Sryr, f OOf l, b2-54.
29 Such as Bayi and Ilussa-amur; see Parpola, Assyrian Prophecies, il-l.
30 SeeAfU\4 26797:4;198;213. Note also the reference to Ui-hu"rtr.yu, another

assinnum of Annunitum IARM 26 2I2).
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The Cultic Context of ProphecY

Mmi: The Tbmple as the Theater of Propheq

A third difference between Old Babylonian and Neo-Ass1'rian

prophecy concerns its cultic context. The Old Babylonian'gods grant
prophetic revelations only in the sanctuary. Dreams may occur at

other places, but prophecy, properly speaking, is conhned to the tem-

ple. This is an important point that has not always received the atten-

tion it deserves.

The point can be illustrated with a few examples from the Mari
archives. The royal ser-vant who is to keep the king informed about the

prophecies from Terqa, a famous religious center, hears the oracles as

they happen "in the temple of the god."31 \ thett a god speaks directly

through the mouth of a prophet, the latter utters the prophecy first in
the temple. The prophet (apihtm or apiltum) "rises" (i'tbi') or "stands"

(iniz) to deliver the divine message in the temple.32 The ecstatic

(muhhfim), too, receives the revelation in a sanctuary; this is the place

where he or she gets into a frenzy (i,mmahi, irnmahu),33 utters loud cries

(iitassil),3a and gives the oracle.35 \Alhen a prophet delivers an oracle

outside the sanctuary at the residence of the royal deputy for instance,

he repeats an oracle revealed to him in the sanctuury.36 Fot that rea-

son the prophet presents himself as a messenger of the god (DN, z#q-

ranni):37 he transmits the message (TEmutn), which he received at an

eariier stage.38

The notion of the temple as a place of revelation comes to the fore

31 ARM 26 196:8-10: iglelnim ia ina brt ilim iLbaliii, u teiemmft alnla snliylL
iupram.

32 A. LlzL +2731 (=.RA 84 [1987]: 7-18): ?9-30 (Addu temple atAleppo); ARM
26 195:5-7 (temple of Hisamitum) ; 204:4-5 (Belet-ekallim temple); 209:4-7 (dur-
ing sacrifices for Dagan); 217:b-9 (Belerekallim temple); 219:4'-6' (Ninhursagga

temple).
33 ARM 26 212:4-7 ; 214:5-7.
34 ARM 26 202:15-6; cf.7-8.
35 ARM 26 200:3-6 (Annunitum temple); 215:9-16 (Dagan temple at Tuttul);

227:6-20 (Abba temple, dream report); 237:22-Z (Annunitum temple).
36ARM 26212:5-72; cf. r. 10'-11', inwhich the assi'nnum (transvestite) of An-

nunitum comes to the palace and delivers al oracle received in the temple of An-
nrrnitrrm.

37 ARM 26 210:17 (a woman married to a free citizen, on behalf of Dagan);
220:L9 (muhhtrm of Dagan); 221:15 (muhhin of Dagan).

38 ARM 26 2I2 r.10'-11'; cf. no. 414:32-3"
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in several dream reports as well. The dream of one Malik-Dagan offers
a fine illustration.

In my dream I was going, together with a companion, from the district of Sag-
garatum, through the upper district, to Mari. Before I got to my destination, I
entered Terqa. As soon as I had come into Terqa I visite d the temple of Dagan,
and did obeisance to Dagan. As I did obeisance, Daean opened his mouth and
spoke to me in these terms: Have the Yaminite rulers and their armies made
peace with Zimri-Lim's army that has come up? I said: They did not make peace.

Just before I left he spoke to rne: \Arhy is it that Zimri-Lim's messengers are not
steadily present before me? And why doesn't he put a complete report before
me? Had he done so, I would have delivered the Yaminites into Zimri-Lim's
hand a long time ago. Go now, I send you. You shall say to Zimri-Lim: Send me
your messengers and put a complete report before me. Then I wi!-make dre
Yaminites crawl in a fisherman's to* und prrt them at your disposal.3g

There is nothing in this account to suggest that Malik-Dagan was in
the temple when he received the dream; this is not a case of incuba-
tion or temple sleep.ao And yet his dream was clearly a revelation, cul-
minating in his being commissioned to deliver a message to the king.
Not only does this account show the close links that exist between mes-
senger prophecies and certain dream experiences; it also reflects that
prophets normally receive their revelations in the temple. \ /hen they
were not in the temple in person, they visited the temple in their
dreams.41

The dream report of Malik-Dagan puts into relief yet another aspect
of Old Babylonian prophecy. It is clear from the description that
Dagan is supposed to speak from within his image. In fact, the author
of the letter makes no distinction between the god and his image. It is

evident from other texts that the prophet who makes himself the
mouthpiece of the god rises and stands before the god, that is, the
image of the god, in whose name he delivers an oracle. Note the fol-
lowing description:

3e ARM 26 223:9-29.
40 For a likely case ofincubation, see ARM 26 232:7-9: "Dagan, your lord, put

me to sleep and no one dared to touch me. Dagan spoke to me as follows . . ."; cf.
no.235, possibly a dream received in the temple of Annunitum; and no.238, a
dream by the supervisor of the temple of Itur-mer, presumably received in the tem-
ple precinct. ARM 26 236 reports a vision (dream?) received in the temple of Itur-
mer.

41 See also ARM 26 221:6-20 (dream about two muhhfiin the temple of rhe god
Abba); 230 (dialogue between old man and Itur-mer in tl:re stelae-temple of
Dagan);237:8-27 (events in the temple of Belet-ekallim);240 (temple of Belet-
eka"ilim?).
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And tlre ecstatic (muhhttn) rose before (rct) Dagan and spoke as fol]ows: Shall

I never drink clean water? Write to your Lord that he should let me drink clean
,42w2ler!

This text renders explicit a procedure that remains implicit in most

othertexts,inwhichitissimplysaidt]rattheprophet..lrises',or
"stands" in the temple. In all cases' however, the prophet puts himself

in front of the god in whose name he speaks and thus makes himself

an extension of that god. There is no room for misunderstanding as

to who is speaking. That is why we never find, in any of the reports de-

scribing u proph".y delivered in the temple, a phrase identifring the

divine speak"..n' Th. expression ummaDN-ma ("thus god so-and-so") 
'

is restricted to letters from gocls or their apilumla The only time the

prophet finds it necessary to say that god so-and-so has sent him (DN
-i,ipuranni) 

is when the prophecy is transmitted to someone outside the

sanctuary.a5 Tl:re Botenformel, then, does not belong to the prophecy

property speaking, but to the introduction to the secondarily trans-

mitted prophecy.

Assyria: Messages f'rom Heauen,

\Arhen we turn to the Neo-Assyrian prophecies, we enter a different

world. The collection tablets contain no indication where the oracles

were first delivered. That a number of prophetesses were votaries-.

$alufu)neednotimplythattheiroraclesweredeliveredinthetem-
ple.a6 In the oracle reports we read of a prophecy given "in the city of

Arbela" (SAA 9 6 r. 12) and find one dated prophecy (SAA 9 9 r' 6'-7') '

Neo-Assyrian texts containing references to prophetic activities sug-

42 ARM 26 275:15-21. See also ARM 26 227:6ff "In my dream Hadnq-El and

Iddin-Kubi, the ecstatics, were alive and went before Abba' They spoke as foi-

Iows . . ." ('follows an oracle from the god Abba) '-- 
43 Compare the texts mentioned in n. 32. ARM 26 213|'7 is no exception' be-

cause the $intu". u*-o Annunt'tummais not a quotation from the prophecy' but an

explanation by Queen Sibtu, who sent the letter' The one time one does encouter

a selflintroduition is A. 1121 + 273I:74-15, 49-50 (= RA78 [1984]: 17-18)' but

there it serves not to reveal the identity of the divine speakeq but to underline the

favors formerly bestowed by the god.
aa S"e ARM 26 192; Ig3; Wa; and FLP 1674 (= MARI 5 [1987]: 235-66' esp'

240).
45 See n. 36.
46 See, e.8., SAA I 3 1 48.
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gest that the oracles might occur anlwhere, be it inside 6r-11s1s f1s-
quently-outside the temple.47

Turning to the oracles themselves, we encounter additional evi-
dence for setting the prophecy outside the temple. The most telling
example, in this respect, is an oracle by the woman BayX from Arbela,
in which the gods Bel, IStar of Arbela, and Nabfi are successively in-
troduced as speakers (SAA 9 1.4). Though l5tar had a famous temple
in Arbela, there is not the slightest hint in our records that it con-
tained chapels for the images of Bel and Nabfi.as We must assume that
BayA gave her prophecy in one piece in the absence of the images of
Bel and Nabu.

There is also internal evidence in the oracle of Baya indicating that
the audience could not be sure on behalf of which deity she was speak-
ing. Each god had ro be identified by a formula of self-introduction.
Modern readers would not be aware of the multiplicity of divine voices
if it were not for the fact that the gods present themselves with the
words "I am Bel" (T7'), "I am Iltar of Arbela" (30'), and ,,I am Nabir,
lord of the stylus" (38'). Such formulae of self-introduction are ex-
tremely rare in the Old Babylonian prophecies. The only time one
does occur, it serves not to identify the god, but to underscore his sup-
port of the king in the past.ae There is reason to believe Lhat (he om-
nipresence of divine self-introduction in the Neo-Assyrian prophecies
is not merely a matter of style. The audience needed to hear this, oth-
erwise they would not know which god was speaking. Such ambiguity
is not inherent in the situations in which the Old Babylonian prophe-
cies were originally delivered.

47 See Nissinen, fufnences, passim, but esp. 28 and n. lZ1; 64-65 (prophets
among the military providing oracles during a royal campaign). See also Si-o pu._
pola, Letters lrom Assyian scholars to the Kings Esarhad.d.on and. Assurbanipat (Ao,L-t
5/l; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-\luyn: Neukirchener.
1970), no. 29 r. 7-lI. Parpola's no. 31? (= SAA 13 37) shows that Neo-Ass;.rian
prophecies could also be delivered in temples; see Nissinen, Rcferences, TB-BI.
some relevant texts not discussed by Nissinen are now to be found in sAA l3: no.
139 (= p66.rt Francis Harper, Asqrian antt Bablbnian Letters fLondot and
Chicago: Luzac, 18g2-19141. no. 1249); no. I44 (= CTb\,no.969); no. 148 (= CT
53, no. 413).

48 See Brigitte Menzel, Asqrische Tbmpet: Band.I (Studia pohl, Series Maior 10;
Rome: Iliblical Insritute Press, 1981), 6-10.

49 See n. 43. The case of ARM 26 7g4:2, umm,adur\J-ma bll matfim anakul, is rn-
certain because of the lacuna in the.text and slightly different, as the context is
epistolary.
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The Neo-Assyrian prophets, then, were apparently not bound to be

in the presence of the divine image in order to receive a message from
the god. Prophecy occurred regularly outside the sanctuary. The gods

resided in heaven, and from there they could reach their human
mouthpieces in any number of circumstances.

The Realm of the Divine Actions

A careful reading of the OId Babylonian texts on the one hand, and

the Neo-Assyrian texts on the other, reveals a further difference be-

tween the two bodies of prophecies. This fourth difflerence-the last

one I discuss in this essay-concerns the way in which the gods come

to the aid of the king. \Arhereas the Old Babylonian gods secure the

success of the king by their presence on earth, as auxiliaries of his

army, the Neo-Assyrian deities influence the outcome of political and

military conflict by an intervention from heaven. In the Old Babylon-

ian prophecies, the battle in which the gods become involved remains

within the human horizon; in the Neo-Assyrian texts, however, the bat-

tle takes on cosmic dimensions.
Conflicts, often armed, are the traditional area in which the gods

are supposed to demonstrate their support of the king' In the Old
Babylonian prophecies, the standing expression for the gods' partici-
pation in combat is to say that the gods "go" (alahu) or "stand" (izuzzu)

"at the side ofl' (ina id.i) the king and his ur-y.50 They are the "auxil-

iary troops" (tiltatu) of the king.51 The standard formula comes in sev-

eral variations and elaborations. The gods stand by the king "with

ltheir] strong weapons";52 they send their "strong weapons" and "nets"

to the king, that he may defeat and capture his enemies.53 Th"'di tit'le
intervention leads the king to victory; the gods are with him "in the de-

feat (of the enemy)" (ina d,amd'0m)54 and "in the triumph (over the

enemy)" (ina htim).55

Familiar as we are with a tradition in which God is deemed invisible,

we tend to assume that the presence of the gods on the battlefield was

50 ARM 26 194:27: (Nergal) ana idika u id.i ummdnatiha izziz; 207:31-34: (the
gods) ia ina id.i bEliya i.Ilahu.

51 ARM 26 201 21.
52 AIuv{ 26 L92:17-8: ina kahliya dannutim azazzakhum.
53 ARM 26 1926-7;209:9-10; 233:37ff.
54ARM 26 194:26.
55ARM 262rr:t5.
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an invisible one, perceptible only by its effects. The old Babylonian re-
ality was probably different, though. Gods accompanied the royal
army in the form of images and other visible q.'rnbols. Divine images
(ii-ta-ra-tim) carried by the military are menrioned in a letter by Samii-
Addu.56 The Mari kings knew the same practice. And when Addu of
Aleppo claims that he gave Zimri-Lim "the weapons with which [he]
defeated T6mtum" (crs.rurul-frranS] ia itti Tilmtim amtahsu addi-
nahkum),57 it must be assumed that the king did in fact receive physi-
cal representations of these weapons. We know from other Old Baby_
lonian texts that temples harbored such weapons as objects of
veneration.58 If images of the gods could be paraded in front of the
troops, there is no reason why the arms of the gods could not be
brought along as well.

The upshot is that the Old Babylonian prophecies picture the in-
ter-vention of the gods taking place "on the ground,,, so to speak. Their
action does not disrupt the natural framework of the battle.

The interventions of the gods promised in the Neo-Assyrian
prophecies are of a different character. Here the gods send their sup-
port from heaven, thus disturbing a human conflict with interventions
from a different world. A few quotations will suffice to illustrate the
point. A fine example is found in an oracle of the god Aiiur, recited.
in an enthronement ritual.

I heard your cry I issued forth as a fiery glow from heaven, to hurl down fire
and have it devour them. You were standing in their midst,.so I removed them
from your presence. I drove them up the mountain and rained (hail) stones and
fire of heaven upon them. I slaughtered your enemies and {illed the river with
their blood. Let them see (it) and praise me, for I am Al5ur, lord of the gods.5g

Owing to the intervenrion of Aiiur, the batde acquires a cosmic di-
mension. The god participates from heaven, and the forces he uses to
save the king are from the heavenly realm: lightning and hailstones.
The outcome of the battle is determined by transcendent powers.

The AiSur prophecy is not the only one to employ such cosmic im_
agery. Thke the following quotations from an oracle of Iitar of Arbela.

56 ARM I 53 + M. 7340:lB; see MARI 4 (l98b): 316_f 7, with n. 107.
57A. t96g r.2'-4' (see MANT t19931:4g-45).

. uu t.:, e.g- A Catagnoti, "Le royaume de Tubi et ses cultes,', in Floritegium Mar-
'i.onu-m: fucueil M. Fleury (Mdmoires de NABUI; paris: SEpOA, 1992), 23_28, esp.
25-_26 (offerings for the lance fdsappum] ofljtar ofTubi).

5e sA{ 9 3.2 ii L4-Zb (trans. paipola, with one slight change).
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I watch from a golden chamber in the midst of the heavens; I let the lamp of
amber shine before Esarhaddon, king of Asspia, and I watch him like the crown
of my head. . . . From the great heavens I keep you p;z lour curl. I make smoke

rise up on your right side, I kindle fire on your left.

The imagery differs fundamentally from that of the Old Babylonian

prophecies. The goddess has her abode in heaven ("a golden cham-

ber in the midst of heaven"), and from there she makes the king stand

in the middle of the combat by keeping him by his curl (meaning a

Iock of hair). Smoke and fire are sent down from heaven to scare his

adversaries.
Even the more lraditional image olthe gods going with the royal

troops takes on a different hue in the Neo-Asspian texts. I5tar of Ar-

bela is said to go "before and behind" the king, which means that her

presence surrounds him invisibly.ol Th" same message is phrased in
other terms when the deity promises that she will "twitter over lthe
kingl and go in circles around [him] like a winged bird ovler its
youngl ."62 Such involvement cannot be visualized with the help of im-

ages or symbols. The Neo-Assyrian prophets are speaking of a spiritual

presence of the gods. They do so, I submit, because their very r,rew of
the gods differs from that of their Old Babylonian counterparts. The

gods have become transcendent.63

Conclusion

The four points of contrast elaborated in this contribution may be

summed up, I suggest, in the opposition of immanence versus tran-

scendence. In the Old Babylonian conception, the gods inhabit this

world. They speak from their statues, and the support they hold out
has an inner-mundane character: they participate in the royal combats

on the ground. Their oracles do not transcend the historical situations

they address. The prophets that speak on their behalf remain within
the socially accepted roles-aside from one or tlvo exceptions.

By Neo-Assyrian times, the gods have their Proper habitat in
heaven. Temples and temple statues are the symbolic representations

60 sAA 9 1,.6 iii 2z'-29'; iv 26-32.
61 sAu\9 r.1 i22'-24'.
02 sAe 9 2.2 ii 6'-?'.
63 For other references to divine aid offered to the king, see SAA 9 7.4 ti 20'-26' ;

2.2 i 20'-22';9:16*17.
I

I
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of their presence" The gods are free to speak at any place: a prophet
need not be in the presence of the divine statue in order to obtain an
oracle. Divine involvement in human affairs has likewise a transcen-
dental character. The gods send their help from heaven. Oracles have
durative value, transcending the limits of the historical situation in
view of which they were originally spoken. The prophets, finally, are
members of a cult whose main characteristic is that it transcends the
traditional division of roles.

Owing to the distance from which we look at the phenomenon of
ancient Near Eastern prophecy, we tend to be especially sensitive to its
common characteristics. A closer look reveals important differences
between separate bodies of prophetic texts. Such differences should
be no cause for wonder, considering the lapse of time between Old
Babylonian and Neo'Assyrian prophecy. To the extent this is possible,
our view from a distance needs to be counterbalanced by a view from
nearby, if we wish to dojustice to the historical and local development
of the phenomenon of ancient Near Eastern prophecy.
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The Socioreligious Role
of the Neo-Assyrian Prophets

Martti Ni.ssinen

The Neo-Asryrian Evidence for Prophets and Prophecy

The updated list of the ancient Near Eastern documents related to
prophecy comprises more than 130 texts, of which about half come
from Mari and a little less than half from Assyria.l The Neo-Assyrian
evidence for prophecy consists of documents of two kinds: the twenty-
nine oracles included in the eleven tablets published recently by Simo
Parpola,z and the haphazard collection of miscellaneous sources con-

sisting of about twenty texts-inscriptions, letters, administrative doc-
uments, cultic texts, and a treaty-that allude in one way or another to
prophets or their sayings, most of which are included in my recent
monograph devoted to these ,orrr."r.3 In addition, there are some rel-
evant Neo-Assyrian texts that I failed to analyze in that book: a group
of letters, now published by Steven W. Cole and Peter Machinist;a a de-

1 For an overview of the sources of the ancient Near Eastern prophecy, see l{er-
bert B. Huffmon, "Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy," ABD 5:477-82; Manfred Weip-
pert, "Prophetie im Alten Orient," NBL 3:196-200; and compare the list in Martti
Nissinen, "Spoken, Written, Quoted, and Invented: Orality and Writtenness in An-
cient Near Eastern Prophecy," in Writings and, Speech in Israelite and, Ancient Near East-
ern Prophecy (ed. Ehud Ben Zvi and Michael Floyd; SBLSynS; Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1999) . The comple te collection of these sources will be included in my forth-
coming SBLWAW volume, Prophets and Prophecies from the Ancient Near East.

2 Simo Parpola, Assyian Prophecies (SAA 9; Helsinki: Helsinki University Press,
1e97).

3 Martti Nissinen, References to Prophecy in Neo-Assyri.an Soarces (SAAS 7; Helsinki:
Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 1998), includes an:ilyses of the following texts:
Esarhaddon Nin. A i 84-ii 11; Ass. A i 31-ii 26; Assurbanipal A ii 126-iii 26; B v
46-vi 16; T i17-24; SAA 2 6 S10; SAA 7 9; SAA 10 109; 111; 284;294;352;SAAI3 37
(= LAS 377); ABLL277+; CT53 17+; CT53 938.

4 Steven W Cole and Peter Machinist, Letten from Priests to the Kings Lsarhaddon
andAssurbanipal (SAA 13; Flelsinki: Helsinki UniversityPress, 1998), nos. 139; 144;
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cree of expenditures in the Ai3ur Temple from the year 809;5 as well

as a few ritual t"*tr.6 Th. prophetic nature of some of these texts is still

at issue.

The prominent percentage of Assyrian texts among the sources of

prophecy means that no longer can serious study of ancient-Near

Eur*.r, prophecy be accomplished without taking this material into

consideration. Neo-Asslrian documentation of prophecy provides es-

sential insight into the role and image of the prophets as religious spe-

cialists and members of the community, and is relevant to our under-

standing of ancient Near Eastern prophecy as well as of Neo-Asslrian

society and religion.

The Assyrian Prophets: mclhhfi and raggima

Basic aspects of the socioreligious role of the Assyrian prophets can

be learned from the Neo-Assyrian words for "prophet," mahhil/mah-

hutuand raggimu/raggtntu.T -fheword mahhfi/mahhutuis equal to muh'

hil,m/muhhutum (lvljrvcuB.BA), which is one of the most common

prophetic designations at Maris and attested elsewhere in various

arrdl4B;seetherelevantchapterintheintroductiontothatvolume,writtenby
Robert M. Vttriting (xvii).

5 Laura Kataja*and Robert M. 'vVhiting, Grants, Decrees, and Gifis of the Neo-Assyr-

ian Period, (SAA 12; Helsinki: Flelsinki University Press, 1995), no' 69'
6 I.e., the ,.Marduk Ordeal" in Alasdair Livingstone, Court Poetry and, Litnarl Mi's-

cellanea (SAA 3; Helsinki: Helsinki University Press, 1989), no' 34 (duplicate' 35)'

and the Tammuz and Istar ritual in walter Farbeq Beschu1rungsrituale an Iitar und'

Dumuzi: Attx lit(ff ia lgarmaia Dumuzi (Akademie der wissenschaften und der Lite-

ratut veroffentlichungen der orientalischen Kommission 30; wiesbaden: Franz

Steiner, 1977), esp. 140-42 (AIIa:31, 59, mahh| u mahhiLti')' Note aiso the passage

in the Late Babylonian akitu ritual reminiscent of prophecy, in F Thureau-Dangin'

Rituels accad'ien (Paris: Leroux, \921) ,144-45 (lines 434-52), quoted byJbrel van

der Toorn, ,,L'Oracle de victoire comme expression proph6tique au Proche-orient

ancien," /?894 (1987): 63*97, esP. 93.
7 See parpola, Assyrian Prolthicies, xlv-xlvii, with footnotes 212-36 (pp. cii-civ);

Beate pongratz_Leisten, Hnrsihafiswissen in Mesopotamipn,: Formen dn Kommunikl,tion

zwischen Gltt und Kdnig im 2. un-d, 1. Jahrtausend u.Cit (SAAS 10; Helsinki: Neo-As-

syrian Text Corpus Project, 1999), 59-60.
' 8 The word'muhhtt'iis attested in ARM 2L 333:34,43; ARM 22 167:8; ARM 23

446:9' 19; ARM 25 142:13; ARM 26 202:15;206:5;2rb:15;220:16;221:79;221-
ais:ti,20,27;227:9;243:7,73; ARM 27 32:l; A. 1249b+: 2; A' 3165 1i 22; s ii 3;

A. 4676:5; muhhutum in ARM 22 326:9; ARM 26 200:5' 27 201:9' 15;237:22;

A.I249b+l:6;seeJean-Marie Durand, Archi.aes Epi.stotaires d,e Mari I/ 1 (ARM 26; Paris:

f,ditiotrr Recherihe sur ies Civilisations, 19BB), 386-88, 398'
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sourcds, such as omen collections, lexical texts, and administrative

documents, from Ur III through the Old Babylonian and Middle As-

syrian periods to the Neo-Babylonian.e \ thile the use of mahhL/mah-

hutu in Neo-Assyrian sources is virtually restricted to cultic texts and

formal inscriptions,lo the second designation, raggimu/raggintu, 
^P-

pears in administrative texts, personal letters, and colophons of the ex*

tant prophecies.ll This implies that raggimu/raggintuwas in fact the

colloquial equivalent of mahhft'/mahhutu, which was probably no

longer in use in the seventh century.
Both designations are derived from verbs denoting behavior: mahhi'

from rnahL, "to become crary, to go into afren y,"r2 and raggimufrom
ragamu, "to cry out, to proclaim." One might ask whether e$T nologies,

notoriously treacherous in defining words, tell anything about the

comportment of the prophets. Fortunately, we do not depend on ety-

mology alone when tracing the image of the Mesopotamian prophets

with this vocabulary. The verbs in question use their literal meanings

when prophetic activities are described.l3 In Mari documents, mahtt'

e muhhilm: TCS 1 369:5 (UTIII); MDP 10 7:6,9; MDP 18 171:14 (Old Babylon-
iarl); VS 19 1 i 38 (Middle Assyrian); OECT 1 plate 2l:38; YOS 6 1B:1, 7, B, 10;

YOS 7 135:6 (Neo-Babylonian); Cf gS 4:81; Sm332 r. 5 (Summa altt); '|DP 4:30
(Sagig); DA 271 r. 12; MSL 12 101-2:213;132:117-18; lb9.23; muhhutum:'[CL
10 39:11 (Old Babylonian); VS 19 I i 38 (Middle Assl'rian); CT38 4:81 (Summa

al;); MSL 72 758:23. See Parpola, Axyrian.P.rophecies, xlv-vi, ciii, nn. 227,222'
223,228.

10 Absolute forms are only attested in the ritual texts (SAA 3 34:28l. Farber, -Ba-

schudrungsrituale, 740-42:31,59), in the Succession Treaty of Esarhaddon (SAA 2 6

510:117) and in the decree of expenditures from the year 809 (SAA 12 69:29),
whereas the royai inscriptions repeatedly use' the compound iipir mehh/
"prophetic messages" (Esarhaddon Nin A ii 6; Ass A ii 12; Assurbanipal B v 95

t= C vi 1271; T ii 16 [= C i 61] ).
77 raggtmu: SAA 2 6 $10:116; SAA 7 I r. i 23; SAA 9 3.5 iv 31; [6 r. 11]; SAA 10

109:9;294r.3I; raggintu: SAAO 7:1; 10 s. 2; SAA 10 109:9; 352:23,r'7 SAA\337:1.
12 Rather than allophones of a noun of parras pattern ( GAG $55o, s. 62) , muhhi

atd mahh&, are the Babylonian and Assyrian variants of a D-stem verbal adjective
(Parpola, Assyrian Prophecies, ciii, n. 219). This makes unnecessary the assumption
of a se mantic contamination of two different words (Howard Wohl, "The Problem
of the mcrfufui." JANESCU3 [1970-1971]: II2-r8).

13 There are plenty of nonprophetical attestations of both words; cf' 4 R 28:59:
sehru im,ahhi rab&" imahhi, "the small and the great alike go into a frenzy" (cf. Joel
3:l); BIM 38:2\: ana ia imhtt, beKu imifi, "Like one who has gone mad and forgot-
ten his lord"; Esarhaddon Nin A i 41-42: arkanu ahheja immahfi'ma mimma ia eli' ilani
u ameluti ta tAhd apuiuma, "Afterward my brothers went out of their senses doing
everything that is displeasing to the gods and mankind." For a nonprophetical oc-
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(N stem) indicates the condition in which the prophets receive and

transrnit divine words:

ina btt Annunrtimuo.S.x.t'tl lVlebum immahhu umma Annunttumma ' '

ln the tempie of Annunitum, on t\9 3rd day, Selebum went into a frenzy and

said: "f hus saysAlnunitum: (. . .)"''

Ahatum amat Dagan-Malik immahhima ki'am iqbi . . .

Ahatum, a slave girl of Dagan-Malik, went into a ftenzy and spoke: (' ' ') 
15

lum.iu.mla Ina-gamil limma)h|m lumma iluma, . . .

[On that day] Irra-gamil [went into a fr] enzy. [This is what] he said: (' ' ') 
16

Interestingly enough, in a ritual text from Mari' the prophet is said to

be deprived of his capacity to prophesy if he maintains an unaltered

state of mind:

iumma ina rli uarlhimf muhhfi,m iitaqallmal an[a] mahhe'ilntl ul ilred'd'tt'l ' ' '

If by the end of the mo lnthl the muhhimmarntains his equili[brium] and is not
aLbicl rlol propheslyl {. . .117

In Neo-Assyrian sources, again, the verb ragAmu is regularly used of

prophetic performance:

Thimetu erei [raggimu annttu ina lib]bi' Arbail it7[ugum]

TaSmetu-ere5, the lprophetl, proplhesied this iln Arbela'l8

laf sseme ma panat nepeiZ annuti ragginti tartugumu

ana Damqt mar iatammi taqtilbi nla . . .

[I] have heard that, before these rituals, a prophetess had prophesied'

saying to Damqi, the son of the chief administrator: "(' ' ')""

currence of ragamu, see SAA 13 157:24: ma Nabil-abu-d'at'in nuhatimmu irtugum,

"Then Nabir-abu-da"in, the cook, cried out."
14 ARM 26 2ts.5-7.
15 AiuM 26 2t4:6-7 .

roARM 26222:12-14.
17 A. 9165 1i 2l-23 (Ritual of Iitar, text 2); for the restolation and translation,

see Durand, Archiues,386-87;Jean,Marie Durand and Micha€l Guichard, "Les rit-

uels de Mari," in llorilegiurn marianum III: Recueil d'itudes d.la mimoire de Marie-Thirise

I)a,nete.t (ed. Dominiqul Charpin andJean-Marie Durand; M6moires de NABU 4;

Paris: SEPOA, 1997), 19-78, esP. 54, 58.
18 SAA g 6 r. 11-12. The title of Talmetu,erei follows the professional determi-

narive Lf, which is partially broken but clearly visible (see the photograph in Par-

pola, Asqrian Prophecies, plzte viii); however, the title itself is totally broken away'

re sAA to 3b2:22-2b.
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Mullissu-abu-usri raggintu ia huziltpi ia iarri ana mat Akkddi tubiluni [inaf bet ili tar-
tuglu|m. . .

'Mullissu-abu-usri, the prophetess who conveyed the king's clothes to the land of
AJ<kad. prophesied Iinl the temple: (. . .)zu

As demonstrated by the above examples, both mahi, and ragamu
tend to introduce direct divine speech, which indicates that, semanti-
cally, they encompass both aspects of the oral performance of the
prophet, that is, the distinct behavior and the act of speech. In the He-
brew Bible, prophetic performance is expressed with derivatives of the
root nb), which means proclamation of divine words, often implying
an appearance in an altered state of mind and, hence, providing a se-

mantic equivalent of mahfi, and ragamu.zl
In addition to the prophetic designations, the behavior and social

Iocation of the Assyrian prophets can be contextualized by compari-
son with.related groups of people and their behaviors. It is revealing
that in lexical lists as well as cultic and administrative texts, raggimu
and mahhi are consistently associated with people llke zabbu'frenzied
one', kaLi.'chanter', munambi'lamentation singer', lallaru'waller',
assinnu and kurgarrfi,'man-woman'-all devotees of I5tar with appear-
ance and conduct different from the average citizen. For example:

la-bar
gala.mah
i-lu-di
i-lu-a-l i
lr1. gub-ba
1ir. n i-zu-ub
kur-gar-ra
ur-sal
lri.gi!.bala-5u-du7 =

kaltt.

halamahu (F:u-hu)

munambtr,

k.llaru
mahhit
zabbu

hurgarrfi (!u-u)
assinnu
nai pilaqqi

"chanter"
"chief chanter"
"lamentation singer"
"wailer"
"prophet"
"frenzied one"
"mal-woman"
"man-woman". , ,,,22carrler or splnoer

20 sAA l3 z7:7-ro.
21 E.g., N.,- 17:24-30;1 Sam 10:10-13;19:20;1 Kgs 18:29;22:10;Joel 3:1. In

the semantics of Biblical Hebrew, however, use of the word family zD' is restricted
to prophetic activities.

22 MSLII 102-3:209-77 (M. Civil etal.,T-he Series lti,:ia anrl Relaxetl Tbxts IMSL
12; Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 19691, 102-3); the designation naili
laqqi is eqrlzl to assinnu and kmgarrtt. Cf. the decree of expenditures from Mari
(ARM 21 333:42-44 = ARM 23 446:LB-20): I subatum_iiarum Jadtda lillatum
I $ubatum iiarurn Ea-masi muhhi Itur-Mer 7 subatwn iiarurn Sanum-dari naru,m, "one
ordinary garment forYadida 'the crazy woman,' one ordinary garment for Ea-masi,
prophet of Itur-Mer, one ordinary garment for Sarrum-dari, the chanter." Note
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aitakkan hururnmati ana zabbt, zabbati mahh| u mahhuti

I have placed,breads for the frenzied men and women, for prophets and

prophetesses.'"

70 emar 4 s 6,t 5 qa Aiiur-apltt-id.tlina ina uo -2.x1'tt ana kurummat mahhu' E

mahhu' ate u I-u.sar.trani ia bAt lltar
l0 homers 4 seah b liters (of barley)24 for A53ur-apla-iddina on the 2rrd day, {br
thefoodrationsof theprophets.4rophetesses,andthe assinnu's (?) of thelStar

temple 1o[ l(ar-Tukulti-Ninurta)'-"

The uncertain gender of some Assyrian prophets-especially Baya,

whose gender even the scribe of the tablet SAA I 1 could not de-

cidezo-creates a link to tl:'e assinnrz and the hurgarril, whose gender

role the goddess had changed Permanently;z7 this is not surprising

given that two of the Mari prophets, Selebum and Ili-haznaya' are ex-

plicitly designated as assi.nnu.Z8 On the other hand, an established con-

nection exists between prophets and the seers and visionaries called

iabrtr, and ia'ilu, whose expertise is closely related to that of the

prophets. The only Neo-Assyrian o...trr.n."2e of ia'ilu (amal ili) oc-

curs in the succession Treaty of Esarhaddon, where it is listed together

v.irth raggimu and mahhtr, and may, rather than designating a specific

that rhe prophet is mentioned in association with a woman, whose title lillatum

probably designates ecstatic behavior, and with a.chanter comparable to krtl:tt.

23 Farber, B es chw 6run gsrituab, 7 42:59 ; cf. I 40 : 3 1.

24 On the basis of thi preceding paragraphs (lines i 17, 27' 23' 3L' 33), which

regularly give ie'u (Sn) as the product delivered.
"Zr 

VS fb I i 37-Zg (Helmut Freydank, "Zwei Verpflegungstexte aus Kar-Tukulti-

Ninurta," AoIl [1974] : 55-89, esp. 60). The reading ass,znz is based on Freydank's

copy, which shows clear traces oi the sign sal (= r'ri) between the signs ru and rrani

(Helmut Freydank, Mittelassyrische fuchtstakunden und Verualtungstexte fYotderasi'
atische Schriftdenkmdler 19; Berlin: A-kademie-Verlag, 19761, plate 1)'

26 Slu\ g 1.4 ii 40 gives the name incongruously as yr1.ba-ia-aouttu unv.arba-i,[
,,the woman Bayi, son of Arbela." The name has both maie and female occur-

rences in Neo-Assyrian sources (see M. Nissinen and M.-C Perroudon, "Baia,"

PNA | /ll:25g) . In the case of lStarJa-taiiyat, the masculine and divine determina-

tives md are wriuen over the originally written ui (SAA I 1.1 i 2B); it is not clear

wheilrer this is an error of the scribe or indicates uncertainty about the gender of
the prophet.

?i For assinnu a'.d kurganL, see, e.g., Gwendolyn Leick, Sex and Eroticism in

Mesopotamian Literature (Loindon ancl NewYork: Routledge, 1994), 157-69; Martti
Nissinen, Hom,oeroticism in the Biblical world (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998),

28-36.
28 ARM 26 797:4;198:3; 213:6; M. 11299:8 (Selebum); 212:5;M. 11299:13 (Ili-

haznaya). See Durand, Archiaes, 399,
29 i.e., besides the entry in the lexical list in MSt 12 233:33,where lt-is'ia'ilJu

appears as a category of its own.
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role or profession, be a general appellation for practitioners of differ-
ent kinds of noninductive divination.30 The iabrtr,, equated with rag-

gimu in a,lexical list31 and appearing in close connection with both
mahhilanci zabbuin other texts,32 is avisionarywhose realm apparently
consists of dreams and their interpretation.33 A dream of a iabrtr,wth
many affinities with prophecy is reported in Assurbanipal's Prism B,

following the quotation of an oracle that is best explained as

prophetic.s4
The outcome of the etymological and lexical examination is that

the Assyrian prophets were proclaimers of divine words who formed
part of the community of devotees of Istar. They found their nearest

colleagues among practitioners of noninductive divination and among
people whose more or less frenzied behavioq eventually perceived as

odd by the majority of the population, corresponded to their role in
the worship of the goddess.

The Prophets and ttre Goddess

The determinative factor in the socioreligious role of the Assyrian

prophets is without doubt their alfiliation with the goddess IStar and
worship of her.35 Prophets act as mouthpieces of that goddess in her
various manifestations; in Neo-Assyrian texts, Mullissu cannot be sepa-

rated from IStar as a divine being.36 The prophets also live under the

30 sAA 2 6 $10:117; cf. Nissinen, References, l60-6I.
31 M5L12226:734: ld.iabra (r,n.er) = Su-u= rag-g1-fmul.
32 CTZB 481-82: ium.mainaupu r-u.cus.se.r4p'irttrN (=e16-'-4u1 1...f iummain,a

unu Mi.cus.sa.N{ni uw [. . .], "If there are many prophets in the city, [. . .]; if there
ar€ many prophetesses in the city, [. . .]; B7*BB: iumma inaupu iab-rulvrc3 mN [. . .]
iumma inauxu iabralu4l,ttN [. . .], "If there are many frenzied men in the city,

t. . .1, if there are manyfrenziedwomen in the city, t. . .1"; LKA29dii2: zabbu

liqbakkima iabru liiannnkkr, "Let the zabbu tell you, the iabir. repeat it to you."
33 For iabril, see C4D S/f lf; Huffmon, "Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy,"

5:480; Parpola, Assyrian Proph,eciar, xlvi-xlvii; Nissinen, Rtferences, S6.
34 Assurbanipal B v 49-76; see Manfred Weippert, "Assyrische Prophetien der

Zeit Asarhaddons und Assurbanipals," in Assyrian Royal Inscriptions: Nau Horizons in
Literary, Id,eolo$cat, and, Histoicai Ana,lysi.s (ed,. F. M. Fales; OAC 17; Rome: Istituto
per l'Oriente, 1981), 71-i15, esp. 97-98; Nissinen, Refermces,53-54; Pongratz-Lei-
ste n, H errs c hafi suis s en, I20 -22.

35 As to the following, see the detailed documentation of Parpola, Assyria'n

Prophecies, xivii-xlviii, with footnotes on pp. civ-cvi.
36 See Brigitte Menzel, Asqrische TLmpel: (Jntusuchungen zu Kult, Administration

undPersonal (Studia Pohl, Series Major 10,/I; Rome: Biblical Institute Press, l9B1),

i
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aegis of the goddess. Their association with other devotees of IStar in
the above-mentioned lexical lists and cultic texts, as well as their men-
tion as recipients of food rations in the I5tar temple of the Middle As-

syrian period, shows this fact conclusively. The prophets' permanent
attachment to the temples is further documented by one oracle of the
corpus, spoken by a votaress G4lutu) donated to the goddess by the
kirg.ut Many prophets have narnes related to the ideology of Iitar wor-
ship. These probably are not birth names but given when the
prophetic role was assumed.38

As proclaimers of the word of I5tar, the prophets acted as l5tar. The
primary role of the prophets as intermediaries between the divine and
the human spheres reflects the role of I3tar,/Mullissu as the mediator
between the gods and the king, as demonstrated by a prophetic oracle
and a letter containing a report of a prophetic utterance:

i,na pulrur ilani kalarni aq[ihi bala!,aha
danna riltaja la tnammd.ka. ina pan ilani
naggalapaia hanudd,a ittanaiiaha ana kaia
ina ifapt)Eja Etanarii balataha I. . .l
In the assembly of all the gods I have spoken for your life.
My arms are strong and will not cast you off before the gods.
My shoulders are always ready to carry you, you in particular.
I keep desiring your life wirh my ttip]s t...1"-

64-65, 116; Manfred Weippert, "Die Bildsprache der neuassyrischen Prophetie," in
Helga Weippert, Klaus Seybold, and Manfred Weippert, Beitrrige zur prophetischen

Biklsprache in Israel und Assyrien (OBO 64; Freiburg, Switzerland: Universititsverlag;
Gottingen: \h.ndenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1985), 55-93, esp. 64; cf. SAA 3 7:11-L2;
SAA I 2.4 ii 30; SAA 9 7 r. 6; and especially SAA I 9, in which Mullissu and Lady
(I5tar) of Albela speak in the first-person singular as one divine being. Mullissu
also appears as the one speaking in SAA 9 1.5 iii 4; SAA 9 5:3; and SAA 9 7:2, L2.

3? SAA g 1.7. Moreoveq it is possible that the fragment SAA 13 148 is a remain-
der of another votaress's prophecy report: [. . .l-ia [. . .] iAlutu fial Issar lial Arbail
iilpirtli fannlrtu ana ilarri bAl tja . . .l Issar [. . .], " t. . .-lya, votaress lofl IStar lofl
Arbeiafreported] [th]ismes[sag]efortheki[ne,mylord]:'[...]IStar[...]"'Itis
not clear, however, whether this votaress had actually uttered the divine word in
question, orjust reports it to the king; cf. Parpola, Asqrian Propheczes, lxxvii; \Arhir
ing, introduction to Cole and Machinist, Letters,xii.

38E.g.,Itussa-amur,"Ihaveseenherdivinity"; Issar-bett-da"ini,"I5tar,strengthen
nrylord!"; IssAr-lA-tuiryat, "Donotneglectlitar!"; Sinqzia-amur,"Ihaveseenherdis-
tress"; see Parpola, Assyrian, Prophecies, il-lii.

39 SAu\ I 9:16-20; cf. the similar language used in SAA 3 13.

l
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[anAku] Bel etarba issi Mullllissu asi,ttim
Aiiur-bani-apli iar mAt Aiiur ia turabbini UIA tupailnh
lanalhu BVI arteanhi Aiiur-bani-apli ina mati ia kenu iA adi mattiu arteanki

lll am Bel, I have enrered and reconciled with Mullissu.
Assurbanipal, king ofAssyria whom she raised: Fear notl
I am Bel, I have had mercy on you (f.). Assurbanipal is in a countury which re-
mains loyal. I have had mercy on you, togerher with his country.au

\Ahile the first quotation presents the goddess(es)41 as intercessor(s)
before the divine council, the second is the word of Bel, who declares
his reconciliation with Assurbanipal upon the intercession of Mulrissu
who, for her part, stands on behalf of the king. l{ence, the prophetic
message appears as the earthly representation and counterpart of the
divine intermediation of the goddess in the heavenly council. The
prophet, impersonating the goddess, is the channel through which
the benefit of her intercession, the divine reconciliation, is bestowed
upon the king.

The closest textual parallels with Neo-Assyrian prophecies are
found among poetry h;anns, and mystical works pertaining to the cult
of different deities, but especially to that of Iitar. These show the
prophets' familiarity with this literature and the associated cultic per-
fbrmances. In addition to the mythological compositions like Adapa
and Gilgame5,a2 the royal and cultic poetry collected in SAA 3 provides
an abundance of affinities with prophecy, especially

f . in hymns and prayers of Assurbanipal,aS especially in the Dialogue between
Assurbanipal and Nabfr (SAA 3 13), which is both substanrially and histori-
cally closely related to SAA I g and was probably written by the su-" h"rld;44

40 SAu{ 13 139:1-9. The source in question is the letter of Ai5ur-hamatu,a, who
begins with the word of Bel and attaches additional information. Hence, the letter
gives an account of a prophetic appearance without being a report of prophecy in
the strict sense.

41 The divine "I" in this oracle is spoken by Iltar and Mullissu as one divine
being: cf. abore, n.36.

42 See Parpola, Asslnan Propheries, cv. n. 246.
r5 SAA 3 l;2; 3;7; 12:73.
44 See Parpola, Asryrian Prr$hecie.g lxxi. This texr is often discussed together with

the prophecies; cf. Meindert Dijkstra, Gods voorste.lling: predihatine expressie uan
zelfopenbaring in oudoosterse teksten en Deutero-Jesaja (Dissertationes Neerlandicae, se-
ries Theologica 2; Kampen: Kok, 1980), 147-48; Weippert, ,,Assyrische proph-
etien"; idem, "Bildsprache"; Martti Nissinen, ',Die Relevanz der neuassyrischen
Prophetie frir die alttestamentliche Forschung," in Mesoltotamica-Ugaritica-Bib,
lica: Festschrift filr Kurt Bergerhof (ed. Manfried Dietrich and oswakl Loretz; AOAT
232, Kevelae4 Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-\4uyn: Neukircheneq
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2. in the letters from gods (or responses to Gottesbriefe)^'which are not prophecy

as such, but employ confusingly similar.language;-"

3. in mystical works like SAA 3 37 and 39;46 and

4. in the love lyrics of Nabii and Taimetu (SAA 3 14)'47

An open question is to what extent the literary parallels treftveen

proph".i"* und cultic literature go back to the scribes by whom the

p."ptt".y reports were formulated; in any case, similar use of language

i' notn ry?es of sources is not just a sty'istic matter but the vehicle for

expression of an essentially similar ideology'

Among the cult centers of I5tar, Arbela is by far the most important

source oiproph".y. If the letter of the temple official Nabfr-reii-iiii re-

porting an appearance ofa prophetess was senl from Arbela' as sug-

gested by the lel-ter's greeting lormula'od it only proves the assump-

tion, probable anpvay, that prophecies were uttered in the temple of

I3tar of Arbela. Seven out of fifteen prophets known by personal

names are Arbela-based: Afiat-abi5a (SAA 9 1'8), Bayn (SAA 9 1'4;

12.2D, Dunnaia-amur (SAA 9 9 and 10), Issar-la-taiiyat (SAA 9 1'1)'

La-dagil-ili (SAA 9 1.10;2.3 and 3), SinqiSa-amur (SAA 9 l'2; 12'51)'

and Talmetu-erei (SAA 9 6). The words of IStar of Arbela were pro-

claimed even by prophets elsewhere;4e a special devotion to that city is

expressed by the prophetess Remutti-Allati, who comes from Dara-

ahuya, an unidentifiable localiq' "in the^mountains" (bi'rti iaddd'ni')'

proclaiming the worcls "Arbela rejoicesl"50

The dominance of lStar of Arbela does not, however, prevent the

1993), 217*58. Pongratz-Leisten (Henschafiswissen, TS) puts forward th,e idea that

SAA 3 13 is a lite;ary creation inspired by the prophecies.-("eine literarische

Kreation in Anlehnung an die Gattung der Prophetenspriiche")' .. .

45 slu\ 3 4+-4t; ct.bfkstra, God,s t',iorstelling,l45-69;Weippert, "Assyrische Pro-

phetien," 72, lI2; Livingstone, Cotnt Poetry, xxx' For the "correspondence' ofAs-

iurbanipal with Ai!ur," see the comprehensive analysis in Pongratz-Leisten'

H ens chaftsuis s en, 240 -65.
46 Ci Parpoia, Assyian Prophecies, c, n' 175; cv, n- 248'
a7 See Martti Nissinen, "Love Lyrics of Nabfr and Ta'Imetu: An Assyrian Song of

Songs?" h "Und' Mose schrieb diesei Lied auf: Studien zttm Alten Testament und zum

Altei Orient, Festschriftfiir osuald Loretz (ed. Manfried Dietrich and Ingo Kottsieper;

AOAI 250, Munstei: Ugarit-Verlag, 1998), 585-634, esp' 602' n' 75; 608' n 103;

613, n. l31r 614. n l38.
48 SAA 13 144:l-9; cf. the note of Karen Radner in Cole and Mac}ilirlist, Letters,

1 16.
49 sAA 9 2.4: Urkittu-iarrat from Calah.
50 sAA 9 1.3 ii 12.
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prophets from proclaiming rhe words of o(her deiries. To alt appear-
ances, the prophet La-dagil-ili speaks on behalf of both A53ur and IStar
in the collection SAA 9 3,5r anda short oracle of the prophet(ess) BayA
(SAA I 1.4) includes self-predications of three deities, Bel, I5tar, and
Nabir. \A4rile most of the prophets, as devotees of I5tar, represent the
motherly aspect of the divine, manifested as nursing the king and as

fighting for him,52 it is convenient for a prophet to act as the mouth-
piece of AiSur when it comes to the covenant between the king and
the main god of Asryria.53 Furthermore, when a Babylonian scholar
quotes prophecy, he presents it as the words of Bel, that is, Marduk of
Bab;'lon,5a and when affairs of the city of Flarran are concerned, the
I{arranean deities Nikkal and Nusku speak.5s All this implies a func-
tional or aspectual, rather than "polytheistic," concept of God, which
enabled the prophets to speak the words of the appropriate manifes-
tation of the divine in a given situation. Accordingly, the Assyrian
prophets were not divided into competing groups advocating specific
deities, and their basic role as devotees of I5tar by no means prevented
them from acting in temples of other gods.

As a matter of fact, the presence of prophets in temples other than
those of IStar is well documented. Adad-ahu-iddina writes the king
about an appearance of the prophetess Mullissu-abu-usri in the tem-
ple in which he is employed-most probably Eiarra, the A33ur temple
in Assurs6-and in a decree for the maintenance of the same temple
from the year 809, prophetesses (mahhd.tu) are menrioned in a para-

51 See Nissinen, "Spoken, Written, Quored, and Invented."
52 E.g., sAAg 1.6 iii lb-22, ivb-l0; sAAg 2.b iii 29-34; sAAg i:14-r. 11; cf. sAA

3 13 r. 6-10. See Weippert, "Bildsprache," 62-64; Nissinen, "Relevanz," Z4Z-47.
53 The oracle in SAA 9 3.3 ii 10,25 is followed by a double ritual instruction

(lines 26-32). It is not compulsory to interpret the oracle as lie document of the
covenantr as I and many others have done (Nissinen, fkference\28). It is clear that
ann[t, iulmu ia ina pan saltne, "This is the oracle of peace (placed) before the statue"
(line 26;, rel'crs fo the tabler on uhich the prophecy is writren. However, (hc con-
tinuation luP|i add annht ia Aiiur . . . ina pan iatri arab, "This covenant tablet of
A,!5ur enters the king's presence" (lines 27-28), does not necessarily refer to the
same tabletl see Pongratz-L elsten, H ars chaftswis s en, 7 7 -80.

54 SAA l0 I I l: see Nissinen. Rrferenres.96-10I.
55 ABLl2lT; C'|53 l7; see Nissinen, References, I22.
50 SdA. 13 37 (= LAS 317); see Simo Parpola, LextersfromAssyrian Sclzolars to the

Kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, pt. 2: Commentarl and Append,ices (AONI 5/2;
KevelaeE Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-\4uyn: Neukircheneq 1983),
329; Nissinen, References, 78-81; Pongratz-Leisten, Henschafisuissen, 83-84.
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graph concerning the "divine council" (pulrur ilani).57 \{hen it comes

to the Babylonian ahttu-ritual, a prophet (mahhi) appears in a gen-

uinely prophetic function as a "bringer of news" (mupassiru) to

Zarpanitu, the spouse of Marduk, ih the so-called Marduk Ordeal
text.58 Everything points to the conclusion that while the Istar worship

in Arbela was undoubtedly the nerve center of prophecy, the network
of prophets extended to other cities, where they represented their pa-

troness even in temples of other deities.
The special devotion ofAssyrian prophets to I5tar is compatible with

the significance of the goddesses, often manifestations of I5tar, in the

prophetic documents frorn Einunna (Kititum)5e and Mari (Annuni-
tum, IStar of Bilra, Diritum, Belet-ekallim, Belet-biri, HiSamitum, Nin-
hursag).60 There is, however, no overall dedication of the prophets to
the goddess in Mari documents, in which the role of male deities
(Dagan, Samai, Adad, Itur-Mer, Nergal, Ea, Abba)61 in prophecies is
clearly more manifest than in Assyria. Moreover, while the prophets in
the Neo-Assyrian sources are never called "raggintu of Iltar" or the like,
the Mari prophets tend to be associated with a specific deity, for ex-

ample, Lupahum, apilum of Dagan.62 This probably demonstrates the

57 sA{ 12 69:27-3I; cf. Kataja and \Atriting, Grants, xxxii. The divine council
plays an important role in SAA I 9:16: ina puhur ilani kal,n'mi &q\ibi balA\aka, "In t}l.e

assembly of all the gods I have spoken for your 1ife"; cf. SAA 3 13:26: ptja ammiu ia
tabu i,ktanarrabka ina puhur ilani rabfiti, "My pleasant mouth sha-ll ever bless you in
the assembly of the great gods." The letter of A55ur-harnatu'a (SAA 13 139) con-
tains an oracle in which Bel reconciles with Mullissu, who has interceded on behalf
ofAssurbanipal, presumably before the divine council; see above.

58 sAu\ 3 34:28 (= SAA 3 35:31): mahhi ia ina pan BakFBabili illahuni mupassiru

ifi, a,na irt'tia ibahhi illak, "The prophet who goes before the Lady of Babylon is a
bringer of news; weeping he goes toward her." For this text (and for reservations
about calling it the "Marduk Ordeal"), see Tikva Frynner-Kensky, "The Tribulations
of Marduk: The So-Calied 'Marduk Ordeal Text,"'TIAOS 103 (1983): 131-41.

59 FLP 1674 and2o64; see Maria deJong Ellis, "The Goddess Kititum Speaks to
King Ibalpiel: Oracle Texts from Ishchali," MAHIS (1987): 235-66.

60 Annunitum: ARM 22 326;26 198; 212; 213; 274; 237;lEtar of BiKra: ARM
26 237; Diritum: ARM 26 199; 208; Belet-ekallim: ARM 26 209;211 (?);237;240;
Belet-biri: ARM 26 238; HiSamitum: ARM 26 195; Ninhursag: ARM 22 167 (cf.
A. 46J6);26 219. Note especially the role of the prophets in the rituals of Iltar
(A. 3165; A. 1249b+); cf. Durand and Guichard, 'lRituels de Mari."

61 Dagntl ARM 25 15; 26 196; 197; 199; 202l-205;209;210;215l'llA;22f;223;
232t233; A.3796; M. 11436; T. 82; SamaS: ARM 26 L94 414; Adad: ARM 25 142;
A. 1121+; 1968; Itur-Mer: ARM 21 333;23 446;26 236; Nergal: ARM 21 333;23 446
(26 222?); Ea: ARM 26 208; Abba: ARM 26 227.

62 ARM 26 199:5; A. 3796:4-5; M. 11436:4. There are plenty of similar cases:

I
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prophet's attachment to the tqmple of a particular god, which as such
does not exclude proclaiming the words of other deities, even though
this appears to be exceptional at Mari.63

The reason for the different significance of the goddess in these two
corpora may be sought primarily in the special role of Ijtar in the
amalgamation of Assyrian imperiar ideology with Assyrian reiigion,
which reached a climax in the Sargonid era.o4 However, the siarse
documentation shows the elementary connection of prophecy and the
cult of I5tar in her various manifestations in diffeient parts of
Mesopotamia throughout the ages, which speaks against the much-de_
bated thcorT of Mesoporamian prophecy as a product oFWesrern in_
fluence.n'without specurating on the "origin" of prophecy in culturar
and geographic terms, if there is an origin, one might note the
prominent role of male deities in the few west semitic documents of
prophecy and other oracular activity,66 and ask whether the relatively

95lT:, apilumof Dagan (ARM 25 t5:9); Iihi-Dagan, apitumof Dagan of Subaturn
(,':._8_7:3^ 4); lpitutn of Dzgzn of Tuttut (ARM 2d 2OO,a1; apau- Jr n.f.,.t"iri_
lARy 26 20e:r5); Qidti_Diritim, a,pirumof ?ritum (ARil i6 ioa,i_oii.iii*^"r
Samai (ARM 26 194:2); Atamrym, apitumofsamaS 1eru.1 26 aA:2g_Z}i: ip*i*otNinhursae (ARM 26 219:b.); apitum of Marduk 1ef{ff,f ZO Z7t:gl; lrlri1u,' iiil;ofAdad (A. 1968:3); Annu-tabni, muhhutun of Annunirum (ARM 2Z ZZA,g,_LO); *un_hdmof Dagan (ARM 26 220:t6-I7;22t:9;243:13 [pl.]);Ina_gamil, muhhfi,m<l,f Nergal (ARM 27 ZSB:24 = ARM 23 446:9); Ea-masi) *innA*"of Itur_Mer (ARM t333:43 = ARM 23 446:19); Fa+nudammiq , muhhtr,mof Ninhursag tef,r,f )Z f OZA;4.4676:5-6); mutrhfi.m of Adad (ARM zg 142:13); muhhfr ofAmi of Hubialunr
(ARM- 27 32:.7 

.) 
t Illhaznaia, assinnu of Annunitum (ARM 26 212:b_6) .or In addition to the word of his patron god Dagan, Lupahum seems to deliveran oracle of the goddess Diritum in ARM ie tSg,lg_+0. Llo."ou"., Iclclin_ili, thepriest (iangft'm) of Itur-Mer, reports a dream of his in which he receives u *or,r ofBelet-biri (ARM 26 238).

64 See Parpola, Assyrian prolthtics, xxxvi-xliv.
05 Th.is. theorl. put forward by Halm Tadmor, ,'f'he Aramaizarion of fusyria: As_

p,ects of \A/estern Impact," in Mesopotamien urul se:ine Nachbatn: politische und, iutturelle
W-echselbaiehungen im Alten Uordlasi:z aom 4. bis 1. Jahrtausend. u. Chr (ed.. Hans;|org
Nisscn.andJohannes Renger: Berliner Beirr.dgeium Vorderen Orienr I; Be"rlin:Dietrich Reimer, lgSZ) , 449.-?0. esp. 458. and iupporred by, e.g., Marrfrej Hutt.r
Rtligionen in d'er flmwert des Arten ibitaments I: Babytinln; syeapJsar (Studienbucher
Theologie 4/1; stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1996), i07, andAbraham'irtun-ut,,,rnl
Cultural Impact of the West (Syria-palestinej on Mesopotamia in the Old Baby_lonian Period," Ao[24 (1997):_3I0-i9, esp. 315_1?, has been objected r" by, ;.;,Alan n4ilard,,"La proph6tie et l'6criture__Isra€1, Aram, Assyrie,,,"l?flR 2OZ f i'gSfl,tzb-+4. esp. 133*34, and mosr emphatically ancl conclusively by parpola, iulr;onProf!::tel xiv. CJ. also pongratz-Leiste r:r, Harschaftswissen, 4g_bl.

oo E g, the Zakkur Inscription, the Deir 'Alli Inscription, the Ammonite cita-
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lesser prominence of the goddess in the prophetic documents of Mari
is due to socioreligious circumstances and traditions different from
those oI imperial Assyria.

The Prophets and the King

Apart from the biblical narratives about prophets having an imme-
diate communication with the kings of Israel or Judah-which may
have happened less often than one would have expectedoT-at least
one ancient Near Eastern source hints at such encounters, namely the
letter of the well-known Babylonian asrrologer Bel-uiezib to the king
llsarhaddon. Bel-uiezib wonders why Esarhaddon, following his coro-
nation, has summoned "prophets and prophetesses,, (raggimanu rag,
gimatu) inste ad of him and in spite of the services he has provided for
Esarhaddon during the civil war preceding his rise to power.68

This reference is unique in ancient Near Eastern sources, ancl Bel-
u3ezib's to'e expresses his astonishment a'd jealousy, as if it were ex-
ceptional for prophets to be honored by the king's summons. It is not
certain that this reference indicates a face-to-face rendezvous between
the prophets and the king. The "summoning" (reiu naiA) primarlly
rneans employing: the life of a scholar depended on the king's use of
his services, and Bel-uiezib is furious because Esarhaddon, at the be-
ginning of his ruie, has made use of the prophets, services before con-
sulting the skilled and loyal Babylonian astrologer.

The Mari archives provide, to the best of my knowledee, no re cord

del Inscription, etc.; cf. A'dr6 Lemaire, "Oracles, propagande et lit.t6rature dans
les royaumes ararn6ens et transjordaniens (IXe-\TII. s. av. n.d.),,' jn Oracles et
prophdties d,ans I'antiqui.ti: Actes d,u Colloque d,e Strasbourg, 15-17 Juin 1995 (ed,. Jean-
Geo'ges Heintz; Universit6 des sciences humaines de Strasbourg, Travaux du cen-
tre de recherche sur le Proche-orient et la Gr€ce a'tiques l5; paris: De Boccard,
1997),171-93.

67 These encounters happen between the anonymous prophet andJeroboam
(1 Kgs 13:1-10); Elijah and Ahab (1 Kgs 18:16-20, 41); Miiaiah u,.d Ahub4"_
hoshaphat (1 Kgs 22:1-28); Elljah and Ahaziah (2 Kgs 1); Elisha and Ben_Hadid,
king of Damascus (2 I{gs 8:7-15); Isaiah and Ahaz, (Isa7); Isaiah anci Hezekiah (Isa
37*39 = 2 Kgs t9*20) ancl Jeremiah and Zedekiah (-ler 34:l-7; B7:I7_21;
38:14-28).Jeremiah 21; 36; 37:1-10 are not clirect encounters, and, inJer 22, the
pro"?h:1 l.:fd.I:d by God ro go ro rhe king. bur the enr.ounrer never rikes place.

b8 S,A,\ l0 I09:8-16: cf. Nissinen. Rtfnenres.8g-g5. For Bel-u5czib and his cor-
respondence, see Manfried Dietrrch, Die Aramr)er stid,balrylotzietts in der sargonidnnzeit
(700-648) (AOAI 7; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirch"en-\4uyn:
Neukirchener; 1970), 62-68.
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of a situation in which a prophet mer the king in person; ar best, the
prophet proclaimed at the gate of the palace, as the anon).rnous
prophet of Marduk in Babylon, delivering a message to the Assyrian
king ISme^-Dagan, who had received asylurn from Hammurapi, king o{
Babylon.oe The rneager evidence cloes not allow conclusions about
whether direct encounters between the prophets and the king really
took place at Mari, and if so, how often, but the existing sources give
the imprcssion that while King Zimri-Lim maintained close contacr
with practitioners of extispicy,T0 he was not active in consulting
prophets. Even dreamers and visionaries seem to have communicatecl
their messages more directly to the king than the prophets, whose
words were usuaily conveyed to him by officials from different parts of
the kingdom or by women of the court, especially by eueen Sibtu and
other royal women (Addu-duri, Inib-iina).71 Even in Asspia, the kings
did not carry on a correspondence with the prophets; however, the
transmission of prophetic messases differed from that in Mari. In As-
syria, prophecies apparently were seldom reported in letters of court
officials, but they were transmitte d to the king in reports, the contents
of which were limited to the oracle proper. In sorne cases, these re-
ports were deposited in the royal archives.Tz This implies a higher es-
teem for prophecies, which, in this procedure, were considered on a
par with astrological and extispicy reports.

Both the oracles proper and the references to them in the royal in-
scriptions make it plain that the Assl'rian kings, at least Esarhaddon
and Assurbanipal, like Zimri-Lim, received prophecies during their
rnilitary campaigns. There may even have been prophets at the front,73
but prophecies urrered elsewhere and transmittcd to the kinq by 2

69 ARM 26 31I; see I)orninique Charpin, ,,Le conrexte historique et 96o-
graphique des proph6ties dans les textes rerrouv6s i Mari,', BCSM{% eg:g\:
21-31, esp. p.28-29.

70 See Pon grat z-Leisren. I ! msrh aJi su i sen, I 37 -54.
/1 For the transmission of prophecies at Mari, seeJack M. Sasson, ,,The postine

of Letters with Divine Messases," in llorilcgium Marianum II, Mlmorial M. Birct (Nti-
rrroires de NABUS; Paris: S[,POA, 1994), 299*316; Karelvan clerToorn, ,.Old 

Baby_
lonian Prophecy between the Oral and the Written,"rElSZ 24 (199g): bb_iO.

72 For this procedure. see Nissinen, "Spoken, Writien, euoted, and Inventecl.,,

. 
/J This is suggested by accounts of kings in the royal inscriptions having re-

ceived prophecies during battles, as well as by the lodging list of mostly irigh orn-
cials thatalso includes the prophet euqi (sAA 7 9 r. i 2z). one might ask whether
the prophecy of Remutti-Allati, spoken "in the middle of the mountains,, (SAA
9 1.3), was uuered on the battlefreld.
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third par$. are better documented. The best examples are the perti-
nent letters of Queen Sibtu of MariTa and. the Assyrian prophecies for-
mally addressed to Naqia, the king's morher (SAA I 1.7; 1.8; 5).

Female intermediaries, whether at Mari or in fusyria, commonly
transmitted words of female prophets. The female-through-female
communication was not exclusive, though, since the royal women of
Mari-Sibtu, Inib-Sina, Addu-duri, and others-repor-t appearances of
male persons as well,75 and male officials, both at Mari and in Assyria,
give accounts of female prophets.To It is noteworthy, however, that
three out of four known personal names of Mari prophetesses are
transmitted by female writers,TT and that both oracles to Naqia in
which the name of the prophet is extant are spoken by female
prophets.T8 This evidence suggests that the royal women were in closer
contact with prophetesses than the male persons of the court. In the
case of Naqia, the relationship with the prophetesses may be based on
personal contacts with the personnel of IStar temples, all the more
probable since many prophecies and other texts refer to the nursing
of the Ass;.r'ian princes "in the lap" of the goddess, which probably has
a concrete point of reference in entrusting the royal infants to the
temples of l5tar.7e

74 ARM 26 207;208; 211; 212;212; 214;226; for the correspondence of Sibtu,
see W. H. Ph. Romer, Frauenbriefe ilber Rnligion, Potitik und Priaatlnben in Mari: tJnter-
suchungen zu G. Dossin, Archioes Royales de Mari X (Paris, 1957) (AOAT 12; Keveiaer,
Germany: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Muyn; Neukircheneq 1971); pinhas
Artzi and Abraham Malamat, "The Correspondence of Sibtu, eueen of Mari in
ARMX," Or 40 (1971): 75-89 (reprinted in Abraham Malamat, Mari ancl the Bible
ISI'IANE 12; Leiden: Brill, 19981, 175-9f); Sasson, "posting," 303-8.

75 Sibtu, ARM 26 208 (qi5d-Diritim); A<idu-duri: ARtrl 26 t9b (Isi-ahu); 237
(Dada): 238 (lddin-lli).

76 Mari: ARM 26 201: Bahdi-Lim (muhhutum);ARM 26 210: Kibri-Dagan (auittum
aiiat aurlim); ARM 26 199: Sammetar (qammatum);ARM 26 200: Ahum (Hubatum
muhhuturn). Assyria: SAA 10 352: Mar-Issar (raggintu); SAA 13 37: Adad-ahu-iddina
(M rllissu-abu-usri raggintu); SAA 13 144: Nabt-reii-ii5i (name unknown, female).
., 77 I..., Aharum the slave girl (ARM 26214:5ibtr;, Kakku-lidi (ARM 26236:
Sibtu), and Innibana ttre apiltum (ARM 26 204: Inib-!ina); only the name of Hu-
batum the nuhhutum is reported by a male writer (ARM 26 200: Ahum). Note also
that the names of the assinnus Selebum (ARM 26 197: Inib-iina; 218: Sibtu) and Ili-
haznaja (ARM 26 212: Sibtu; are mentioned by women only (the writer of ARM
26 198 is unknown).

78 1..., 54uq g 1.7 (Issar-be1i-da"ini) ancl 1.8 (Ahat-abiia); in SAA 9 b, the narne,
if indicated, is destroyed. In addition, the king's mother is menLioned in SAA 9 2.1
i 13 and 2.6 iv 28 (?).

79 E.g., SAA 9 7 r. 6: ia Multi.ssu ummaiuni ta tap(illah ia BEtet Arbait tartssuni la

ff
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This only adds to the evidence that the worship of IStar was the pri-
mary setting for the Assyrian prophets' socioreligious role, within
which even the connection between the prophets and the king was es-

tablished. The position of the prophets as servants of the goddess en-
titled them to communication with the king; on the other hand, it also
enabled them to express demands to the king and even to criticize his
comportment. Even though, ideologically, there should have been no
discrepancy between the king's decisions and the divine will, the king
was; human being, liable to commir offenses against the divine world.
Flence, the potential for a conflict between the god and the king,
forcefully actualized in the biblical prophecy, existed even in Assyria.
Esarhaddon, for instance, was explicitly ieminded at his coronation of
his obligations to Istar (SAA I3.5 iii 18-37). Even though this
prophecy deals with cultic matters reminiscent of similar demands in
Mari letters8o and, for example, of Mal 1:11-14, no distinction should
be made between "cultic" and "social" criticism, since perfection is re-
quired of the king in both respects. The lack of social demands in the
extant Neo-Assyrian propheciessl does not mean that the social o1:

fenses of the king, according to the prevailing standards, were not of
concern to the goddess and her servants.

That Neo-Assyrian prophecies have been preserved only from the
time of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal raises the question whether

tapallah,'You whose mother is Muilissu, have no fearl You whose nurse is Lady of
Arbela, have no fearl"; SAA 3 13 r. 6*8'. sehru atta Aiiur-bani-apli ia umaiiiruha ina
muhhi Sarrat Mnua hki attu Aiiur-bani-altli ia aibaha .ina burhi Samat Ninua,'\ou
were a child, Assurbanipal, when I left you with the Queen of Nineveh; you were a
baby, Assurbanipal, when you sat in the iap of the Queen of Nineveh!" For en-
trusting the Assyrian princes to temples of I3tar, and for furdrer references, see Par-
pola, Assyrian Prophecies, s<xxix-xl; ic-c, nn. 77 4-77.

80 n.g., ARM 26 215:15-27: muhhtrm pan Dagan liltbtma kr'am iqbi ufmlmami.
iuma ad,mati m0 zahutim uI aiatti ana belzka iupwma u m0 zakutim, liiqenni, "A prophet
arose before Dagan and spoke: 'How long shall I not be able to drink pure water?
Write to your lord that he wouid provide me with pure waterl"'

81 The archives of Mari contain traces of such prophetic demands, especially in
the letters of Nur-Sin from Aleppo (A. 112i+ and A. 1968), for which see Sasson,
"Posting," 314*16;Jean-Georges Heintz, "Des textes s6mitiques anciens i la Bible
h6braique: Un comparatisme l6gitime?" in Le comparatismc en histoire des religions
(ed. Frangois Bcspflug and Frangoise Dunand; Paris: Cerf, 1997), 127-56, esp.
136-50; Herbert B. Huffmon, "The Expansion of Prophecy in the Mari Archives:
New Texts, New Readings, New Information," In Prophecl a,nd, Proph)et.s: The Di.unsity
of Contemporary Issues in Scholarship (ed. Yehoshua Gitay; SBL Semeia Studies; At-
Ianta: Scholars Press, 1997), 7-22, esp. 16-17; Malamat, Ma,ri and the Bible,151-56.
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these kings were dre only ones to promote prophecy, to the extent that
their words were not only filed in the archives but also quoted by the
scribes who authored their inscriptions.sz The existing sources indeed
give the impression that the activity of prophets, while not restricted
to this period,'enjoyed a higher social esteem during .the reigns of
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal than ever before in Assyria. The extant
documents from the time of the previous Sargonid kings inciude no
mention of prophets, nor do documents from earlier periods provide
information about prophets' existence, except for a couple of Middle
and Neo-Assyrian decrees of expenditures in which prophets are listed
among recipients of food rations.B3 If this argurnent ex silentio is con-
sistent with reality, it may be assumed that, while the prophets were
there all the time, the kings valued them differently at different times.

Flowever, there is more than one side to the matter. The over-
whelming m{ority of the material in the Assyrian archives derives
from the reigns of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, while the percgnt-
age of sources from the time of earlier Sargonid kings is modest in-
deed. In fact, the archives of Nineveh and Mari are by far the most
abundant Mesopotamian archives, and it may not be a pure coinci-
dence that it is in these two sets of sources that the extant Meso-
potamian prophecies are to be found. That these huge archives in-
clude just a few prophetic documents from the decades prior to their
destruction indicates that, if prophetic reports were written and even
storecl, they were normally not meant for long-term preservation.84
I{ence, the smail quantity of prophecy in the existing sources is not an
accurate indicator of the significance of prophecy, any more than the
total lack of letters from the time of Sennacherib implies that he had
no correspondence.

\A4rile the silence of the sources yields only ambiguous interpreta-
tions, two arguments in favor of the special appreciation of prophecy

B? It is conceivable that the prophecies of SAA 9 1 and 3 were used by the au-
thor(s) of Esarhaddon's Nin A inscription (see Weippert, "Assyrische Prophetien,"
93*95; Parpola, Asqrian Prophecies, lxviii-lxi; Nissinen, fufnences,30-31), and at
least some of the prophetic quotations in the inscriptions of Assurbanipal may be
cited from written sources (see Nissinen, fuferences,58-61).

83 sAA 12 69; VS 19 1; see above.
8a Tablets with a single prophetic oracle are attested form Einunna (FLP 1674;

2064) and Assyria (SAA 9 7-11), but not from Mari; archival copies of collections
of oracles are only known from Assyria. Cf. Nissinen, "Spoken, Written, Quoted,
and Inventecl-"
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by the kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal remain. First, only Esarhad-

don apparently had prophecies recopied and compiled in collections,
consciously preserving them for posterity. Second, the inscriptions of
Tiglath-Pileser III, Sargon II, and Sennacherib in all their compre-
hensiveness make no mention of prophets. \4|hi1e the Sargonid kings

in general-and not only Esarhaddon, traditionally regarded as espe-

cially "superstitious"-showed a remarkable interest in omens of dif-
ferent kinds,85 it is clear that Esarhacldon and Assurbanipal.in their in-
scriptions refer to divination, including prophecy, more than their
predecessors. But even under their reigns, the scholars-haruspices,
astrologers, exorcists-are better represented in the sources than the
prophets.

The Prophets and Other Diviners

It is typical of the Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions that prophecies
(iipir mahhQ are mentioned together with other forms of divination.
The Nin A inscription of Esarhaddon, calling prophecies "messages of
the gods and the goddess" (naiparti ilani, u,.6rar; Nin A ii 6), equates

them with "favorable omens in the sky and on earth." In the Ass A in-
scription, prophecies appear together with astrological omens and
dreams, as well as with egemi-oracles (Ass A ii 12-22), which, at least at

Mari, are more or less equivalent to prophecies.s6 Likewise, an in-
scription of Assurbanipal bundles "good omens, dreams, egerrA-ora-

cles, and prophetic messages" (B v 95). These lists of divinatory meth-
ods are reminiscent not only of 1 Sam 28:6, in which King Saul, before
turning to a necromancer, is said to have tried dreams, Urim, and
prophets, but also of the Hittite prayers in which the king seeks relief

85 See F. M. Fales and Giovanni B. Lanfranchi, "The Impact of Oracular Mater-
ial on the Political lJtterances and Political Action in the Royal Inscriptions of the
Sargonid Dynasty," in Heintz, Oracles et prophities tlans I'antiquitA, 99-1,14. Note also
the "anti-divinatory" attitude of one of the editions (E) of Esarhaddon's Babylon
inscription; see Mordechai Cogan, "Omens and Ideology in the Babylon Inscrip-
tion of Esarhaddon," in Hirtory, Historiographl, and Interpretatiln: Studi,es in Bibl;ical
and Cuneiform Literatures (ed. Hayim Tadmor and Moshe Weinfeld; Jerusalem:
Magnes Press; Leiden: Brill, 1983); 76-B7.

86 For egewit, at Mari, see ARM 26 196:8-10; 207:4-71;244:71-14; cf. Durand,
Archiues, 385; Sally A. L. Butleq Mesopltamian Conceptions of Dreams and Dream Rtlu-
a/s (AOAT 258; Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1998), 151-57.
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from plagues by different divinatory means, eventually including
prophecy of some kind.87

Listing techniques of divination implies that difference among
them was acknowledged; even prophecy stands in its own right. How-
ever, the means prophets used {br receiving divine messages were not
exclusively "prophetic," that is, g.pical of the prophets only. There
were ecstatics besides prophets; visions and dreams could be experi-
enced by other people as well; and, in many cases, the difference be-

tween prophetic and other noninductive divination, or "possession

divination," is extremeiy difficult to define. On the other hand, the in-
ductive methods of divination required specialized studies and could
be practiced only by experts whose methods did not considerably over-

lap. Astrologers obser-ved celestial phenomena while haruspices inter-
preted viscera of sacrificial animals, never vice versa. However, their re-
spective expertises were complementary and scholarly cooperation
evidently existed.8s \ rhat united the scholars of different kinds (as-

trologers, haruspices, and exorcists) was their scholarship, the pro-
fcrund knowledge of traditional literature, and a high level of liter-
acy-qualities that are not prerequisites to noninductive divinatory
skills, which may not include literary activity at all.

Hence, if we want to divide divination into subcategories, the basis

of division cannot be the difference between prophecy and all other
kinds of divination. The dividing lines should be drawn belween dif-
ferent techniques of divination; there are also differences bet"ween the

social roles of the techniques' practitioners. The Assyrian prophets are
a class distinct from the scholars, differing in gender, social standing
and politics.

87 See OliverR. Gurney, "Hittite Prayers of Mursili II,",4,4,4 27 (1940):26-27
(KUB 24 3 ii 19-22 = KUB 24 4 i 10-12); Albrecht Goetze, Die Pestgebete des Muriilii
(Kleinasiatische Forschungen 1; Weimar, 1927-1930),2lB-19 (Pestgebet 2 $10);
and cf. Annelies Kammenhuber, Orahelpraxis, Trtiume und Vorzeichen,scltau bei den

Heth.ite.m (Hethitische Texte 7; Heidelberg: Winter, 1976), 119-33; Manfred Weip-
pert, "Aspekte israelitischer Prophetie im Lichte verwandter Erscheinungen des

AJten Orients," in Ad, bene et Jidelittr seminandum: Festgabe Jtir Karlheinz Deller (ed.
Gerlinde Mauer and Ursula Magen; AOAI 220; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon &
Bercker; Neukirchen{4uyn: Neukirchener, 19BB), 287 -3I9, esp. 297-99.

88 See Simo Parpola, "Mesopotamian Astrology and Astronomy as Domains of
the Mesopotamian'Wisdom,"'\n Die Rolle d,er Astronomie in den Kulturen
Mesopotamims (ed. Hannes D. Galter; Grazer Morgenlindische Studien 3t Graz.
Austria: Universitiitsbibliothek, 7Sg 3), 47 -59, esp. 5 1-52.
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First, the majority of the Asspian prophets known to us are women,
while there is no female representative among the scholars.

Second, as noted earlier, prophets, unlike scholars, do not write let-
ters to the king; if their words are written, they are transmitted to the

king in reports written by professional scribes.Be

Third, while scholars transmitted received tradition as successors of
the mythical, antediluvia.r sug"r,eo prophets acted as direct mouth-
pieces of gods; both roles were the result of education and training in
a specific environment.

Fourth, prophets do not take part in political counseling in the way

of the scholars; they do not form part of the king's closest advisory

body and were not members of the political elite. or the "magnates"

(ru.car.nuS).e1 Thir does not prevent them, by the medium of oracles,

from being actively involved in political decision making, but unlike
the scholars they do not seem to be in the position of making practi-
cal suggestions. Scholars sometimes make suggestions on the grounds
of prophetic oracles,g2 but more often on the basis of their learned ob-

ser-vations a nd political instinct.
In Assyria, the roles of scholar and prophet are not interchange-

able. The inductive and noninduclive methods of divination are never

mixed, although, in a literary context, the outcome of divination may

sometimes be described in a way that resembles prophecy.gs Ho*.u".,
when dreams and visions are reported, for example, in inscriptions,
the source seems immaterial to the author, and it is often impossible
to decide whether the dream or vision in question should be defined

89 See Nissinen, "Spoken, Written, Quoted, and Invented."
90 See Simo Parpola, Lettns from Assyrian and, Babylonian Scholars (SAA 10; Hel-

sinki: Helsinki University Press, 1993), xvii-xxiv.
91 For the officia.ls belonging to this class, see Rala Mattila, The King\ Magnates:

A Stub of the Highest Off.ciak of the Neo-Asqrian Empi.re (SAAS I i; Helsinki: Neo-As-
syrian Text Corpus Project, 2000); Simo Parpola, "The Assyrian Cabinet," in Vorr.

Alten Orient zum Alten Testament: Fe:tschrift fiir Wolfram ubn Sodm (ed. Manfried Die-
trich and Oswald Loretz; AOAI 240; Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercker;
Neukirchen-Muyn: Neukirchener, 1995), 379-40L

92As Bel-ulezib does in SAA 10 1ll and Nabfr-nadin-iumi in SAA 10 284; see

Nissinen, fufermces, 96-l 05.
93 E.g., Esarhaddon Nin A i 61-62: atik ta hal6,ta i,d,aka nittallakma nindra garEka,

"Go ahead, do not hold back! We walk by your side, we annihilate your enemiesl"
These words are called itr takilti, "oracle of encouragement," which refers to ex-
tispicy; see Nissinen, Rzferences, SS-34; Pongratz-Leisten, I-Ierrschaftsuissen,84-85.

ll
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. u/ --,rs plophetic.''' Visionaries like rhe iabru and, lhe ia'llu arc virrually
equatcd with prophets in Neo-Assyrian texts, and the dreams of iabrils
recorded in the prisms of Assurbanipal are reported in language that
could aiso be used by the Assyrian prophets.

What makes the prophets distinctive from others in Neo-Assyrian
society is their attachment to the worship of I3tar and to the respective
socioreligious role, comparable to that of other devotees like the
ussinnu and hurgarrtr,, whose sender role was permanently changed by
the goddess. The prophets may not have bcen generally characterized
by a specific gender role, although indications to that effecr exist (see
above); in any case, the association of mahhft,and raggimuwith other
ecstatics and the connotation of foantic behavior suggest that to be a

prophet required a role and way of life distinctive from that of an av-

erage Asyrian citizen. Like the representarives of the "third gendeq"
the prophets impersonated the goddess-at least functionally, if not in
their outer appearance. This explains the prominent role of women in
prophecy without making it solely an afJaire tle femmes: the goddess who
is abie to take the role of bot.h sexes can be impersonated by female
and male persons alike.

All this is not to say that the purpose of prophecy would have been
dill'erent from that of divination in general. The difference is qualita-
tive rather than functional; all branches of divination share a comnlon
ideologicai and theological basis. In Assy:rian imperial ideology, there
should not have been any discrepancy among prophets, scholars, an.d
other diviners who worked for a common goal, for example, during
the war of Esarhaddon asainst his brothers.e5 Th" legitimation of all
divination was based on the idea that gocls indeed communicate with
humans and that the decisions of the heavenly world aff'ect earthly cir-

94 Fo. . similar situation at Mari, see Sasson, "Posting," 300. Many Mari letters
conventionally included in the "prophetic" corpus are, in fact, dream reports (e.g.,
ARM 26 233;234;235;236;238;239;240; ancl other letters classified under the title
"Les r€ves" in Durand, Archiaes,465-82), and it is often difficult to decide whether
they should be qualified as prophetic dreams, if the dreamer her/himself is not
designated explicitly as a prophet; for an attempt to differentiate between prophe-
cies and (nonprophedc) dreams in Mari letters, see Ichiro Nakata, "Two Remarks
on the So-Called Prophetic Texts from Mar|" Acta, Sumnologica 4 (1982): 145-48.
As to Mari dreams in general, seeJack M. Sasson, "Mari Dreams,"rIAOS 103 (1983):
2B 3-93; Pon gratz-Leiste n, H err s chaftsw is s en, 107 -].7.

95 SArt I 1.8 and SAA 10 109:8*15 show that the queen rnother Naclia consultecl
prophets (Ahat-abi3a) as well as scholars (Bel-ulezib and probably rhe exorcist
Dadi) during the expatriation ofEsarhaddon.
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cumstances. There were different channels, however, through which
the divine will was brought to humans' attentior], as weli as different
human beings who were qualified to take care of the logistics.

Conclusions

Given the state of publication up to 1998, it is understandable that
Neo-Assyrian prophetic documents have not hitherto had a decisive

role in the study of prophecy, even though their value to comparative
studies has ofien been acknowledged.e6 Now, having the extant docu-
mentation published in an easily accessible form, the time is ripe for a

full-scale assessment of the implications of the Neo-Assyrian sources

for the understanding of prophecy, both in MesopotamiaeT ancl in
general; in this essay, this work has been attempted from the point of
vicw of the socioreligious role of the Assyrian prophets.

The Neo-Assyrian sources we have at our disposal-both the actual
prophetic oracles and other texts-make prophets appear as practi-
tioners of one branch of noninductive divination, whose characteristic
role as devotees of I5tar also brought them into a close relationship
with the king. Apart frorn the Neo-Assyrian sources, prophetic oracles
and documents concerning the appearance of prophets (mahh[r,/muh-

hAm) show, in all their sparsity, that prophecy in Mesopotamia was not
just an accidental and temporary phenomenon, imported from some-
where else in the Neo-Assyrian cra, but that prophets were there all
the time. If the worship of IStar may be claimed as "genuinely"
Mesopotamian, this claim certainly applies to prophecy.

Regarding the Assyrian prophets' socioreligious role and its impli-
cations for the image of the prophet in the ancient Near East, the Neo-

Assyrian sources reinforce the elementary connection of prophecy
with temples and the royal court, known from the sources from Mari

96 Apart from the few works by I-Ierbert B. Fluffmon, Manfred Weippert, and
others dedicated to the Neo-Assyrian prophetic sources (see the bibliography, in-
cluding works dated befbre 1997, in Parpola, Assyrian Propheci.es, cix-cxii), see, e.g.,
Robert R. Wiison, Prophecy and Soci,e\ i,n Ancient Israel (Philadeiphia: Fortress Press,

1980), 111-19;Jos6 Luis Sicre, ProJbtismo en Isra.el: El profeta, Ios profetas, el mensaje

(Estella, Spain: Verbo divino, 1992), 238-401, Lester L. Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Di-
uiners, Sages: A Socio-historical Stuq of Rtligious Specialisls in Ancient Israel (Yalley
Forge, Pa.: Trinity Press International, i995), 91-92.

97 Fo. a fresh and comprehensive treatment of the Mesopotamian oracular
sources, including the propiretic sources, see Pongratz-Leisten, Llarschaftsuissen,
47-95 (forAssyrian sources, esp. 74-95).
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and E5nunna, as well as from the Hebrew Bible. However, the image

ofthe Assyrian prophet sketched above turns out to be different from
the widespread idea of prophecy, based largely on biblical material
and interpreted within the symbolic world of modern scholarship; the

following presentation of the prophet's image, as opposed to the

image of the priest, appeared in a recent reconstruction of ancient Is-

raelite society:

Prophets claim to have been individually called by a deity, that is, their vocation
is customarily not inherited or taught, as is the case for priests. Prophets tend
not to Lre associated with institutions. And prophets are less concerned than
priests with maintaining the status quo; that is, they are usually more involved
in promoting dynamic social change as innovators and reformers.""

This hardly matches the picture of the prophets of Mari or Assyria,

who were associated with institutions, in the framework of which their
expertise was taught and learned, and who-at least on the basis of the

extant sources-were apparent\ not the first to promote social

change. If there were prophets like those described above, no docu-

mentation of their activity has been preser-ved. Moreover, the idea of
prophecy as quoted is problematic even in view of the Hebrew Bible.
The idea of antagonism between the prophet and the priest may be

wrong-Jeremiah, for example, is introduced as min hak-hohd'ntm, that
is, a priest (Jer 1:1).ee Furthermore, the Hebrew Bible is explicit about
associating the prophets with the temple of Jerusalem or other cult
places, even in cases in which the prophet takes a critical attitude to-

ward the official cult. For example, the biblical figures ofJeremiah or
Ezekiel are unthinkable without the temple ofJerusalem in the back-

ground, not to mention Haggai and Zect'ariah and their ultimatums

98 Paula McNutt, Rcconstructing the Society of Ancient Israel (Library of Ancient Is-

rael; London: SPCK; Louisviile: WestminsterJohn Ihox Press, 1999), 179. Note
that the author herself also acknowledges different tlpes of prophets: "Presumably,

prophets who upheld the status quo (and thus were not associated with types of
movements described here) would have been supported by those in power, and pe-
ripheral prophets, who were critical of the status quo, by those who wanted some
kind ofa change" (180-81).

99 See, e.g., Robert P. Carroil, The Booh ofJeremi.ah: A Commentary (OTL; London:
SCM, 1986), 90-91. Even if min hak-hohd,ntm should be understood as a reference
toJeremiah's father Hilkiah and not to himself (thus William McKane, A Critical
and Exegetical Commentary on Jeremiah [vol. l; ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
19861, 1), it does not change the socioreligious background ofJeremiah as being
from priestly circles.
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on reconstruction of the Second Temple. There are innovators, re-

formers, and promoters of dynamic social change among the biblical
prophets, but one might ask about the breadth of evidence for this

kind of prophecy and to what extent it goes back to historical circum-

stances. In other words, to what extent does "biblical prophecy"-
prophecy as depicted in the final form of the Hebrew Bible-corre-
spond to "ancient Israelite prophecy," the concrete historical
phenomenon? The prophetic literature of the Hebrew Bible is the re-

sult of centuries of selecting, editing, and interpreting, and can give

only a partial and somewhat distorted view of the phenomenon.loo It
is widely accepted today that the biblical prophetic figures represent
an amalgamation of subsequent generations' interpretatio.rr,lOl be-

hind and among which the historical figures of the prophets must be

sought-if there is a methodology, or methodologies, that enable this

quest.
lVhile it may be a hopeless task to reconstruct historical personali-

ties from the biblical prophetic texts:even redaction criticism can

only identif strands of material, from different ages, that remain uiti-
mately anonymous-comparative studies are heipful in outlining an-

cient Israelite prophecy and the roles of the prophets, provided that
each source is studied in its own right and hasty conclusions are

avoided.102 From the comparative point of view; the Neo-Assyrian

prophetic sources are no doubt prominent: not only do they derive

100 See Grabbe, Prienq PrcNthets, Diainers, Sages, 1I7: "The impression is fre-
quently given that the or prophets were primarily social critics and ethicisrs. This
is based partly on a failure to consider the contents of the prophetic books as a

whole and partly on a failure to recognize that the contents of prophetic books are

not necessarily the product of prophe ts. That is, in the course of transmission and
editing of the tradition, th€ contents of the prophetic books may well be to a sig-

nificant extent the product of scribes, priests, and sages."
101 For Jeremiah, see Carroll, Jeremiah, 55-64; for Ezekiel, see Karl-Friedrich

Pohlmann, Das Buch d,es Ptopheten Hesch.iel (Ezechiel): Kapitel 1-19 (ATD 22/I; Got-
tingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996), 40-41; for Amos, see Christoph Levin,
"Das A-mosbuch der Anawim," ZTK94 (1997): 407-36; for the problem in general,
see, e.g., Odil Hannes Steck, Die Prophetenbilchn uruI ihr theologisches Zzugnis: Wege dnr

Nathfrage und Fd,hrten zur Anht)ort (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1996).
102 For comparative attempts of different kinds, see, e.g., Os*rald Loretz, "Die

Entstehung des Amos-Buches im Licht der Prophetien aus Mari, Assur, Ishchali
und der Ugarit-Texte: Paradigmenwechsel in der Prophetenforschung," LF 24
(1992): 179-215; Hans M. Barstad, "No Prophets? Recent Deveiopments in Bibli-
caI Prophetic Research and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy," /SOZ 57 (1993):
39-60 (reprinted n The Prophets: A Shffield Read,er fed. Philip R. Davies; Biblical
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from the height of Asspian political and cultural influence, acknowl-
edged as a key period in the literary and ideological formation of rhe
Hebrew Bible,103 they also demonstrate textual, metaphorical, and
ideological alfinities with prophetic and other biblical texts.loa These
texts, together with similar texts in other ancient Near Eastern
prophetic sources, make interpretation of ancient Israelite{udean
prophecy as an indigenous phenomenon unwarranted.lOs \{4rile it is
unsound rnethodology to maintain that conclusions from the Assyrian
evidence apply to ancient Israelite society, so that the image of the Is-
raelite{udean prophets could be drawn from the Asryrian model,106
it is also true that Neo-Assyrian prophetic sources provide, chronolog-
ically, the most immediate point of tomparison for the biblical
prophetic literature. They also provide the closest historical and phe-
nomenological analogy to ancienr Israelite{udean prophecy.

Seminar 42; Sheffield: Sheflield Academic press, lg96l, 106-26); Heintz, ,.Des

textes s6mitiques anciens i la Bible h6braique." On the comparative approach, see
also the contributions of Hans M. Barstad and Lester L. Grabbe in this volume.

103 See, e.g., Eckart Otto, "Die besiegten Sieger: Von der Macht und Ohnmacht
der Ideen in der Geschichte am Beispiel der neuassyrischen Gro8reichspolitik," BZ
43 (1999): 180-203.

104 5". Weippert, "Assyrische Prophetien," 104-11; Nissinen, ..Relevanz,',

225-53: Parpola, Asryian Prophecies. passim.
tu5 Parc Robert R. Wilson. "Prophel," HBD 884-Bg. esp. 886: ,.fTl here is no bib-

lical evidence to indicate that Israel recognizbd prophecy as an import. In addi-
tion, anthropological studies of prophetic phenomena show that prophecy can
arise spontaneously in any sociery when the necessary social and religious condi-
tions are present. There is therefore no reason to assume that propheis could not
have appeared in Israel without outside cultural influence." while the chronolog-
icai and geographical distribution of ancient Near Eastern prophecy raises the
question whether prophecy an;nvhere in the ancient Near East can be consiclered
a foreign import, it also speaks for prophecy's cultural communicability rather
thal for unique and isolated phenomena.

106 See thejust warnings 8f-Joseph BlenkinSopp, Sage, priest, prophet: Religious
anel Inl'ellectual Lead,ership in Ancient Israel (Library of Ancient Israel; Louisville:
WestminsterJohn Knox Press, 1995), 6-7.

E/

Arabian Prophecy

Jaahko H rimeen-Antti,la

Studies on Arabian prophecy have not progressed much in the last
few decades. Standard textbooks give detailed information on
Muhammad, the Prophet of Islam, as described in traditional sources,
and mention briefly the soothsayers-the kahins-and their modern,
mainly South Arabian, parallels. In addition, the so-called riddaproph-
etsl are sometimes mentioned in connection with Muhammad's life or
the early development of the Islamic state. Yet the recent development
in early Islamic studies necessitates a reevaluation of the question of
prophecy. The traditional view of early Arabian prophecy has been
drawn mainly from Muslim sources, which have been taken to reflect
more or less exactly the pre-Islamic and early Islamic history.2 Recent
studies on early Islamic history have shown that this is not the case.

The written material, with the notable exception of the Qur'an, rarely
dates from before 800 c.r., and even then cannot be followed more
than a few decades backward.3 The sources alleging to describe the
late-sixth- to early-seventh-century Arabian Peninsula tell us, in fact,
more about the late-eighth-century prejudices of their Syrian and

1 To distinguish between the canonizecl Islamic prophets-Muhammad and his
predecessors-and Arabian prophets in the margins of Islam and contemporary
with, or slightly later than, Muhammad, I use the term "ri.d.daprophe*" (for the
tern ridd,a, see below, n. 72).1do not imply that other prophets were much dif-
ferent from Muhammad. In scholarly literature, they are often simply called
pseudoprophes.

2 In the nineteenth century a line of study discussed the Arabian kahins ii con-
nection with Semitic prophecy and sacerdotal office, the last monument of which
is, in a sense, Toufic Fahd, La diuination arabe: Etudes rekgteuses, sociologiques et fotk-
loriques sur le milieu natif de I'Islam (Leid.en: Brill, 1966). While doing much ground-
breaking work, these scholars made the mistake of reading the A:abic material in
the light of Semitic parallels and then using it to prove the existence of religious
institutions in the Common Semitic period.

3 Some scholars accept the traditional view of the oral tradition's reliability, the
so-called had,tth material, but this view has become more difficult to defend the
more our understanding of early Islam has advanced.
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Mesopotamian authors than about pre-Islamic times. At the same time
it has been realized that the image given in the biography of
Muhammad (Sirah) is a hagiography, molded in the late eighth cen-

H1".. 
fit the paradigm of Jewish and Christian prophets and holy

The early clevelopment of Islam, until the consolidation of Sunnism
in the ninth century and Shiism in the tenth, is also in need of reeval-
uation. To take but one example: the finality of Muhammad's prophet-
hood, his place as the Seal of the Prophes (hhatam al-anbiya'; Qur.
33:40), has lately been seen in a new light.4 The doctrine did not
emerge in his own time, but was formulated only later. For his con-
temporaryfollowers, Muhammad was the Seal that confirmed the mes-

sage of the earlier prophets, not the final Seal that ended the proces-
sion of biblical5 prophets universally. The term "prophet" (nabi) may
later have been avoided, but the idea ofcontinuous prophecy existed
in sectarian Islam. Would-be prophets appeared especially until the
ninth century and new divinely inspired books were written through-
out the centuries (e.g., Umm aI-KhAb and Kitab al-Haft wa'l-azill.o,in ttre
ninth century,o and the books of Bab in the nineteenth).

There is ample reason to take a fresh look at Arabian prophecy,
from the sixth century until the consolidation of Islam around 800

c.n., both for its own sake and for comparative reasons" After all, the
study of West Semitic prophecy, attested in Mari, Assyria, and Israel,
may profit from South Semitic comparative material, despite the iater
date for the latter.

a See Gedaliahu G. Stroumsa, "'Seal of the Prophets': The Nature of a Mani-
chaean Metaphor," Jnusalem Studies in Arabic and lslamT (\986):61*74, and Yo-
hanan Friedmann, "Finality of Prophethood in Sunni Islam," Jnusalem Studies in
Arabic and Islam 7 (1986): 177-215.

5 In Islamic studies, "biblical" refers to theJewish and Christian tradition in gen-
era1, tirus also including the extracanonical material. The word "biblical" is used in
this wide sense ("belonging to theJewish and,/or Christian tradition") in this essay.

From an Islamic point of view, the iegends concerning Moses orJesus are biblical.
even if they are not attested in the Bible itself.

6 For these two, see Heinz Halm, Die islamische Gnosis: Die extreme Schia und. die
'Al(ruilen (Zurich and Munich: Artemis 1982); for the books of Bab, see Peter
Srnitlt, 7-he Babi a,nd Balza'i. Reli$ons: Iiom Messianie Shi'ism to a World Reli,gion (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 1987). I have studied the oldest part of the
Umm al-Kitab, the so-called Jabir Apocallpse (Jaakko Himeen-Anttila, "Descent
and Ascent in Islamic Myth," in Myths and Mythologies [ed. Simo Parpoia and Ro.
bert M. Whiting; Melammu 2; forthcomingl ) , from the point of view of the descent
and ascent myths.
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Historiography in Islamic Studies

It is necessary to update the historiographical situation in early Is-

lamic studies.T Sin." 1977, it has become more evident to scholars in
the field that the Islamic source material can only be used with great
caution-according to the most radical scholars, it may not be used at
all, but this extreme fastidiousness, because of its agnostic attitude, has

not proven fruitful.8 The Islamic historical texts all date from the late
eighth century or later and have undergone "harmonization" When,
in the ninth century Sunni Islam reached its classical form, the origins
of the community were rewritten and all earlier, mainly oral, material
had to be harmonized with the classical view of Islam. Only the Qur'an
dates to the early seventh century.g The descriprions of pre-Islamic so-

ciety in classical sources are also questionable, for two reasons. First,
the main motive for writing pre-Islamic history was to create a contrast

7 For recent theoretical attempts to cope with early history the following works
may be consulted: Patricia Crone and.Michael Cook, Hagarism: The Mahing of the Is-
lamic World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), the ultrarevisionist
book which started a temp€stuous discussion that continues; Albrecht Noth and
Lawrence I. Conrad, The Ear@ Arabic Historical Tradition: A Source-Critical Study
(Studies in Late Antiquity and Early Islam 3; Princeton, NJ.: Darwin Press, 1994).
the rewritten forrn of Noth's classic study which provided, in i[s German original
(19X2), the methodological starting point for all revisionist studies; R. Stephen
Humphreys, Islamic History: A Itramauork for Inquirl (Princeton: Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1991); Chase F. Robinson, "The Study of Islamic Historiography: A
Progress Report," rR.AS (3d ser.) 7 /2 (1997): 199-227; and Fred McGraw Donner,
Nonatiaes of Isktmic Origins: The Beginnings of Islami.c Histoncal Writing (Studies in
Late Antiquity and Early Islam 14; Princeton, NJ.: Darwin Press, 1998). The latter
three are rnildly conservative but very sober. See also Tarif Khali di, Arabic Historiml
Thought in the Classical Period. (Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilization; Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), a conser-vative study that is sometimes
inaccurate; Wilfred Madelung, The Succession to Muhammad: A Studl of the Earll
Caliphate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), an ultraconservative
book from a well-known specialist (see, e.g., my review in AcOrbB [1997]: 215-20):

B Crone and Cook, Hagari.sm, andJohn Wansbrough, Quranic Stuclies: Sources and,

Methods of Scriptural Interpretation (London Oriental Series 31; Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1977), are good examples of the fruitless attempt to ignore classical
source material.

9 Wansbrough, Quranic Stud.ies, sees the Qur'an as the result of a lengthy oral
tradition and the work ofseveral local prophets. Even though Wansbrough's dresis
would fit my view of early Arabian prophecy, there is not much evidence to support
a late date for the Qur'an. Wansbrough's basic mistake is to use biblical methods
blindly: he starts with the assumption that the Qur'an was compiled in the same
way as several books of the Old Testament and uses or methods accordingly, with-
out asking himself whether the methods are applicable.
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to Islam. Second, irr many cases, the less tendentious uriters described

the bedouin society of their own time and retrojected it to the past.

Islam had been born on the Arabian Peninsula in the early seventh

century but the religion was still in its infancy when, during the con-

quests, it came to the old cultural area of the Near East. Theological

stmctures, except for a strict monotheism, were still lacking, and the

sacred geographylo and Hei'kgeschichtewere very much in preliminary
lbrm. In this situation, the nascent religion, which was too young to be

called "Islam"-a t6111 the believers did not u5s11-M'45 heavily influ-
enced by the cognate religions' Extensive contacts were made in Iraq,

Syria, and Palestine, although the role of Egypt remained marginal for
reasons not yet fully understood.

During the seventh and eighth centuries, the new religion emerged

Iittle by iittle as Islam, by absorbing Jewish, Christian, gnostic,l? and

perhaps other influences; different sects were born during the

process. The biography of the prophet Muhammad was fixed at about

the same time, at the end of the eighth century. It was written to fit
him into the paradigm of Near Eastern prophets and holy men but

also to support the leading role the caliph had taken in the late sev-

enth century.l3 To put it briefly, Mul.rammad had to become a kind of
victorious Jesus. His character had to absorb the features of a Jew-
ish,/Christian prophet who had been denied by his people, but also

10 Mekka became overwhelmingly important only around 700 c.r., when it was

finally fixed as the HoIy Cig' of Islam. Before that,Jerusalem had successfully con-
peted for the position of the first city of Islam'

1I This point has been emphasized by Donner, Natralittes-
12 I use th€ term "gnostic" in a broad sense, to mean ideologies and religious

concepts influenced by and cognate to gnosticism. For the recent discussion of the

term 'lnosticism," see, e.g., Michael Allen Williams, Rethinking "Gnosticism": An Ar-

gument for Dismantling a Dubious Category (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

iOOO;, rfri.6 perhaps goes too far in its purism. Mandaeans, Manichaeans, and

Harranians are among the "gnostic" sects which we know still existed in the Near

East and could have influenced some forms of Islam.
13 The now-classic study of the early Islamic caliphate is Patricia Crone and Mar-

tin Hincls, God.'s Caliph: Religious Authority in the First Centuties of Islam (Unlversity of
Cambriclge Oriental Publications 37; Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press,

1986). While the two authors are on the right track, I disagree with them when it
comes to the profile of the institution directly after the death of Muhammad. The

high spirituaf authority of the caliph was, I believe, first claimed by'Abdalmalik
(d. 705), who also introduced the term "caliph" (khafzfa) in the sense of the ruler
of the community and its spiritual head-the older, less religiously tinged term for
the ruler beirrg arntr al-mu'mint'n, "the Prince of the Believe rs."

1
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the features of a ruler and a conqueror, the role model of the caliphs"
Yet the harmonization of the sources did not wipe out all memories of
the early history of the Arabs; it only buried them under other mare-
rials, and the digging for the possibly genuine material is a task which
has onlyjust begun.la

Traditions of Arabian Prophecy

Prophecy had a long tradition on the peninsula, leading far back
beyond the birth of Muhammad-whether up to the Common Semitic
period or not is a question which can probably never be answered ad-
equately. In any case , the Qur'an itself testifies to the existence of Arab
prophets (Hud, SAlih)t5 b"fo." Muhammad, and although the char-
acters themselves are now legendary it should not make us blind to
the fact that both Muhammad and his audience accepted the idea of
earlier, nonbiblical prophets on the peninsula. These prophets were
worthy of being Muhammad's precursors, which, incidentally, shows
that they were not considered mere soothsayers. The Qur'an could
speak of Hud and Salitr, two Arab prophets, because the audience ac-

cepted them, and the fragmentary narrative implies that the audience
knew the rest. The Qur'an spoke about religious figures familiar to the
audience and respected by them.

The interest in a succession of prophets, however, was generated
only by the self-identification of Muhammad with the biblical proph-
ets. Hud and $alib, like their biblical counterparts, are missing from
the earliest parts of rhe Qur'en,16 but when they later did appear, they

14 The most remarkable start has been the series Studies in Late Antiquity and
Early Islam, in which several important studies have taken earnestly the challenge
of the new historiography.

l5 There is a Soutlr Arabian cult of FIud. which has been described by R. B. Ser-
jeant ("Hud and Other Pre-Islamic Prophets," Le Musio,n 67 179541: I2l-rg,
reprinted as no. 1 in R. B. Serjeant, Stud,ies in Arabian History and Ciuilisation lLon-
don: Variorum Reprints, 19811). Despite its title, the article does not, in fact, deal
with pre-Islamic times. Other possibly pre-Islamic prophets are mentioned in
Friedmann, "Finality," 193-94.

16 Dating the qur'anic material is still difficult; the best overail system remains
that of Theodor Noideke, Geschichte des Q_orans (ed. Friedrich Schwally, GottheH
Bergstr:isseq and Otto Pretzlvols; vols. 1-3; 2d ed.; Leipzig: Dieterich'sche Vbrlass-
buchhandlung, 1909*1938). The defect of this system is that it deals with the
surahs as wholes and does not take into full account the complexity of the sur:ahs
themselves.
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were effortlessly accepted into the Islamic holy history. \A4rether Hud

and $alih might have been biblically inspired prophets or transmitters

of a Common Semitic tradition remains open. We cannot rule out the

possibiliq, that they had originally been common soothsayers, kahins,

who for some reason had been accepted as prophets; the boundary

between a hahinand a prophet is very fluid.17

In the Qur'an, Hud and $alih are mere dummies, who transmit the

same message as Muhammad and all qur'5nic prophets fiom Abra-

ham to Jesus. The folklore around them, which has been partly writ-

ten to explain the qur'lnic material, dates considerably later than the

Qur'an and has been generated by the need to get more material into

the stories; we have no reason to believe that the stories about Hud

and ,$alih date to the early seventh ."rrt rry.18 Thus, all we can say

about them is that they-or their models-most probably existed'

The existence of an Arab tradition of prophets is also indirect$ sup-

ported by the career of Muhammad himself. As the oldest parts of the

Qur'an show,le the original message of Muhammad was not biblically

inspired, yet he was readily accepted by his audience as an inspired

man-even those who seem to have opposed him did not find it diffi-
cult to accept him as a hahin, sha'ir, or majnun, all terms that imply su-

pernatural inspiration.zo To obey him was more difficult. Thus there

was a paradigm into which his earliest audience set Muhammad. The

cornerstone of this paradigm was most probably the hahin (and his fe-

male counterpart, the kahina), who received his knowledge from a fa-

miliar spirit, tabi'.21 Kahins are found throughout the peninsula and

17 A similar increase in respect is seen in the legerrds surrounding Satil.r; see

below.
18 The srudy of Serjeant ("Hud") , like, in fact, most of his other studies on early

Islam, suffers from his ready acceptance of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century
South Arabian situation as a replica of pre-Islamic times.

19 There is an almost complete lack of biblical material in the surahs of the first
Mekkan period, if we exclude verses that are obviously la.ter additions.

20 Ttre Qur'an @.g', 52:29; 69:4142) denies these identifications' Neither
sha'ir.nor majnunis to be unclerstood in their modern sense ("poet"; "madman")

but in a moie archaic one. The sha'irreceives his knowledge from his tahi',"fa'
miliar spirit," like the hahin, and the mainun is "covered" (which is th e literal mean-

irig of the word) by a supernatural being. Ignaz Goldziher, Abhand.lu,ngen zur ar&-

biichen Philologie (Leiden: Brill, 1896), 1:1-105, is a somewhat dated but
still-vahrable study on the pre-Islamic poet and his inspiration'

21 The institution of kihanahas been studied by Fahd, Diainatiorz, 92-102; his ar-

ticle "kahin" ir ttre Encyclopaedia of Islam (2d ed.; vol. 4; Leiden: Brill, 1978), sum-
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maywell continue an old Semitic rradition with little, if any, biblical in-
fluence. The term hahinis hardly a Hebrew loan (hohAQ, and the hahin
had few similarities with theJewish kohEn. These soothsayers seem usu-
ally to have restricted their message to the ephemeral, answering ques-
tions concerning disagreements, lost camels, or whatever. What they
lacked was a universal or, atleast, a more general dimension. After the
disagreement was settled or the camels found, the kahin's dicta did not
retain much interest and were soon forgotten.

Later Arabic literature tells a iot about these kahins, but the sources
are not very reliable. In the biography of the prophe t Muhammad, the
kahins are mainly used in the annunciation passages; to collect the
greatest possible authority for Muhammad, each religious authority
was used. Kahins, rabbis, and Christian holy men are found testiSring
to the coming of the new prophet.zz A well-known case of annuncia-
tion through hahins is the story about Shiqq and Satrh in the court of
the South Arabian king Rabi'a ibn Nasr, related on the first pages of
Muhammad's biography as it now srands.23 According to this story the
king sent for these two kahins so that they could explain his clream.
Without telling thern about it, he asked them to explain the dream in
order to prove their clairvoyance. As wiil be seen, this is a rnodification
of the "hahin test." Both were able to interpret the dream as referring
to the country's destiny. lArhen the king questioned them further, they

marizes his own monograph. The monograph is useful as a collection of materials,
but it does not take the rangled question of source criticism sufficiently into ac-
count. \ .rhat Fahd in fact describes is how later Islamic authors saw the kihana, not
what the kihanawzs before Islam. stories about kahins appear everywhere in classi-
cal Arabic literature. A selection of these stories appears in an-Nuwayri's (d. 1332)
Nihay al-arab Ji funun al-adab (Cairo: Wizarat ath-thaqafa wa'l-irshad al-qawmi,
n.d.). 3: l28-34.

22 See Uri Fit:tbirr, 7-he Eye ol the Behol.d.er: The Li,fe of Muhamrna,tl as Viated. by rhe
Earl.1 Muslims, a Tbxtual Ana\sis (Studies in Late Antiquity and Early Islam 5;
Princeton, NJ.: Darwin Press, 1995), 44-55.I have studied part of this material in
"The Corruption of Christianity: Salman al-Farisi's Quest as a paradigmatic Model,'
(StudOr; forthcoming). In Islamic theory the coming of the new-and final, as he
later was defrned-prophet ended the age of hihana. Until then, the familiar spir,
its, or shqtAns, of the kahins had been able to eavesdrop in the lowest heaven, tut
sorne time before the call of Muhammad, these were driven away by shooting stars
in order to keep tire divine message unblemished by kihana. See, e.g., an-Nrrwayn,
Nihala,3:128, and Qur. 72:1-15.

23 Ibn Hisham, as-Szra an-nabauya (ecl. Jamal Thabit, Muhammad Mahrnud,
and Salyid Ibrahim; vols. l-5; Cairo: Dar al-hadith, 1.996), l:30-33; A. Guillaume.
trans., Tlte Life of Muhammad: A Transkttion of Ibn Ishaq s Si,rat Rasul Allaft (Oxforcl:
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told briefly about the corning of the new prophet whose nation's do-

minion would last to the last day.

Already here, we find the theme of Sa-til.r (as well as Shiqq) proph-

esying the future. Satrf , in sources, was traditionally from Syria, and he

was also described as prophesying the future conquests of Islam to the

king of Persia.24 The same theme was later developed further, and in
Ibn al-Munadi's (d. 947) Matakim4S-58,25 Satih prophesies the future
of the Islamic Empire up to the early tenth century in what we might
call the Satih Apocallpse. The text is obviously a literary fiction of the

tenth century and falls outside the scope of this essay. The Sa-tit' Apoc-

alypse does, howeveq testi$r to the growing interest in the legendary

hahin, and this interest seems to have started developing early, al-

though Satih is not mentioned in the Qur'an. In a sense, Sa-tib became

the role model for hahi,ns.In discussing tlte riddaprophetess Saja$' al-

Mas'udr (d. 956) claims that she had modeled her career after Sa-til.l

before she started prophesying (Muruj $1522).26 At the same time , this

text shows that the classical authors saw a difference between a hahin

and a ridda prophet. These stories of "high prophecy," situated in the

courts of the mighty, are connected with the annunciation of the new

prophet; their evidential value for the historical kihana, the profession

of kahin, is minimal. The more down-to-earth stories of hahi'ns are

found in other contexts.
Most crf the stories concerning the "low prophecy" of kahins show

one and the same structure" A group of clients, or sometimes a single

client, comes to the hahin. Before arriving, the client hides something,

for example, in one story a dog called Sawwar with an unusual neck-

1ace.27 When the hahin descrlbes the hidden object correctly, he has

passed the test of clairvoyance. The client proceeds with his real busi-

ness, about which he receives tine hahin's response, and the kahin gets

Oxford Urriversity Press, 1955; repr., Ihrachi, Pakistan: Oxford University Press,

1982),4-6. The Sirah, using this example, is cited as SirahI:30-33/4-6, where the

numbers before the slash refer to the edition and those after to the translation of
Guillaume.

24 An-Nuwayri, Nihaya, 3:128-30.
25 Ibn al-Munadt, al-Malahim (1418; ed. 'Abdalkarim al-'Uqayli; Qumm al-

rnuqaddasa: Dar as-Sira, 1998).
26 Al-Mas'udi, Muruj ad,h-dhcthab ua,ma'Adin al'jauhar (ed. Charles Pellat; vols.

1*7; Publicarions de l'Universit6 Libanaise, Section des 6tudes historiques 11;

Beirut, 1966-1979).
27 See an-Nuwayri, Nihaya,3:133.
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paid. The kahinnever uses accessories (e.g., arrows), but receives his
oraclc through i nspi ration.

In the classical sources, the kahin dicta, which can hardly ever be
considered authentic but which show what near-contemporaries
thought historical, are oracles clothed in obscure phrasing. The lan-
guage used is sa7', rhymed prose, which resembles the ianguage of the
oldest parts of the Qur'atr.z8 Mr,try of these hahins seem to have been
local prophets or soothsayers. The old sources are more or less unan-
imous in that they describe people traveling to visit the hahin bttt
never, or rarely, the hahin traveling to meet his client.2e The hahin, as

described by the late eighth century and by. later authors, was rhus a
localized holy man and the object of visirs, as saints and their tombs
became centers of pilgrimage (ziyara) in popular Islam.30 The hahin,
though, was not usually thought to reside in a temple; the temple per-
sonnel had other names (especially sadi,n), and they seem to have used
divinatory accessories, like arrows, instead of being ecsiatic ,."rr.31
The hahin is described as living alone, often in a numinous place, like

28 'fhis does not necessarily show that the qur'anic text originated within the
framework of kahin language, as the reverse is also possible. Knowins that
Muharnmad was said by the Mekkans to be a kahin, as the eur'an itself testifies
(e.g., Qur. 52:29),the later commentators were prone to imagine tkrz;tthe kahin
dicta must have resembled these parts of the Qur'an. Examples of preserwed, but
most probably inauthentic hahintexts appear with French translations in Fahd, .Diz,
iruttion, 16249.

29 The notable exception are stories in which the king, as in the story ofShiqq
and satilr, or the shaykhlets the hahi,nbe brought to him. Even in this case, the ini-
tiative of traveling does nor come from the hahinhimself.

30 Orre wonders whether the hahin institution was smoothly Islamicized into a
saint (walf cult or whether there was a break in the tradition.

31 See, in general, Fahd,, Diaination, 91,176. The references in Julius Well-
hausen, Reste arabischen Heitlentums (2d ed.; Berlin and Leipzig: Walter de Gruyteq
1927), 131, 134, and 143 (cf. Fahd., Dhination, 94) , tct kahins actsve in a sanctuary
and speaking in the name of the divinity are vague anci inconclusive, and are
caused by Wellhausen's wish to identify hahinwitJt kotten and. to show their Com-
mon Semitic priestly origin. Wellhausen's book suffers in general from his srong
comparativist starting point. wellhause n presupposes that Arabian reiigious life re-
sembled the common semitic situation and can be used to reconstruct it. He ac-
cordingly sees traces of an earlier system, in which one might find little evidential
value. Out of the scraps of information concerning the pre-Islamic period, one
may build a plethora of hypothetical structures, some of which resemble the struc-
tures of other Semitic peoples, some not. Another problem in Welihausen,s book
is that the complexity of the source material was fully realized more than half a cen-
tury after Wellhausen wrote. Consequently, Wellhausen,s use of sources is far too
optimistic.
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the one who, according to the Sirah (1,:l8I/92), lived on a mountain-
top, from whence he descended to meet his clients.

Survival of the kahin institution is not in our sources, but the situa-
tion may have been similar to the institution of riwaya, in which the
transmitter (rAwi) is said to have followed his master before becoming
a poet (sha'i.r) himself. Yet there should not be speculation about reg-
ular schools of hahins on the peninsula, since such an activity-besides
not being mentioned in the sources-would more likely have been
found around temples and their cults.

Likewise, we are told next to nothing o,f the kahins' possible ecstatic
techniques. In the biography of Mulrammad, we come across both in-
cubation and wrapping oneself in a cloth (see below), and it is possi-
ble that the kahin used similar techniques; at least one of the ridda
prophets, Tulayha, is described as prophesying while wrapped in a

cloth.3z The problem is that, when sources tell of such procedures,
one remains uncertain whether the reports mirror the Qur'an and the
Sirah or preserve independent material. As shown by many studies,
much of the explanatory material has been inferred from the qur'anic
text and does not represent any independent tradition.

In any case, the kahi,nmust have been a shamanlike visionary who
forced his familiar spirit to descend upon him; otherwise he could not
have served his clients. The Arabian sources tell of both male and fe-
rnale kahins. The former outnumber the latter in the hahin narratives,
but how closely this reflects the pre-Islamic situation is not clear. If the
well-documented institution of Arabic queens in the earliest docu-
ments3s relates to the hahin institution, as suggested by Fahd,3a then
we might have a more predominantly female origin for the system.

32 T'he Conquest of Arabia (vot. 10 of The Ilistorl of al-laban;trans. Fred McGraw
Donner; Bibliotheca Persica; Albany: State University of NewYork Press, 19BB),
65-66. I give references only to the translation (abbreviated as Tabari), as the pag-
ination of, the original appears in the margins. The other volumes used are 6:
Muh,ammad at Mecca, trans. W. Montgomery Watt and M. V McDonald (1993); 9:
The Last Years of the Prophet, ll.arts. Ismail K. Poonawala (1990); and 29: Al-Mansur
an.tl al-Mahd4 trans. Hugh Kennedy (1990).

33 See, e.g., Israel Eph'al, The Ancient Arabs: Nomad,s on the Bord.ers of the Fulile
Crestent, Ninth-Fifih Centuries B.C. (Jerusalern: Magnes Press; Leiden: Brill, 1982),
index, s.v. "Arab, queen."

34 Fahd, Diuina,tion, 98-102.
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The preponderance of male kahins in the legends might even be an Is-
lamic development, but these ideas are purely hlpothetical.s5

Were the hahins, then, prophets? The answer depencls on the de{i-
nition of prophecy; if we presuppose that a prophet should have a dis,
tinctive message,so the kahinfails to qualify. yet as an intermediary be-
tween the divine-or at least the numinous-and the human, the
hahin does frll the gap. Despite their different social settings, one can-
not draw a line between the functions of, for example, the Assyrian
prophets3T and the kahins. The whole of Arabian prophecy grows out
of kihana. The kahin has been seen as the spiritual and even as the po-
litical leader of his tribe, yet this role hardly manifesrs itself in rhe
kahin stories. The ha,h,in indicated prestige, and he may have been
taken along to battlefields, but there is virtually no reliable evidence
for him having been the leader of the tribe. It may be that the role of
Muhammad himself in Medina, as described by ttre Sirah, influenced
this view, but, as we shall see, it may be hazardous to see in Muhammad
a "prophet and statesman."38

The Career of Mubammad

This was the situation on the peninsula when Muhammacl started
his career. In scholarly literature, based on the Islamic tradition,
Muhammad has been seen as the prophet of his native town, Mekka,
who there came into contact with monotheists, Jews or Christians,
from whom he received an impetus. Thus his invocation has been see'
as a result of his becoming aware of a monotheist tradition.se

The earliest layers of the Qur'an do not, however, support such a

35 one might mention the Berber Kahina, who in the rate seventh centurv red
her tribe against the Arabs; see M. Talbi, "al-hahina," Encyclopaetl,ia of Iskm, vLl.. 4.
For the female prophets in Assyria, see Nissinen, "The Socioreligious Role of the
Neo-Assyrian Propets," in this volume.

36 See Petersen, "Defining Prophecy and prophetic Literature,,' in this volume.
, 

37 see in general Martti Nissinen, Refnences to prophecl in Neo-Asryrian sources
(SAAS?; Helsinki: Neo-Asryrian Text Corpus project, tbSA), and Simo parpola, ,4s,
qrian Prophecies (SAA 9; Helsinki: Helsinki University press, 199i), as weliis Nissi-
nen's article in dris volume.

38 W. Montgomery Watt, Muhammad,: prophet and, Statesman (Oxforcl: Oxford
University Press, 1961).

39 For a somewhat dated analysis, see Richard BetI, The origin of Islam in its chris-
lian Enuironmenr (cunning Lectures, Edinburgh University, i92d; London: Frank
Cass 19!6).
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view, as the biblical material is almost nonexistent in the earliest

surahs. On the basis of the Qurien, it would seem more probable that

Muhammad started his career as an Arab prophet, who only later

came into contact withJews and, marginally, Christians. This reading

is also supported by a reconsideration of the biographical material
(see below). Thus, the immediate context from which Muhammad

ernerged as a prophet has to be considered as Arabian prophecy.a0

The career of Muhammad brings to light a new dimension of the

system of inspired holy men on the peninsula. There is much reason

to suggest that Muhammad originally was an itinerant prophet with a
moral message, traveling on the peninsula-or at least in the [Iijaz-
befbre finalty finding his community in Yathrib (later known as Med-

ina). It was then that he started to be strongly influenced by the bibli-
cai tradition.4l H. ,tut, furthermore, not alone in this tradition but
had colleagues and competitors. Although we do not know the extent

of the other prophetic movements, we know at least that Muhammad

was not unique. Among Islamic authors, Muhammad was unique irr
his true prophecy.

Muhammad is the best known of these prophets, even though the

source-critical problems in his biography are not to be underesti-

mated, and every reading of his life, whether conservative or revision-

ist, remains, for the time being, hypothetical. In brief, the traditionai
history tells us that the Prophet was born in Mekka into a prominent
farnily around 570 and, having come into contact with monotheiss,
started his prophetic career around 610. He preached in Mekka for
some ten to twelve years. As he met opposition fiom the leading
Mekkans, he made contacts with bedouin tribes, which used to come

to the central sanctuary of the peninsula, the Ka'ba, every year. He is
also credited with having made an abortive attemPt at hijra to the

neighboring town of at-Ta'if in 619, but he was rejected and had to re-

turn to Me kka. He stayed in Mekka until his hijra to Yathrib in 622,

40 This is not to deny that some knowledge ofJudaism and perhaps Christian-
ity had already filtered through to the peninsula, not only in the time of Muham-
mad but during earlier centuries. TheJewish presence especially had made itself
felt for centuries, if not from the times of Naba-na'id, then after the destruction of
the Second Temple. Yet Gordon Darnell Newby, A History o;[ the Jeus of Arabia: From

Ancient'fimes to Their Ecli.pse undn Islam (Studies in Comparative Religion; Colurn-
bia: University of South Carolina Press, 19BB), overdoes his case in trying to dem-
onstrate the per-vasiveness of theJewish presence on the peninsula.

4'l I am preparing a new analysis of Muhammad's early life.

I
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afterwhich he became the leader of both his community (ummcl and,
eventually, of the whole town.

\Arhen working with the Qur'an and the oldesr version of his life, the
Sirahby Ibn Hisham-dating from the early ninth century and closely
based on the late-eighth-century Sirahbylbnlshaq-the above picture
of Muhammad starts crumbling, and its chronological framework be-
comes improbable.a2 First, the earliest layers of the eur'an show no
Jewish or Christian influence. It is too much even to speak of a mono-
theistic message in the earliest surahs; more than anything, they are
monolatric. It is also startling that the only things we know about
Muhammad's life in the early period are legendary43 except for a few
details which mostly point outside Mekka, many of them to yathrib.aa

Combined with the fact that the majority of events situated in Mekka

42 It has long been known thar the Sirah material was first transmitted in tiny
narrative units, the akhbar, vnth little if any chronological frame. In theory a radi-
cal rereading ofthe material should not be surprising. For the ahhbarform ofi:rlis-
torical writing, see Franz Rosenthal, A Historl of Mustim Historiograpll) (second re-
vised edition; Leiden: Brill, 1968),66-71.

43 Perusing relevant pages in erthet Sirah (7:136-2:99/66-227) or Thbari (espe-
ciallyvol. 6 of the translation) is enough to demonstrate this fact. The rrrain events
of Muhammad's earliest years mentione d, in Thttari are the impending sacrilice of
his father, 'Abdallah, and the miraculous conception (6:1€); the reiognition of
Muhammad, in several versions, as the future prophet by the Syrian monk Bahira
and by another monk (6:4448); Muhammad's marriage to Khadlja, not locatecl
specifically in Me kka (one of the few events lacking religious motifs) (6:48-b1); the
rebuilding of the Ka'ba (6:51-59); and invocarion (6:67-80). Afterward, the
prophet's life becomes less based on religious themes, but there are few details, and
these, moreovet tend to be used several times. Tipically, one event is narrated
twice, and the narrator states how many years passed between the two. An obvious
example are the two pledges of 'Aqaba (6:122-138). There should be one year be-
tween these two events, but the situation in Mekka seems rneanwhile to freeze. Like-
wise, very little seems to happen during the boycott (6:105-114), yet we are told
thatit"continuedfortwoorthreeyears" (6:106).Hadtheboicott,ifiteverexisted,
taken so long, it is curious that there is nothing in the Qur'an dealing with it.

44 The following examples are from Tabari.In the seirch for a kailina to give a
verdict on 'Abdaileh, Muhammad's father, 'Abdallah is taken from the l(r,ba while
still a boy, first to Yathrib and from there to meet rhe kahina (6:4).In one version
of the legendary story of the conception, 'Abda_llah is said to have been stained
with clay or mud. As the rranslalors note (6:6, n.6), this passf,ge has been inrer-
preted as a reference to agriculture, which should not have been much practiced
in Mekka-Yarlrrib, instead, was dte area's main agricultural center (6:0).'Ab-
dallah dies in Yathrib and is buried there (6:8-g). Mubammad,s grandfather is said
to have grown up in Yathrib (6:9-f5). The opening of the breast happens, accord-
ing to the most famous version, among the bedouin (see Sirahl:I44-14g/69J3;
in Tabari 6:75 this event is situated in the valley of Mekka). Setting the chilclhoocl
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are either legendary or undatable, this necessitates rethinking the

early location for Muhammad. Muhammad's genealogy also seems

problematic. Besides legends (Thbari 6:1-9), nothing is known of his

father, 'Abdallah, whose name, meaning "the servant of God," is often
used in later texts when the real name is unknown. In the earliest lit-
erature, 'abdallih and the respective feminine amatallah are used

generically. Likewise, Muhammad lacks brothers or sisters, and both of
his parents are reported to have died when he was very young, his fa-

theq according to most traditions, before he was born. The existence

of his grandfather 'Abdalmuttalib seems to have been doubted already

by Frants Buhl.as In any case, the lack of (known) close relatives made

Muhammad's early life open to manipulation. This was easier than in

Jesus' case, whose mother and a brother, James, played roles in the

early community, yet whose genealogy and childhood were completely
rewritten within a few decades of his death.a6

It is not necessary to go into further detail. The main facts are as fol-
lows: the Mekkan provenance of Muhammad and his affiliation with
the main tribe of Mekka, the Quraysh, rests either on legends or the

simple statements of the sources, with little evidence or detail. Except

for events directly before ttre hijra, Muhammad's life in Mekka is al-

most a blank. Its chronology seems arbitrary and may, in fact, be based

on numerical speculation, as pointed out by Rubin.aT The later associ-

ation of the Prophet with the Quraysh would not be unique in a pre-
Islamic tribal system in which lineage could be adjusted to comply with
a new situation, and in which outsiders were admitted into a family for
political reasons. The strong association of Muhammad with Mekka

of Muhammad in the stronglyJewish town of Yathrib would create more problems
than it solves: \44ry was his early message, if he grew up inYathrib, not already heav-

ily.Judaicized? More than anything, this example shows how confused the sources
are as lo his place of origin.

45 "'Abd a1-Mutta1ib," in Hand.wiirtnbuch des Islam (ed. A.J. Wensinck andJ. H.
Kramers; Leiden: Brill, 1941).

46 Muhammad's obscure genealogy might be interpreted to place his origin
outside the mainstream of Islamic history perhaps outside the Hijaz. There are

other possible explanations, including low origins-if Qur 93:6 is a personal rem-
iniscence, Muhammad may have been an orphan-or perhaps the noncommit-
ment of his family to the case of Islam. One need only remember the embarrass-
ing cases of al-'Abbls and Abu Talib, whose offspring started ascending toward
leadership of the new Islamic state and had to explain their ancestors' stubborn re-
fusai to convert early enough.

47 Rubin, E)e of the Beholdtr,189-214.

I
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finds its Sitz im Leben in the late-seventh-century emphasis on Mekka
and its sanctuary the Ka'ba, as the holy places of Islam. At this time
the Arab background of the religion began to be emphasized as a
counterweight to Jerusalem and the earlier monotheistic traditions.as
The main deity of the Ka'ba, Flubal, is not mentioned in the Qur'anae
and is almost invisible in the surrounding explanatory material, as if
his cult had had no influence on the life of Muhammad and his ene-
mies. Reading the Sirah and the Qur'an, one would never conclude
that Muhammad had grown up in the cultic center of Hubal.5o My
main point, though-whether Muhamrnad came from Quraysh or
not-is that his early activity before the hijra has been misunderstood.
The sources claim that he was active for some twelve years in Mekka
before his hijra, but when studying the details this period seems to
evaporate.

In the Sirah there are realistic details from the end of the Mekkan
period. Almost all of these center on Muhammad's activity during one

48 As an aside, I draw attention to the fact that Mekka dicl not have a special role
in the subsequent history of the Islamic community. The conquesr of Mekka ap-
pears in the Sirah as the goal of the Prophet.and as the final victory of his military
activities, but the Siralz itself grossiy contradicts such an assumption. The military
success in Mekka was remarkable, but it was not the final aim of the new state,
which continued its campaigns after the conquest as if nothing had happened.
Mekka was just one victory among many others; only later was it made the central
event in the holy history of Islam.

49 The three female deities, al:IJzza, Allat, and Manat, are mentioned both in
the Qur'an (53:19) and in the biographical material, as in the famous hailith, ac-
cording to which Muhammad had made offerings to al-'IJzzibefore his invocation.
See Hisham al-Kalbi, Kitab al-asnam (ed. Muhammad 'Abdalqadir Ahmad and
Ahmad Muhammad 'Ubayd; Cairo: Maktabat an-nahda al-Misnya, n.cl.), 34; a sim-
ilar story has been studied by M.J. Kister, "'A Bag of Meat': A Study of an Early
Hadith," BSOASSS (1970):267*15, reprinted in M.J. I(ster, Studies inJahiti.lya and
Ear\ Islam (London: Variorum Reprints, 1980). At-'Uzzi is strongly linked with at-
Taif (e.g., al-Kalb1, Kitab a,l-asnam,31), another town which plays a role in Lhe Sira,h.

50 The equation byWellhause ry Reste,75, of Huba.l wi th iabb hadha l-baltor Ahlah
is unwarranted. There are stray mentions that deny the Mekkan origin of Muham-
mad, but these are inconclusive; not too much weight should be given to them.
Thus, in some versions of a tradition, quote$, in Suliman Bashear, Arabs and, Othns
in LarQ Islatn (Studies in Late Antiquity and Early Islam B; Princeton, NJ.: Darwin
Press, 1997), 50 and n. 35, 'Umar wonders about the eloquence of Muhammad,
stating that "you are not from among us," or, in another version, "you did not come
up from among us" (Iam takhruj min bayni azhmina). Such remarks may be seen, de-
pending on the schoiat as remnants of original information which have escaped
the general harmonization irr the historical material, or as careless mistakes which
have no evidential value-
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mawsim. Whether this "festive season" is to be equated with the pre-Is-

lamic pilgrimage (l1.aj) need not detain us, but it is striking that in
Mekka the activity of Muhammad, not unlike that of Jesus in

Jerusalem, seems to be limited to one festive season-the traditional
biography assunles that his activity covered several years, and the
mawsims to which the text refers should thus belong to different years.

Also realistic is that Muhammad is said to have made contact with
bedouin tribes. These contacts are schematically related in the Sirah

and are said to have happened during the l.rajj (see, e.g., Thbari

6:720-722).
It is now well-known that the importance of the pre-Islamic hajj has

been.much exaggerated. If we still want to believe in historical ground-
ing for contacts with bedouin tribes, it would be possible to take them
as reminiscences of Muhammad's itinerant career among the tribes.
\Alhen later tradition set Muhammad in Mekka by later tradition, these

encounters had to take place in the Holy City, as it was now regarded.
As Muhammad no longer came to the tribes, the tribes had to come
to Muhammad. Muhammad is also reported to have journeyed to at-

Ta'if, the cultic center of al-'IJzza (Sirah 2:29-3I/192-193).In the
Sirah, this hijra is set after the lengthy early period in Mekka, which
had led Muhammad into conflict with the local aristocracy. Thus, he
would have left his native town for at-Ta'if,51 but as the early period of
Muhammad in Mekka is known only from legends, we might speculate

that he was in at-Ta'if before the activity in Mekka.s2 That Mul.rammad
was followed to at-Ta'if onty by Abn Baka the future first caliph, un-
derlines the lack of a communitys3 and would justify dating the event
near the beginning of his career.

Thus, we might build his early life from the following elements. in
this order: vague childhood reminiscences, all pointing outside of

5r The Sirah dates this toward the end of the Mekkan period, but Muhammad
is shown as virtually unknown in a town which should have had close relations with
Mekka, where tl:'e Sirah claims that Muhammad had lived for some fifty years and
acted as a prophet for ten years. Yet he was unknown in a1-Ja'if.

52 It is impossible to build a coherent travelogue based on the meager infor-
mation in the Sirah, but I cannot resist pointing to the fact that, while at-Ta'if is 1o-

cated southeast of Mekka, Yathrib is north of Mekka. Thus, there would have been
an ideal route from at-Ta'if to Yathrib, via Mekka. It goes without saying that I draw
attention to this route only half-seriously.

53 Note that Abu Bakr's role can easily be explained by the wish to give as much
merit as possible to the first successor of Muhammad.

'r
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Mekka; contacts with bedouin tribes; appearance in at-Ta'if; a period
in Mekka during a mawsim. In Mekka he fbund an insufficient follow-
ing and finally left for Yathrib-perhaps against the will of the
Mekkans, who are depicted as unwilling ro let Muhammad leave for
Yathrib.5a In choosing this reading of his life, many details would fall
nicely into place: the limited number of nonlegendary events in his
early lif'e; the biblicalization of his message after an initial "Arab" pe-
riod; the referenies to places outside Mekka (see n.44 above); the
lack of close relatives in Mekka; and so on.

To this, one might add that the non-Muslim literary evidence
strongly favors Yathrib as the native town of Muhammad and does not
mention Mekka in this context. The mid-eighth-century Syriac chron-
icler, quoted by Dionysius of Tellmahre , wrote:

This Muhammad, while in the age and stature of youth, began to go up and
down from his town of Yathrib to Palestine for the business of buying and sell-
ing. While so engaged in the country he saw the belief in one God and it was
pleasing to his eyes."

While there is an obvious tendency to show the Christian origin of Mu-
hammad's "heresy," this text does show that the author, who, it might

54 The great secrecy in which the hijrais said, to have been plannecl and exe-
cuted (Sirah2:39-93/L97-231; Tabari6:139-150) is difficult to explain ifwe accept
the traditional version of Muhammad's life. If Muhammad had been annoying the
Mekkans, his departure would have been more than welcome (it is a wisdom of
hindsight when the sources say that the Mekkans were afraid of his later military
actions-that would have been unprecedented in tribal history). Muhammad
seems, on the contrary, to have become a showpiece of the tribe, and his departure
meant a lowering of prestige: Mekka lost its Prophet. That Muhammad left Mekka,
in light of the early parts of the Qur'an, would have been because he did not frnd
enough enthusiasm among the Meklans. The Qur'an does not mention serious
per_secutions but merely a stubborn refusa-l to obey the divine message .

55 Translation quoted from Robert G. Hoyland, Seeing Islam as Othns Sau It: A
Suruq and, Eualuation of Christian, Jeuish, and Zoroastrian Wrilings on Earll Islam
(Studies in Late Antiquity and Early Islam 13; Princeton, NJ.: Dar-win Press, 1997),
1.30. For the relations among the various texts, see ibid., 400409. The passage con-
cerning Muhammad and his trips to Palestine seems ultimately to derive from
Jacob of Edessa (d. 708) and his Chronide; cf. ibid., 405, n. 62. This passage was
commented on by Sebastian Brock, "Syriac Views of Emergent Islam," in Studies on
the First Century of Islamic Societl @d. G. I-I. A..Juynboll; Carbondale: Southern llli-
nois Universigr Press, 1982), 9-21, 199-203 (reprinted as Syriac Pnspectiaes on Late
Antiquity [London: Variorum Reprints, 1984], f1*12), although he did not com-
ment on the mention of Yathrib in this context.
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be added, writes before the earliest Islamic accounts, does not know of
links between Muhammad and Mekka.

In the Syriac chronicle Ad annum 724, ptobably deriving from an

early Arabic original.56 the list o[ the Arab rulers is prefaced as lol
lows:57 "Anotice on the ]afe of Mhmt the messenger of God, after he

had entered his city [viz., Yathrib] and three months before he en-

tered it, from his first year." The passage implies that he had a career

for three months before he came to Yathrib, which would fit my hy-

pothesis of a short period of activity in Mekka nicely. The text speaks

unequivocally of Muhammad's life (i.e., career) before his hijra,, not of
the hijn dating. This could also be seen as an allusion to the hijn' cal-

endar, which starts two months and a few days before Muhammad's ar-

rival in Yathrib.ss Thus the passage remains inconclusive'

Removing the legends and critically analyzing the life of Muham-

mad before the hi.jra leads toward a picture of Muhammad as an itin-
erant prophet, preaching and conveFng a moral message to various

tribes and towns. \Arhere he came from originally remains obscure.

Yathrib after the hi,jra is the proper scene for the biblicalization of
Muhammad's message, as the ciry was undoubtedly one of the penin-

sula's Jewish strongholds.se Mnhu-*ad became conscious there of
earlier monotheist traditions, and his prophecy started changing ac-

cording to these models. In a word, he had been an Alabian prophet,

but in Yathrib he became a link in the monotheist Heilsgeschichte and

became closely associated with the biblical prophets, as Muslims un-

derstood them.

56 Hoyland, Seeing Islam,396. Such chronological lists are now usually taken to
represent the earliest layer of Arabic historical writing, and thus are presumed

more accurate that the later akhbar (e.g., Patricia Crone, Slaues on Horses: The Eau

Iution oJ the Islamic Pol;ity [Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 1980] ).
57 Hoyland, Seeing Istam,395.
58 See ibid., 396, who explains this in this way. but it remains disturbing that the

gap between these two dates is actually less than two and a half months. See also

Tabari 6:162.
59 Note thatwhile keeping the overall relative framework of Noldeke's chronol-

ogy, I do not accept his absolute chronology' The periods Mekka II and Mekka III
may have to be situated in Yathrib and, if I am correct in assuming that Muhammad
was an itinerant prophet, the surahs of the first "Mekkan" period might pardy have

originated elsewhere.
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Mr bammad's Prophetic Bxperience

Muhammad had two kinds of prophetic experiences during his ca-

reer. The main t1pe, the auclition, consisted of prophetic messages cod-
ified in the qur'an60 and which later, in Yathrib, came under hear,y
biblical influence. In later literature, several stories describe how Mu-
hammad received these messages, but the stories are far from reliable
and do not offer a solid basis for further analysis. Wrapping oneself in
a cloth is an ecstatic technique which seems to find corroboration in
the qur'an.61 A familiar sprrit QAbi'), the supernatural being who de-
scends on the visionary would have been the pre-Islamic model for
Muhammad's visions, and this is how his visions would at first have
been understood. Only later, with the biblicalization of his prophecy,
does the intermediatory angel, Gabriel or Israfil, take the place of the
one who brings the divine rnessage.

The other type of prophetic activity consisted of dreams arul uisions.62

These are somctimes alluded to in the Qur'an (e.g., 8:43: dream) but
the Qur'an tells regrettably little about them. The most interesting de-
scription in the Qur'an comes in Surah 53, which tells of tlvo visions.
In one, the text speaks of a numen63 which Muhammad saw descend-
ing nearby, and in the other vision, experienced near "the Utmost
Lote-Tree,"64 he saw something which "covered" the tree. Dreams have
a clear role in some parts of the Sirah. Especially interesting is that, in

60 The position of Wansbrough, Q3tranic Studies, is extreme. Wansbroush sees
the Qur'-n aq a compilation of some two centuries and as the product of several
local traditioiis. Wansbrough's position has found few wholehearted supporters
and is, in fact, untenable. It is built on a strong desire to see the Qur'an as paral-
lel to biblical texts, partly to justify Wansbrough in using methods of biblical schol,
arship to study it.

67 Muzzammil (Qur. 73:1) and, mudd,aththir (Qur. 74:t), both roughly meaning
"one who has wrapped himself in a cloth." The concomitant stories in the com-
mentaries are of dubious authenticity.

62 See W Montgomery Watt, Muhammad,'s Mecca: History in fhe Qlnran (Islamic
Surveys; Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 19BB), 54-68. Watt has done va_lu-
able^work on early Islm, but his attitude toward the materia1 is very conservative.

63 The standard interpretations speak of Gabriel or God, depending on the
commentator; the text does not specify what Muhammad actually saw.

64 This scene later waS added to the story of Muhammad's ascension to heaven,
but in the original context this interpretation is not possible. The story of the ce-
lestial ascent of Muhammad has to be dated no earlier than the late seventh cen-
tury; its Sitz im Leben is the multireligious milieu following the conquests (see
Himeen-Anttila, "Descent").
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most of these dream stories, Muhammad is described as a passive
medium or intermediary; it is Abu Bakr who exprains the dreams and
takes an active role. One example may be sufficient .6b In Sirah4:Il0*I7l/590, during the siege of a1_Ta'if, Muhammad tells his
dream to Abu Bakr. I{e clreamed that he had been given a bowl full of
butter, but a rooster pecked at it and spilred it. Abn Bakr interprets the
dream, saying rhar Muharnmad will not reach his aim that iuy. nl.r-
hammad agrees, retrieving his troops.

Muhammad does not emerge from these stories as a statesman anclleader-a role that cariphar propaganda since the end of the seventh
century wanted to give him-but as a hory man who fo'ows the tribein its warlike activities and provides supernaturar guidance for the
leaders through an oracle or ominous ir.u-, the interpretation of
which is lefr for others. The story is tord in the sirah asif Abn Bakr only
voiced doubts Muhammad himserf arready had, and it is eventually
Muhammad who decides how to act. But ihi, i, ho, one would sup_
pose the story to have been modified, once Muhammad,s central rolein Islam had developed into a dogma. yet it does remain conspicuous
how often Abu Bakr is depicted in this interpretative role, as if it wereup to him to interpret Muhammad,s dreams and to draw practical
conclusions.

There is also a story that implies incubation. ln some versions of the
isra', the night journey66 starts from the Ka,ba, where the prophet is
sleeping. As the story of ttre isra, and the concomitant mi,raj, ascen_
sion to heaven, is of later origin,67 it is 

'ot possible to give much
weight to it.

The Sirah contains prophetic dreams from others, too. perhaps themost intriguing is the portentous dream of the prophet,s aunt,68'Atika bint 'Abdalmuttalib, who had remained pagan (Sirah 2:212_
2I4/29q.6e I{er dream was welcomed with scorn by pagan Mekkans,

-

65 Another dream frorn_the final period of Muhainmad,s activities appears inSrah 4:63/776-7Jl lno- 815). Note aiso the ar.n^1n Soon2:220/300.
:; :ee gur. t /:I and the legendary materiai attached.o/ See, e.g.. Hdmeen-Arttila, .,Descent.'.

ll T"t ':. 
if we accepr rhe rradirional genealogy of Muhammad.". lhe dream of .Arika 

has been also discus#d by Fahd, Diuination,2Tg+t.f)reams also re,uined their'mportance in Iarer Isramic currure. Arr interesting caseof a dream as a medium of official propugu.ra. i, uilr4.-,;;;fi;;iix;:"r*
discussed in Dimitri Gr:rras, Greek r.houghi Araolc C"irr.r, rn, ctaeco-Arabic Transra_tion Mouement in Baghaact and Earry ''lotisla soclety pna)th/Btn-lotn ,*i"i^r i"i-
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and her brother, al_,Abbas ibn ,Abdalmuttaiib 
was rebuked: ,,Are younot satisfied that your men should play the prophet that your womenshould do so also?,'As the story is ,o *o." reliable rhan other infbr_mation concerning Muhammad's life, one has to be hesitant about ac-cepting it-yet it is worth noricing.

The Context for Muhammad,s prophecy

What seems to have distinguishecl Muhammad fiom other Arabprophets is that in yathrib he was influenced by the biblical tradition,which made him see himself as different from and more than otherArab prophets. This evolution finaily led to the birth of a newmo,notheistic religion. with this change of focus, Muhammad set him_self in a new paradigm. Insread of un" itirr.ru", Or";-;-r-*n;;;;';"
came dre God of Israel's.rncssenger to humankind_or, *o.a p-Su-bly, to the Arabs only.7O The comfosition of a Holy Book also resulredfrom this redirecrion as the texr o[ rhe eur'an resrifies. \44ren his bi-ography was written more rhan a centuryl-ater, this finar bibrical phaseof p-rophecy was retrojected to the beginning of his career.

Muhammad was not the^ 
lnly Arab"proph"e t, hahins apart. We haveinformation about many of his compeito.r, urra after his death thercwas no abrupt discontinuation of Arabian prophecy. To be sure, themost intimate followers of Muhammad did not claim to have suc*

.ceeded 
him in his prophetic function, and even the Marwanidumalyads' especialry 'Abdarmalik (r. 6g5-705), who conceived thecaliph as a divinely authorizecl king in Sasanian ,q,r", """.. .;.a a;be prophets. For them,-though, the caliph, the vice_regent of God on

ffi*;;aln 
fact a higher functionary rhan even the prophet

We have scattered information on Muhammad,s main compedtor,

don and Newyork: Routredge, lggg), g5-r04. Dreams and their interpretationhave been distussed bv Fahdl oiuinotrr,"Zii_iOT.,f," has also collecred an irrr_pressive list of oneirocritic manuscripts. See also F.i.d_ulrrr, .,Finaliry,,, 
lgg_202,and Leah Kinberg. "Literar 

,Dreams 
and pr.p"rr",;.'H"a.ib in classicar rsram: Acomparison o[Two Wavs of Legjdmarion," oiirt.*it (lSgS), 2?g_300.70 Larer lslamic traiition shows ,n.qriuo.Jty t,ow Christianiry and Judaismwere seen as acceptable rerigions: Isram wis no missionary religion. 3i-ir..if , r"i"passage in rhe eur'dn ,t,91)^.::: rhese religions n.'pot"nriuly ,eadine ro salva_lion-despire later auempts ro inrerprer fie iassage 

jitfe..nrly.
/r See Crone and Hinds. God s Citipn, Z+_+i.--'- 

"
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Musaylima (al-Kaclhdhab, "the Liar"), from Banu Hanrfa, who is said to
have met Muhammad, as well as on the prophetess Sajahi and a few
others, the so-called ridd;z prophets. What these prophets preached,
and to what extent they had been influenced by biblical tradition or
by Muhammad, remains hard to evaluate. The classical sources are

more or less unanimous that they had a universal message-concocted
frorn Christianity and travesties of Muhammad's message, if we are to
believe the Islamic sources. They did have a message, most probably
similar to that of Muhammad-except that their message is purpose-
fully distorted by the sources. Some of the prophets may, in fact, have

seen themselves as Muhammad's successors, and probably conceived
of themselves as Muslims. Thus, when Muhammad died, his place was

open for Musaylima and other prophets. The idea may sound unfa-

miliar to Muslims as well as to Western scholars who have adopted clas-

sical thinking, but it is quite natural. \Mry shouid prophecy have ended

with the cleath of one prophet??3

Tlae riddaprophets are usually said to have led tl;'e riddamovements,
but this is probably not accurate. It seems that they personified the
ridda movements more than they led them. The stories do not consis-

tently show them as the leaders of their tribes, and many sources draw
attention to the fact that there were more noble-and hence poten-

72 The term rid.ilarneans "apostasy"; from the Islamic point of view, these proph-
ets and their tribes, which had succumbed to the Islamic state of Yathrib, commit-
ted apostasy when they refused to accept the supremacy of Yathrib after Muham-
mad's death. It should be noted, though, that the conceptof ridda is mistaken. The
military activities of the Islamic state did not stop, and different tribal confedera-
tions always used the opportunity to counteratta.ckYathrib. The dddawars were the
direct continuation of wars in the fina1 years of Muhammad, and a direct prede-
cessor of the conquests (futu]1).'Ihe tripartite scheme (conquest of Mekka-
ridda-futufi derives from later historians, not the material itself. The tertn rid'da
is also misunderstood from another point of view. We have no proof that the ridd,a

prophets conceived of themselves in opposition to Muhammad's new religion.
They opposed the leadership of Yathrib after the death of Muhamrnad. Ridd,a

prophets are discussed in all histories of the Islamic state after the death of Mu-
hammad. Ibn A'tham al-Kufi's Kitab al-Futut.t, (1388-1395; ed. Muhammad 'Ab-
dalm'id Khan; vols. 1-8; As-Siisila aljadida min matbu'at Da'irat al-ma'erif aI-
'uthmaniya 9/12/1-8; \laydarabad: Matba'at DA'irat al-ma'-rif al-'uthmaniya,
1968-1975; repr., Beirut: Dar an-narJua, al-jadlda, n.d.) contains a large selection of
these stories with examples of--obviously invented-prophetic dicta of the ridda
prophets (1:1-87).

73 Stroumsa's discussion of Manichaean prophecy, in "'Seal of the Prophets,"'
is relevant as a parallel case.
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tially more influential-men among their followers.T4 Musaylima is the
best-known of these prophets.T5 According to Muslim sources, he was
the prophet of the Banu Hanifa in Yamama, and claimed to be receiv-
ing revelations. The text of some of these revelations has been trans-
mitted,76 but their authenticity is dubious. Some of them are fancifui
inventions, concocted to show the emptiness of Musaylima's false ,,rev-

elations" and to contrast them with the noble message of Muhammad.
The following (Thbari 10:109) is often quoted as aurhendc:7?

Oh frog, daughter of a frog, croak what you croak, your upper part is in the
water and your lower pTart in the mud, do not bar any person drinking, nor
make the water rrrrbid ''

74 Th.rr, e.g., Abn 'Ubayd al-Qasim ibn Sallam, Kitab an-nasab (i410; ed.
Maryam Muhammad Khayraddar'; Dar al-Fika 1989), 3b2: ,,Muhakkarn al-yamama
Ibn at-Tufayl was more noble than Musaylima." In Ibn A'tham, Futuh I:BZ,
Mubakkam is called Musaylima's vizier and "his man,' $Ahib);his roie rnay have
been similar to that of Abu Bakr in relation to Muhammad. Like Muhammad
(sirah2:230/300), lulaylta is shown as supporting his troops behind the lines (Ibn
A'tlam, Futuh 7:14-15), not leading the bittle but inspiring it with his presence.

75 The standard study of Musayllma is Dale F. Eickelmarir, ,,Musaylima: An Ap-
proach to the Social Anthropology of Seventh-Century Arabi^,,, J0umal of the Eio-
nom,icandsocialHi*oryoftheorientr0 (1967): 17-b2,whichisbasedmainlyonsec-
ondary sources and is unsatisfactory. An in-depth study, which is still lacking, would
take the Arab sources and their problems into full account; any lucid und"erstand-
ing of the ridda prophets' career presupposes the collection of all Islamic material
pertinent to their lives, with sound source criticism.

70 E.g., in Thbari10:108-709.
77 Another version appears in Tabari l0:133. As the text of these "revelations"

was never canonized, it developed as wildly as any anecdotal material, without
reaching fixed form. In Ibn A'tham's Futuh (l:2g), a llanafi conremporary of
Musaylima is made to voice the opinion of Islamic aurhors: "you have ieard'the
Qur'an brought by Muhammad. . . . How far his speech is from that of Musaylima
the Liarl"

tu-O, 
11 aside, one might draw attention to the anon)nnous Latin Vita of 850,

translated by Kenneth B. wolf in Medinal lberia: Rzartings from christian, aiuslim,
awlJadsh sources (ed. olivia Remie consrable; Middle Ages Series; philadelphia:
University ofPennsylvania Press, 1997),49. This source is, in general, *"il irr-
formed concerning Islam, and it describes Muhammad's activity in the following
words (words in brackets added): "The same false prophet [i.e., Muhammacl] cop-
posed psalms from the mouths of irrational a:rimals, commemorating a red calf
fthe surah of the cow, 2] . He wove a story of spiderwebs for catching-flies [refer-
ence to the Surah of the Spider, 291. He composed certain sayings about the
hoopoe [reference to the Surah of the Ant, 27:201 and, the frog tsec]. . . . IHle
arranged other songs in his own style in honor ofJoseph, Zachary and even the
molher of the Lord, Mary [the Surah of Mary, lg].,'All ,.psalms,, and ,,songs,, of
Muhammad are correct references to the Qur'an, except for the reference io the
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More credible are the passages which sound more religious (see, e.g.,
Tabari10:93-95). These tend to closely resemble the earliest layers of
the Qur'an; whether they do so because they have been fabricated on
the basis of the Qur'arr, or because they belong to the same tradition,
is far from clear.

The few texts transmitted from the other prophets follow the
Musaylima passages and have the same problems. Worth noticing,
though, is the existence of a prophetess, Sajatri, although she is best
known for the sexual insults heaped on her by later Muslims.Te On the
other hand, she is said (Thbari 10:93) to have known Christianity; the
Thghlib tribe, with which she is associated, was at least partly Chris-
tianized.

Some of the ridda prophets were contemporary with Muhammad.
Islamic sources and tendentious history writing has not been able to
hide that, for example, Musaylima was already active during the life of
the prophet Muhammad. These sources describe all the pseudo-
prophets as mere ernulators of Muhammad. Other prophets may have
appeared only after Muhammad had died, and they seem to have
corne, at least partly, from among the Muslims: The best known of
these is Julayha, who reconverted to Islam later in his life.80 Julayl.ia
and Musaylima, too, are said to have received messages through
Gabriel,Bl but this may also be an extrapolation of Muhammad's situ-
ation. On the other hand, in Tabari9:767, Tulayha's divine intermedi-
ator is called Dhu'n-Nun; and in Tabari10:112, the one who comes to
Musaylima is ar-Rahman. The prolific and ever varying names do not
engender much con{idence.

frog, an animal which is nowhere mentioned. The same source mentions that "the
spirit of error appeared to him in the form of a mlture," which Muhammad said
was the angel Gabriel (p.48). Even this mightbe based on more than slander. In
Ibn al-Munadi, Mala.himSl (Safh Apocalypse), a raven (ghurab) is reported to have
brought messages to Satih. Perhaps the Vitais transmitting Islamic materials origi-
nally purported to be used against pseudopropheS and turning them against Mu-
hammad himself. The question needs a separate study.

'/e See. e.g., the famous poem no. 41 by al-Aghlab al-'Ijli (Jaakko Himeen-
Alrttila, ed,., Fiue Ra{az Colkctions: Materiak for the Study of Ra{az Poetrl II lstudor 76;
Helsinki: Societas Orientalis Fennica, 19951). Contrary to rhe date usually given for
the poet (d. 641), the poem, as weil as the majority of other poems attributed to
al-Aghlab, dates considerably later; al-Aghlab-or ar leasr the author of this
poem-is no contemporrry of Sajahi.

80 See. e.g., Tabari 1074. S{ahi, too, reconverted (Tabari70:g7), which shows
how lighdy the earlv Muslims took rhe malter.

81 Ibn A'tham, Futih 7:70, 12, znd 24: cf . Thbari 10:66.
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In general, rslamic authors describe the ridd,aprophets as imitators
of Muhammad, but this is often mere fiction. It is, for example, im-
probable that S4ahi would have let the prayer call contain the formula
"I testi$' that Sajahi is the prophetess of God,' (ashhadu anna Sajahi
nabzyatu llah); the central role of Muhammad in Islam and his place in
the call to prayer hardly clates to this time. Likewise, al-Aswads? is
called "an apostle of God" by his followe rs (Thbari I0:2g) , although i'
this case we might have a historical report, as there is no reason why
other prophets would not have imitated the most successful prophet
of Yathrib.

Some ridda prophets may have seen themselves as continuing the
prophecy of Muhammad. Thus, when Musaylima freed the followers
of S{ehi from two of the five daily prayers Muhammad had imposed
on them (Tabari 10:95), the implication is that he continues rhe work
of Muhammad, instead of opposing or disclaiming it.83 That his Islam
was not what became accepted as orthodox Islam need not blind us to
the fact that heresy and orthodoxy became defined only in time. I{ad
Musay'ima or some of the other ridda prophets succeeded, theirs
would have been the orthodoxy.sa

Paradigms of Arabian prophecy

These abortive attempts to develop-or to continue-a full-grown
model of continuous prophecy eventually failed. \Arl.rether these
prophets had.a model in earlier times is not clear. In any case, we have
no reports of prophetic schools on the peninsula or of prophetic suc-
cession within a holy family. The only evidence which could be so in_
terpreted is the above-mentioned passage concerning 'Atika, and it is
too equivocal to be used as a basis for further hypotheses.ss

82 See, e.g., Thbari 9:165. Most of the information on these ridda prc:phets ap-
pears in the tenth volume of Tabari.

83 One should not, though, forget that, in the earliest phase, the Muslims seem
to have had three dailyprayers (see eur. l1:l14;50:39-40;76:2b_26).If there is a
historical core to the three daily prayers for Sajahi's followers, this might have been
an earlier practice. In that case, the "reduction" of the five prayers t6 three would
be an etiology for thp existing habit.

84 Ar-nalal (or ar-Rahheifwas said ro have been a knowledgeable Muslim, and
he did not have scruples about following Musaylima after the dJath of Mubammad
(Thbari 10107 , 717).

85 We also find stray remarks like that in Ibn A,cham, Futuh l:4, in which
Quraysh is referred to as Ahl an-nubuwa,',the people of prophecy.,, The passage
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Prophecy on the Arabian Peninsula was not exclusively pagan and
Arab in character.'lhe Sirah is full of stories aboutJewish and Christ-
ian holy men, as well as ft,antfi86 wandering on the peninsula, preach-
ing or searching for the truth. These stories are told in Islamic litera-
ture as annunciation stories; the gist is predicting the Prophet soon to
come. In addition to pagan prophets, there may have been a prophet,
or at least a visionary from among theJews. The little-known and im-
perfectly understood Medinese Jew, gafi ibn Sayy5d,87 may have
claimed to be a prophet. Ibn Salyad was already active when
Muhammad met him, according to some stories. In ad-Dani's as-Sunan
al-uarid.a 1191-1200 (nos. 659-665),88 there are seven hathths con-
cerning ibn Sary-d. Some of these hadtths show him as a kahin. In
no. 665,8e the prophet Muhammad tests him in. traditional hahin style
("I am keeping sornethine hidden from you"). In others (nos.
661*662), Ibn Salyad claims to be a messenger of God, equal to
Muhammad. In no. 662, he is depicted as a visioriary who sees the
throne of God on watet a vision familiar from Merkavah mysticism.e0

Later authors saw the Antichrist in Ibn Sayyad: the harJtths abott

may be interpreted innocuously (as the people among whom the last and final
prophet appeared), but it does give room for a less orthodox reading (the people
from among whom prophets in general arose). The hadlth according to which
Muhammad's son, Ibrahim, would have become a prophet had he not died in in-
fancy (discussed in Friedmann, "Finality," 186-93) is ofa later period, and even the
existence of Ibrahim has lately been questioned; see Kaj Ohrnberg, "Miriya al-

Qibtilya Unveiled," Studor 55 (1984) : 297 -3O3.
86 A rather obscure term closely associated in the Qur'an with Abraham; see,

e.g., 3:67. The discussion of Watt, Muhammad's Mecca, 37-38, is relevant to the
meaning of hanif. I agree with Watt in doubting the existence of any "llanif move-
ment" before Islam.

87'Ihe name is spelled in slightly different forms: Ibn Sa'id; Ibn as-Sa'id; Ibn as-
Saryad; etc. For more about Ibn Salyad, see especially David Halperin, "The Ibn
$a1yad Tiaditions and the Legend of al-Dajjal," JAOS 96 (1976): 213-25, and
Steven M. Wasserstrom, Betueen Mushm andJal: TIte Problem of Symbiosis undn Eaily
Islam (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 77-82. In Ibn al-Munadi,
Malahim, 222, there is an interesting story which has been overlooked by Halperin.
According to the story, Ibn Sa'id was an IsfahanianJew who went into occultation
in order to return as the Antichrist.

88 In addition to 'Uthman ibn Sa'id ad-Dani, as-Sunan at-warictct, f. l-fitan ua-
ghawA'ihhA wa's-sa'a ua-ashratiha (1416; ed. Rida'ailah Muhammad Idris al-
MubaraMuri; Riyadh: Dar al-'asima, 1995), and the sources used by Halperin, "Ibn
S"fy4d," see also Ibn al-Munadi, Malafuim, index, s.w. "Ibn Sa'id" and "Ibn Sa1yad."

89 See Halperin, "Ibn Sayyad," 219.
eo See ibid., 217-lB.
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him are more interested in his apocal)?tic role than in his earthiy ac-

tivities; consequently, the his.torical Ibn Sayyid tends to evade us.el It
is almost impossible to say whether a person called Ibn $aryad existed
at the time of Muhammad, but these relatively early testimonies imply
that eighth-century scholars believed that a Jewish visionary or a

prophet had been active in Medina in the seventh century. In any case,

Ibn SaJyad was not an Arab prophet but an Aiabic-speakingJewish vi-
sionary (or messiah or prophet).

Thus there is considerable evidence for claiming that the prophets
and soothsayers of the peninsula had two main paradigms. First, there
was the local kahin-at least some of whom are depicted as living in in-
accessible places-visited both by his own tribe and by others when
they were in need of an oracle. The second group consists of itinerant
prophets and preachers, the holy men who traveled in search of an au-

dience. These prophets had a message to convey and were respected,
if not obeyed, due to their inherent authority as representatives of
God and as channels for divine messages. Prophets are never tested in
the stories in the same sense as the hahins. They may produce signs

@yAil-.for Muslim authors, Muhammad produced tr-uthful signs, the
"pseudoprophets" only legerdemain-but their authority ultimately
derives from the divine message they convey. If the audience does not
believe in the message and the signs adduced by the prophet, it is to
their detriment. But if the client does not believe in the abilities of the
hahin, he is free to turn to another. The basic difference between the
tlvo q?es of prophets lies in the universality and content of their mes-

sage. We are rarely told that kahins d\d more than answer questions.
They received their authority from their clients, not from the divinity
they represented or from who expressed himself in the oracle. They
were selected, tested, and, when they passed the test, their word was

accepted. It was accepted because their clients needed a soothsayer or
a neutral hakam, a supernaturally inspired judge, not because the
hahinhad inherent authority as a representative of God.ez 'Ihe kahin

could be ignored, but not the prophet. Both types continued well into

91 \Atrether Ibn $ayyad was the Antichrist is heatedly debated in the hadtths 7

have quoted as well as in their various commentaries. The origin of this debate may
have been confusion caused by the word d,ajjal, which is used both for pseudo-
prophes and the Antichrist.

92 A group close to kahins were the diviners. We have little reliable information
on divinatory practices in pre-Islamic times. The Sirah (l:736-139,266-68) de-
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Islanric times. The kahins were attested in the peninsula up to the
twentieth century as reported especially from South Arabia. The other
t1pe, the itinerant prophet with a universal message, is less known, es-

pecially since Sunni Islam later denied the possibility of continuous
prophecy after Muhammad.es

After the conquest, the history of the peninsula remains almost un-
documented, except for episodes that occurred mainly in the last two
decades of the seventh century. Modern evidence shows that the hahi.ns

continued their activities, especially among the bedouins, who never
fully absorbed Islam and to a great extent retained their Arab thought-
patterns and traces of Semitic paganism.ea \Aihen the focus of Islam
changed to the old cultural area of the Near East, mainly Palestine,
Syria, and Iraq, prophecy became deeply influenced by local tradi-
tions. As is well-known, the centuries befbre Islam were a period of
great religious activity, and several persons, both within judaism and
Christianity and on the margins. claimed to be receiving messages
from God. The Elchasaites and the Manichaeans likely represent the
most famous of these movements, but they were not the only ones.
When the "Believers," as the early Muslims called themselves, con-
quered the region, a steady influx of converts started joining their
ranks, bringing their cultural and religious heritages. The religion of
Islam was taking fixed form slowly. Local versions tended to develop in
different directions, and different prophetic traditions found their way
into some forms of Islam. Our best sources for these are the later here-
siographies and, to a lesser extent, later Shiite literature, which pre-
ser"ves traces of seventh- and eighth-century movements. Their ideas

scribes divination with arrows in the Ka'ba. For divination in general, see Fahd,
Diuinalion.

93 Prophets did continue appearing but were usually executed, unless their ca-
reer as prophets could be marginalized. The cause cilibre oflater prophets was the
poet al-Mutanabbi (d. 965), who got his nickname "the wouid-be prophet," it is
said, from a youthful adventure among bedouins. See, e.g., Wolfhart Heinrichs,
"The Meaning of Mutanabbr," in Poetrl and Propheq: The Beginnings of a Literary Tra-
dition (ed,.James L. Kugel; Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990), 120-39 and
231,39.

94 On bedouin religiosity, see, e .g.,Joseph Henninger, Arabica Sacra: Aufstitze zur
Ilzligionsgeschi,chte Arabiens und, seinn Randgebiete (OBO 40; Gottingen: Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprecht, l9B1). Note that the Antichrist is often said to find his follow-
ers among bedouins; see below.
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show that the idea of continuous prophecy lingered for centuries, and,
until modern times, even popped up among radical Shiites.es

Keeping the fbcus on early Islam, the sources give glimpses of sev-

eral prophetic or messianic movements. Sometimes it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between the two, as most prophets were also ready to lead a

movement against worldly and unjust government. They, in fact, were
often forced to do so, as the Sunni system had no place for would-be
prophets.e6 One source demonstrating the importance of would-be
prophets in the Frrst one and a half centuries of Islam is eschatological
literature. Like their Jewish and Christian counterparts, Islamic apo-
calypses and eschatological texts are a valuable source for events sup-
pressed or harmonized in later historical writings. The reconstruction
of early Islam has in recent times relied much on this material.

The appearance of false prophets, as they are described in Islamic
literature,eT is one of the signs of the last days. In ad-Danr's as-Sunan

al-warida 861-864, there are fwe hadiths (nos. 441,445) mentioning
false prophets, who seem to have been a cause of anxiety and thus a
real threat to circles that invented and circulate d had,zths.ss The point
in these five hadzths is similar. In all of them, the Prophet warns his na-
tion about false prophets:

(no. 441 ) The Lasc Hour will not corne before nearly thirty lying
dajjals"" will be sent, each one claiming to be the Messenger of God.

95 An interesting modern case is the eighteenth-century Shaykhiya movement,
out of which the Babiya grew in the nineteenth century; see, e.g., Henri Corbin, 1in
Iran islamien: Aspects spirituek et philosophiEtes (vols. 1-4; Paris: .Gallimard, 1971-
1972), 4:205-300, and Sm.ith, Babi and Baha'i Rcligions.

96 Many of these prophets who gained political importarce-and were subse-
quently execu[ed-are Usted in Friedmann, "Finality," 194-96.

97 The Christian polemics against false prophets (already in Matt 7:75) nay
have been known to Muslim authors.

98 It might not be superfluous to recall that these "false prophets" were no
threat to Islam: they provided a rival interpretation.

so D"iial, from Syriac d,aggata'liar', usually refers to the false messiah, the An-
tichrist, but it is also used in the sense of "false prophet." lrrno. 445 (= Nu'aym ibn
Hammad, in KhAb al-Rtan ll41-4; ed. Suhayl Zaklar; Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 19931,
317), the number of d .ctjjAls rs raised to seventy-odd. Even the Antichrist first claims
to be a prophet; see Ibn al-Munadi, Malahi.m,Z49 (= fg,t'u ibn Hammad, in
Fitan, 326, and cf. 330).
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(no. 442)t00ln my nation there radll be thirty liars, each one of which claims to be
a prophet, but I am the Seal of the Prophets. There will be no prophets after me.

Although these l.tadrths offer no details, the general direction is clear.

Many inspired religious aspirants saw themselves as new prophets,
whose task was to maintain inspired, direct contact with God.

Iran, (he former'ly Zoroaslrian slale, seems lo have been the mosl
active hotbed of prophets, some of whom, like al-Muqanna', "the
Veiled Prophet of Khorasan" of the late eighth century1ol probably
had a Zoroastrian background. Others, like Bayan ibn Sim'an, who as-

cended to heaven, was anointed by God, and ordered to convey God's
message to humankind,1Oz undoubtedly found their inspiration in the
biblical tradition. In a strict sense, these prophets did not continue
Arabian prophecy, but belong to Christian,Jewish, or Zoroastrian par-
adigms. They were transplants from traditions other than Islamic. Nev-
ertheless, their presence within the Islamic community is remarkable,
and most of their followers seem to have called themselves "Muslims"
and seen themselves within the Islamic tradition. A part of the popu-
lation that may have been too ready to back new prophets were the
bedouins; they are-together with women andJews-often described
among the followers of the Antichrist.l03

In Ibn al-Munadi, Malahim,259, Muhammad is quoted as giving his
verdict on Musaylima, who is among thirty false messiahs (al-maszl.r, ad-

dajjAQ, referring in this case to false prophets. The hadzth is anachro-
nistic-the eschatological speculation gained strength only several
decades laterl0a-and, consequently, it does not concern the historical
Musaylima or the other ridd,a prophets, who had been vanquished

100 Also in, e.g., Ibn al-Munadi, Malahim, 113. Other versions of the hadlth are
listed in Friedmann, "Finality," 196, n. 67.

701 7o6or;29:196-197. He was executed in 779 or soon after. See also Elton L.
Danie| The Political and, Soci.al History of Khurasan under Abbasid Rule, 747*820 (Bib-
liotheca Islamica; Minneapolis and Chicago: Iran-America Foundation, 1979),
1?,747.

102 E.g., [pseudo]-an-Nashi' al-Akbar, {/otr, 560 (Josef van Ess, Frtihe mu'tazili-
ti.sche Htiresiographie: Zuei Wnke d.es Naii' al-Akbar [gut. 293 H.] [Beiruter Texte und
Studien l1; Wiesbaden and Beirut: Franz Steiner, 1971),9J0 [in Arabic]), trans-
lated in Himeen-Anttila, "Descent. "

103 E.g., Ibn al-Munadi, Matafi.im,250-51, and often. See also Nu'aym ibn
Hammad, Iitan,33l.

104 16. qur'anic last day, and hence Muhammad's view of eschatology, is a pun-
ishment which befalls the sinful people all of a sudden (baghtat&n; Qur. 6:31 and
often); there is no time for eschatologicai signs or persons.
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ye ars before this had,tth was fabricated. Rather, it is directed against
later prophetic movements.105 The classical Islamic authors mainly re-

garded these prophets as extremi st (ghutat) Shiites, a category without
historicai reality before the mid-eighth century. In fact, the early
ghulat movements should be seen as gnostic sects surfacing under the
cover of the new religion. The moderate Shiite movement, which
evolved as Twelver Shiism in the tenth century accepted sorrle ghulnt
ideas, and the Shiite Imam shares many features with these early
prophets. Divine messages were received by the Imam, and although
the classical Shiite sources make a clear distinction between wahj'rev-
elation', which only the prophets receive, and ilham'inspiration',
which the Imams receive, there are traces of a more flexible terminol-
ogy in the eighth century. At that time, the Ruh'the Spirit' also

brought revelations to the Imams, by which they were to guide their
followers.l06

Summary

In pre-Islamic times, the prophets were part of an Arabian tradition,
with probably only faint influence from the biblical tradition. T'he pre-
Islamic, inspired holy men were of two types. The first was the inspired
soothsayer or hahin, whose role was to answer questions for a price.
These kahins had no followers and no universal moral message, and
their authority depended on societal acceptance, not on inherent au-

thority. In contrast to diviners, t}':re kahins do rrot seem to have used ac-

cessories, such as arrows, in their work. They received verbal inspira-
tion from a supernatural power. The second group consisted of
itinerant prophets, to whom Muhammad originally belonged, and
who conveyed a moral message from God to their audience. Hud and

Salih, the qur'anically attested Arab prophes, should probably be

counted in this class, as well as Musaylima and other ridda prophets.
Neither t}:le kahins nor the itinerant prophets were organized, as far as

sources allow, even though the sanctuaries on tire peninsula would
have made this possible.

105 Nu(aym ibn Hammad, Fitan, 316, sets this event one month beford the death
of Muhammad. Another version appears in ibid., 334-35.

106 5.., in general, Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi, T-he Diaine Gtide in Earll
Shi'ism: The Sources of Esotericism in Islam (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1994).



I4 Prophecy in lts Ancient Near Eastern Context

During the career of Muhammad, Arabian prophecy went through
a biblicalization, and the indigenous tradition was molded to fit the
biblical concept of prophecy as viewed by the Arabs. This biblical in-
fluence started during the Yathrib period of Muhammad's life and
continued posthumously, when his biography was molded to fit bibli-
cal models. The "pagan" Arabian tradition of prophecy was buried
under a reconstituted form. In the classical Islamic period, the Sun-
nites developed a theory'of the Seal of the Prophets, interpreted to
mean that the final message of God to humankind had been delivered
through Muhammad and no further messages could be received; in a
word, prophecy was limited to history and had no contemporary
meaning. Shiite Islam followed less eagerly, and the Shiite Imam has

always retained some prophetic features, afthough the term wahy'rev-
elation' is avoided. The Imam, however, remains a direct channel to
God and God's commands and fulfills many prophetic functions. In
addition, there remained many marginal sects, later regarded as ex-

tremist Shiites, who received outside influences107 and developed mes-

sianic and prophetic movements, which usually were involved with so-

cial disturbance. These movements are special cases of Islamic
prophecy, but not direct descendants ofArabian prophecy.

Thus the advent of Islam sounded the death knell for Arabian
propbecy. graduatly adapting it to biblical models. Yet the birth ol- Is-

lamic culture brought widespread literacy and thus helped to preserve

information concerning Arabian prophecy, even if in a distorted and
tendentious form. Without Islam, no information concerning this oral
tradition would have been preserved, and Arabian prophecy would
have disappeared without a trace-perhaps like other forms of Semitic
prophecy, which may have disappeared without the existence of urit-
ing to preserve them.

107 11 pr-i51 be remembered that Sunni Islam received such foreign influences,
too, but from different sources.
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